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CHAPTER 1

Bridging the Gap Between Academic and Practical

Rationality

1.1. The Guidance-Seeker

Consider the plight of a hypothetical person � let's call her Karen � who is

hoping to improve her rationality and thereby her life prospects. Perhaps Karen

read a popular book about cognitive errors or logical fallacies and was motivated to

delve deeper into the topic, acquiring passing familiarity with such sundry topics

as Expected Utility Theory, Dutch Books, classical logic, and adaptive heuristics.

It is not hard to imagine that after all of this reading, Karen will feel worse about

her rationality rather than better. Previously, she felt she was living a prudent,

responsible, and generally enjoyable life; she only started investigating these topics

out of curiousity, and maybe with a hope in the back of her mind that she might

learn some techniques for making better investments. Now it seems she's commiting

grievous errors right and left. The task of solving all of these problems seems

overwhelming, and furthermore concrete solutions do not seem to be on o�er.

Worse yet, Karen percieves substantial disagreement about which of her �errors�

are really errors, and even about what kind of thing rationality is in the �rst place.

This disagreement seems to follow something of a pattern, but this pattern doesn't

decide for her which side she should believe: Economists and logicians seem hung up

on rules, and in particular rules that people are shown to break; the description of

these rule-breaking behaviors is described as �irrational,� making the problem sound

critical. Psychologist do not deny (and even help to �nd) these phenomena, but

somehow they draw di�erent conclusions; they don't describe Karen as irrational,

rather they explain that she is at the end of a long evolutionary path that has

turned humans into e�cient reasoning and deciding machines (that nonetheless

malfunction on rare occasion). Now Karen is especially torn because she doesn't

know who to trust. Everyone knows economists are super smart but cold and

calculating, while psychologists have a better sense for the human side of things,

and they're no dummies themselves. Which is more likely to be right in this case?

Even if she took a side, Karen thinks, what would she do to become more

rational? At the moment she is fretting over the Allais Paradox, a hypothetical

scenario in which a person is o�ered a series of choices between pairs of lotteries.

The choices most people make � and which Karen herself made in her head when
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1.1. THE GUIDANCE-SEEKER 6

she �rst saw them � are deemed to be irrational. Karen is deeply disturbed by

this because these lotteries could pay millions, and although she has never had

the good fortune of being o�ered such lotteries out of the blue and at no cost,

she certainly wants to be prepared in case it ever happens, given the amount of

money at stake. But what can she do to make sure she doesn't choose irrationally

when the time comes? Should she start spending her evenings studying lotteries,

estimating a utility function, memorizing choices that she sees o�ered in books?

Not everyone seems to agree that Karen's intuitive choice is problematic; some

psychologists explain that her choices are produced by a heuristic, and heuristics

are humans' way of making generally good choices quickly. Does this mean that

it's �ne to make an �irrational� choice in this case, and in fact not to worry about

what other such problem cases might exist? This does not seem right.

Frustrated, Karen might consider the state the world has reached without wor-

rying about any of this and wonder how important it is to root out irrationalities

in the �rst place. How much time and energy should she be willing to spend deter-

mining the most rational course of action, as opposed to following intuition or the

status quo? Granting that improving rationality is important, does it make sense

to focus on lotteries, or something else? In other words, how should she prioritize

the potential improvements she could make?

Rationality engages a wide range of inquirers for a variety of reasons, and

consequently there are many di�erent purposes and goals in studying it. One

such purpose is that of guiding people like Karen towards greater rationality, as

there is a strong implicit connection between rationality and human excellence (see

Chapter 2). Increased understanding of rationality furthers the goal of determining

how people could become more rational, and hence have better lives. Since the

betterment of real people's lives is presumably a very practical and important goal,

this guidance purpose of researching rationality is also vital. Focusing on this

purpose can make it easier to navigate the profusion of research on rationality and

ensure that we are making meaningful progress.

There are several prominent approaches to rationality, and evidently many of

the researchers involved with them endorse the guidance purpose that I have singled

out: witness the recent proliferation of publications attempting to communicate

recent research �ndings to a non-specialist audience, accompanied by advice (e.g.

[40, 49, 76]). Despite this, I submit that the main contending normative accounts

of rationality are not properly geared towards the speci�c goal of helping people like

Karen to improve their rationality; further development and application of these

theories will not advance this goal without a shift in perspective.

This thesis is therefore motivated by the following questions, the answers to

which will help to remedy this problem. Is each of our main approaches a viable

way to go about generating comprehensive norms to help the guidance-seeker, in
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principle? Is one superior to the other, or does each have something to o�er?

Must Karen � and must the non-partisan researcher � choose between them, or is

it instead possible to make use of the discoveries of both? What are we already

equipped to say about what useful norms look like and how we can discover them?

1.2. Project Goals

While most people readily acknowledge rationality as a good worth working to-

wards, any practical normative endeavor must be grounded in a clear understanding

of rationality's goals, requirements, and priorities. Thus, a prerequisite to guiding

norms is a big-picture conception of rationality that identi�es value sources, goals,

and criteria for improvement, explains how to balance competing priorities, and so

forth. Yet the existing theories do not o�er much in the way of guidance with re-

spect to foundational questions: as will become clear as those theories are explained

in Chapter 3, they tend to focus on localized rationality problems, such as how to

choose between two particular lotteries in a particular situation, or how to draw an

inference from speci�c premises. This local focus enables reasonable judgments in

many particular situations of interest, but it does not help us to adjudicate when

intuitions, goals, or existing theories pull in opposite directions and will not su�ce

for the tough cases that must be handled if we want to generate truly comprehensive

norms. Foundational principles can help us when the more rational course of action

is far from obvious. With respect to foundational questions for which answers can

already be found in the literature, it is not clear that di�erent theories give the

same, or even compatible, answers. The �rst goal for this project is therefore to

provide a basic foundational account of rationality to provide a general, qualita-

tive explanation of what constitutes improved rationality and what the norms that

would guide people towards it should look like.

Given such a picture of what guidance involves, it is natural to assess the exist-

ing approaches to rationality and determine what they o�er towards it, including

which is superior for this purpose. Throughout, the two main approaches discussed

are what I refer to as the traditional axiomatic approach (TAA) and ecological ra-

tionality (ECO). The TAA provides rational norms in the form of abstract axioms;

coherent (rational) behavior patterns are those that obey the axioms. In contrast,

ECO takes rationality to be basically a measure of how well a given process is ex-

pected to perform in a given environment. A non-partisan agent � as a layperson

like Karen or an open-minded researcher would likely be � stands outside of these

competing approaches and faces the di�cult task of determining which approach

to deploy in the �rst place; we want to be sure to guide them towards, or generate

advice from, whichever approach is best suited to the task. As it happens, doing

this is not simple and will require a substantial portion of the thesis.
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The �rst obstacle is that the rival approaches are engaged in what have been

termed the �rationality wars� and no end is in sight despite plenty of attempts at

reconciliation (see, e.g., [83]). There are strong arguments in favor of both ap-

proaches, and we shall see that each has certain advantages over the other. Yet

the problem goes far beyond the existence of multiple compelling paradigms: re-

searchers have been unable to determine the superior approach or to persuasively

defend any solution, in my view, because it is di�cult to understand both ap-

proaches well enough to properly compare and evaluate them. This is due to the

fact that ECO and the constituents of the TAA are presented and explained using

di�erent language and formalisms, that they start with di�erent perspectives, and

that they therefore tend to ask di�erent questions about rationality and so rarely

do they pronounce judgment upon exactly the same situation. This precludes �

without considerable e�ort � getting a clear look at how the approaches are alike

and di�erent, where each excels and struggles. In light of my claim that normative

guidance must be grounded in a foundational conception of rationality and pro-

vide the kinds of norms that it calls for, overcoming these di�culties to determine

the best way to approach rationality is paramount. In short, we don't adequately

understand rationality on the most basic level if we cannot choose between two

apparently opposite viewpoints.

Compounding the problem of misunderstanding is the fact that the main ap-

proaches to rationality have not been fully developed; they are underspeci�ed to

di�erent but signi�cant degrees. Thus it is not yet possible to see exactly how

they, or their proponents, might generate the kinds of norms we seek if they were

so inclined, because not enough of the necessary details have been worked out.

This is especially true for the newer of the approaches � ECO � which builds on

the work begun by Herbert Simon around the middle of the twentieth century (cf.

[72, 71][41, 39]). ECO has become the project of the Max Planck Institute's re-

search group in Adaptive Behavior and Cognition, headed by Gerd Gigerenzer, and

more recently the Center for Adaptive Rationality headed by Ralph Hertwig; they

have elaborated ECO immensely since Simon's insightful work laying its founda-

tions. (For convenience, both the approach and the research groups behind it will

be referred to as �ECO.�) Yet ECO still leaves many critical normative questions

unanswered, as will become clear. ECO's opponent, the so-called TAA, is also

ironically a bit underdeveloped because it is a theoretical abstraction of a handful

of domain-speci�c (traditional, axiomatic) theories of rationality (�TATs�), and the

approach as a whole has hardly yet been articulated except by its detractors. Thus

while particular TATs have been studied and used extensively and are very thor-

oughly de�ned, a similarly precise de�nition of the approach as a whole � which we

need in order to assess its guidance prospects � has heretofore been lacking. Again,

this will become clear when TATs and the TAA are exposited in Chapter 3.
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Determining how our existing approaches might be best used to provide guid-

ance is therefore a multi-part task: First, the contenders must be set forth carefully

and in detail, and we must make educated guesses and provide argument sketches

to �ll in important missing pieces. Then, the approaches' points of agreement and

disagreement must be identi�ed, so that we can clearly see what we gain and lose

in employing one or the other. Finally, the foundational picture in the background

of the project must be connected to the particular tools and claims of these ap-

proaches, so that we see what remains to be done in order to actually generate

norms with the desired form. Generating all of the desirable particular norms fol-

lowing this model will of course be a very involved, perhaps unending project, but

it should at least be possible to give an example of such a generation process, re-

sulting in a particular norm that can be used to guide people like Karen towards

greater rationality.

1.3. Outline and Main Results

Chapter 2 develops the account of rationality that grounds the remainder of the

thesis, most importantly by de�ning norms, their nature, structure, and function;

any guiding norms that would be generated according to the recommendations of

the rest of the project must �t this de�nition. Appositely, norms are essentially

recommendations for improvement according to this view, which is termed physi-

sism due to its Aristotelian roots; it helps to motivate the idea of rationality as a

prime human good and further justify the guidance purpose.

Chapter 3 presents the candidate approaches and parties to the rationality wars,

ECO and the TAA. The latter is constructed by examining the core features of three

main TATs: expected utility theory, classical logic, and the AGM theory of belief

revision. With the approaches carefully laid out, I argue that they stand in basic

agreement on several fundamental issues regarding the nature of rationality: there

is consensus � or at least compatibility � regarding the mechanisms of rationality,

the values it works towards, the potential relevance of the wide variety of factors

that might be considered pertinent to rationality, and the relevance of context to

rationality judgments. I also identify the points of real disagreement: ECO judges

processes while TATs judge outcomes, and ECO makes relative and comparative

judgments, while TATs' judgments are binary. There are also less substantial but

still noteworthy di�erences in the framing and presentation of the approaches. The

broad consensus between the approaches is invaluable because it means that the

rational guidance-seeker need not choose between approaches, while the theorist

may avail themselves of tools from both.

Firstly, Chapter 4 continues the exposition of the current state of a�airs in ra-

tionality research mainly by de�ning each approach more precisely. In particular, I
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adapt a pre-existing formal framework, SCOP (for state, context, property), and de-

velop a version I call COMPS for the purpose of providing a common language with

which ECO and the TAA can be de�ned and more systematically compared. This

serves to reinforce earlier informal arguments that there really is theoretical consen-

sus between the two approaches. Secondly, I give detailed examples using COMPS

that show how both a TAT and ECO render rationality judgments. Speci�cally,

these examples reproduce each approach's way of describing the relevant features

of the Allais Paradox (the phenomenon cited above as vexing Karen), and clarify

the manner in which normative claims are generated from it. Comparing these ex-

amples with the desiderata that come out of our background physisist rationality,

it is clear that neither approach is suitable on its own for producing the kind of

guiding norms sought by this project. Instead, each approach has advantages and

drawbacks, and these complement eachother.

Building on this, Chapter 5 advocates a hybrid approach to rationality that

harnesses the bene�ts of both the TAA and ECO in order to generate immediately

useful normative recommendations. In the �rst part of this chapter, we continue

with the example of the Allais Paradox to model the application of this hybrid

approach to solve a practical problem of interest to many. The second part of the

chapter returns to the COMPS framework to prove some general results relevant to

the hybrid approach; speci�cally, the theorems demonstrate a theoretical compat-

ibility between the TAA and ECO that provides justi�cation and support for the

hybrid approach, and show that ECO and TATs ought render basically accordant

rationality judgments if we hold �xed all relevant components of the description of

the problem at hand, such as the agent's goals in responding to it.

Despite these results, the two approaches do tend to proceed in opposite man-

ners � for instance, TATs formulate general rules for very large contexts while ECO

seeks to identify best or better responses to very speci�c contexts � and their paral-

lel presentations in COMPS make salient several new rationality puzzles that must

be answered both to adequately guide humans towards greater rationality and to

shed light on whether the practices of TATs or ECO are more conducive to greater

rationality, or more constructively, how their practices as well as their �ndings can

best be combined by the rationality-seeking agent. Therefore Chapter 6 aims to

redirect rationality research not only by encouraging a program of applying the hy-

brid approach, but also by identifying the new research questions brought to light

or emphasized by this project. While much existing work towards determining

which approach is correct or providing norms is argued to be unhelpful or coun-

terproductive from the perspective of our guidance goal, these new questions show

that both existing approaches, when carefully applied, can play valuable roles in

norm generation. Karen need not eschew any part of the rationality literature, all

of which gets at the truth from a certain perspective, but we as theorists have a lot
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of work to do transforming those kernels of truth into implementable norms and

thus addressing the questions to which she needs answers in order to improve as a

result of our tremendous knowledge.



CHAPTER 2

Physisist Rationality

2.1. Physisist Rationality

2.1.1. Motivation. This chapter presents and argues for what I call physi-

sist rationality.1 I do not attempt to develop a full-�edged theory of rationality

and defend it against all possible philosophical objections; I simply explain and

justify the most essential features of my view. This should provide adequate con-

text and support when I later evaluate the axiomatic and ecological approaches to

rationality. This background conception also underlies the normative claims that

appear throughout the rest of the thesis, for example regarding the important role

played by e�ciency considerations and the relationship between local and global

rationality judgments.

Physisism is an alternative to existing accounts of rationality that is motivated

by an intellectual tradition that I trace back to Aristotle, by various problems with

certain existing theories and the discourse between their proponents (as discussed

in detail in Chapter 3), and by the singular desire for an approach that is con-

structive above all. Brie�y, physisism reconceptualizes rationality in the following

way: Rationality has a dual nature, with descriptive and normative aspects which

are strongly decoupled; descriptive rationality refers to a set of shared human ca-

pacities, while normative rationality consists in comparative statements regarding

what changes would improve an agent's life, and to what degree. Rationality is

thus holistic � pertaining �rst and foremost to agents and their lives � and graded,

in that it is a matter of degree. I aim to show that these features collectively make

a lot of sense, forming a coherent picture of rationality with practical value.

As a motivating example showing how physisism will produce di�erent ratio-

nality judgments from other accounts � and those analyzed in the next chapter

speci�cally � compare the following cases: Prudence wakes up each morning and

goes about collecting certain data with which to plan and prepare for her day; she

quickly evaluates her physical health and mental state, checks the weather forecast

and the local newspaper, and takes a peek at the contents of her refrigerator and

wallet if she does not have a good recollection of their contents. The information

collected in this way gives shape to her actions for the day. If the forecast is agree-

able, she may plan to walk to work to spend more time outside, while if the weather

1The Greek word �physis� is usually translated as �nature.�

12
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will be inhospitable she will pack and dress accordingly. If the fridge (but not her

wallet) is empty and she is feeling sociable, she may invite a friend to lunch with her

� but if the paper warns of a large parade on that day, she will certainly not suggest

a downtown location. And so forth. Prue's neighbor Petunia, on the other hand,

has a very di�erent morning ritual that leads to very di�erent decision-making pro-

cesses throughout the day: Petunia reads her horoscope �rst thing each morning

and bases her day on astrological predictions and suggestions. Whether she plans

to lunch with friends and otherwise be social will depend on what the stars �say,�

as will whether she is frugal or not, ambitious or not, �predictable� or not, etc. If

the horoscope is foreboding enough, she may call in sick and spend the day on the

couch.

Most would deem Prue's morning methods to be rational and Petunia's to be

worrisomely irrational. Prue makes decisions on the basis of beliefs that come from

reliable sources of evidence, and the beliefs and actions are related in a very sensible

and systematic way. Petunia's decision-making seems to lack these virtues, because

horoscopes do not reliably produce true beliefs about what will � and will not �

happen to people during a given time period. At best they make vague predictions

that will apply to many people regardless of sign, and Petunia's actions will not

be systematically related to important facts such as those gathered by Prue. Many

would condemn her as irrational simply for believing in astrology when the evidence

suggests that it is nonsense, irrespective of its direct behavioral consequences. It

is possible that some would try to defend Petunia's habits (for example from the

perspective of the ecological rationality discussed in Section 3.3) by arguing that

she employs a simple heuristic �act in accordance with your horoscope� to save

time and energy while easily dispatching many of the perhaps trivial decisions

that people must make during the course of a day. This will probably not be a

popular position, however, especially among philosophers and other academics who

are deeply concerned with anti-intellectual and anti-scienti�c currents in our society.

Physisist rationality will not reject the intuitions behind the usual assessments

of these women's practices, and will likely agree with their valences from a normative

perspective. The particular statements it will make and the way it will frame

the stories are nonetheless di�erent in important ways. Firstly, physisism will not

describe Petunia as an irrational person; physisism de�nes descriptive rationality as

a set of human capacities that they share by virtue of being human, so both women

are descriptively rational agents. An important component of their rational agency

is that they may be reasoned with and that their decision processes and behaviors

are subject to change (partly on the basis of such interactive reasoning). Physisism's

descriptive stance thus serves to emphasize that people have great inherent capacity

for improvement, and to focus rational evaluations (normative rationality) on the

most constructive questions, regarding how to improve.
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The most productive way to address the troubling case of Petunia is to engage

her rational nature � taking descriptive rationality for granted � and argue for

behavioral changes. For the physisist, the normative question is not whether we

should condemn Petunia's behavior or praise Prue's, but whether there are changes

we should recommend for either of these women. A normative assessment would

take the form of describing changes that should be encouraged, and indicating a

strength of encouragement for each (is a recommendation high priority and very

important, or does it suggest a more modest improvement?). For example, the

physisist might suggest that Prue should sleep a little longer instead of reading the

paper each morning (maybe it's usually not that relevant to her day, can be done

at work, and is largely redundant of the radio news), but also indicate that this is

only a weak suggestion as the change would not make a very serious di�erence to

her life. The physisist might make a very strong recommendation that Petunia read

up on the legitimacy of astrology and start basing her behavior on more objective

sources of information that will serve her well during the day.

Whether physisist rationality will actually make those particular normative

claims, though, depends on certain facts about these agents' lives, and in a way that

is somewhat di�erent from the usual, most notably in its holistic focus. The main

question is the extent to which, for Prue and Petunia as agents, their morning day-

planning strategies are serving their long-run interests. The broad impact of reading

a horoscope versus a meteorological report matters the most, and the narrower

impact of these activities on any particular day for any particular choice has a

normative import that is subservient to this bigger picture. (Although this isn't

to say the small choices are necessarily trivial; if Petunia gets pneumonia because

she doesn't mind the forecast, then her choice not to prepare appropriately for the

conditions will be very signi�cant indeed!) Along with the question of the larger

impact of these habits is the issue of the costs and consequences of implementing

the changes that could bring about improvement; the impact of these on the bigger

picture must also be taken into account. So the ultimate normative assessment will

take the form of recommendations that on the whole, implementation included,

would improve the agent's life, and the strength of these recommendations will be

a function of the level of improvement they are expected to engender overall.

Given what we know about people and modern life, then, Prue is probably

doing pretty well and physisism will probably not recommend that she do anything

di�erently; at least any recommendations will be weak and low priority. If she

wants to improve, there are probably better places for her to focus than her morning

routine; maybe we should convince her to stop buying lottery tickets and invest that

money instead, and that recommendation would be stronger. Whether Petunia

should be encouraged to implement radical changes will depend on several factors:

how much it would cost her to do so (in time, money, energy, friends), the bene�ts
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she derives from using horoscopes, and the harm done to her greater well-being by

her belief in astrology.

The scenario which would support the strongest normative recommendation

for radical change would be one in which Petunia could train herself into new

habits without much pain, she is perfectly capable of making decisions based on

real evidence and horoscopes do not play some substantial role beyond what we

can see, and something like William Cli�ord's view of evidence and belief [29] is

correct. (Cli�ord would argue that Petunia is poisoning her mind by believing

in astrology, priming her to believe without proper evidence in all kinds of other

circumstances, breeding an anti-scienti�c attitude that will lead to uninformed life

choices and contribute to misguided and dangerous policies by society.) If all of

this is true, physisism makes a strong normative claim that Petunia should mend

her ways.

In the opposite scenario � admittedly not one philosophers are likely to �nd

plausible � it would take much cognitive energy away from other tasks for Petunia

to stop reading her horoscope and absorbing its contents, and she would have

trouble functioning properly; she would be paralyzed by the day's many choices

absent a quick and ready decision aid, and her friends would abandon her without

the common love of astrology to bind them together (anti-astrologists, meanwhile,

would never trust the sincerity of her defection); �nally, Cli�ord might be wrong, at

least in Petunia's case, as she may be able to read and evaluate evidence perfectly

well in other facets of life and maintain a generally skeptical attitude apart from

her reliance on horoscopes. At this extreme, there would simply not be grounds

to claim that Petunia ought abandon astrology; it would harm her from her own

perspective and that of most other people.

The physisist view, then, is that rational norms are context-sensitive recommen-

dations for the holistic improvement of agents via re-organization of their decision

and inference processes. I will present this view as the natural progression of a line

of thought that is initiated by Aristotle, continued by Cicero, and modernized by

Robert Nozick. After summarizing the essential features of physisist rationality in

2.1.2, I explain how each philosopher in this intellectual lineage constructs a ratio-

nality concept that embodies these features, albeit with subtle di�erences re�ecting

their historical contexts (Section 2.2). I then defend my own version of physisism

as a natural and sensible way of preserving the insights of those thinkers (and

some others), while making the adjustments recommended by my privileged access

to scienti�c knowledge about humans, our evolutionary history, and our cognition

(Section 2.3).

2.1.2. Essential features . The foundation of physisist rationality is the def-

inition of (descriptive) rationality in terms of what actual humans do; so humans

are trivially descriptively rational according to this view, and the rest of physisism
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is built from this starting point. The primary reasoning behind this comes from

the physisist lineage beginning with Aristotle, to be traced in the next section, with

the main idea being that rationality is that which sets humans apart as a species.

Roughly, what sets us apart � descriptive rationality � is our use of the vast col-

lection of cognitive tools that we come equipped with or develop as we mature.

Speci�cally, the tools comprising our rationality are those that are dynamic or in-

teractive, responding and often changing in response to the external environment.

For example, human rationality includes drawing inferences, reasoning numerically,

revising our beliefs, evaluating options, predicting the future, learning, and antici-

pating others' actions by placing ourselves in their shoes.

In analogy, consider breathing. Descriptively, humans breathe; it is a capacity,

but one which we all use as a matter of fact. Some hyperventilate sometimes, others

breathe slowly and deliberately as in meditation, while the majority of respiration

goes un-noticed and outside of conscious control. Hyperventilating may be faulty

breathing, but it is still breathing and the descriptive claim would not be jeop-

ardized even if it were exceedingly common. We would say that hyperventilating

should be avoided if possible and occasional deliberate breathing has its bene�ts,

but these are normative judgments rather than descriptive ones. The main point is

that the capacity does not go unused, even though some of that use is degenerate

and much is suboptimal. Breathing is an integral part of our existence.

Physisism therefore rejects descriptions of humans or human activities as irra-

tional as contradictory, since we are the rational animal. Cognitive biases, errors,

and behaviors that do not match the prescriptions of favored normative theories are

sometimes used to argue that people are not rational, but the physisist maintains

that this is the wrong conclusion to draw. Regardless of our perceived imperfec-

tions, rationality is the de�nitive human attribute; the question is not whether

humans are rational, but rather the nature and extent of this rationality.

The distinction between descriptive and normative rationality is crucial here.

Under physisism, whether or not humans are rational is a descriptive question, and

not a normative one. Normative rationality has a very di�erent character; it is

constructive and comparative rather than absolute and critical. Hence physisism

decouples descriptive and normative rationality in way that other approaches do

not. It is actually very natural for most approaches to take normative theories of

rationality to have descriptive implications. Take for example the expected utility

theory discussed in detail in 3.2.2, which speci�es norms of decision-making; when

a person is observed to violate such norms, their behavior is described as irrational

according to the theory. Physisism simply rejects connecting descriptive and nor-

mative rationality in this usual way, in part because its norms are less conducive

to such a connection than are other approaches. This position is further explained

and defended in Section 2.3.
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Given the foundation of descriptive rationality, then, physisism makes norma-

tive claims that take the form of recommendations; norms identify changes that

should be encouraged, speci�cally changes in how components of descriptive ratio-

nality should be used. For example, a normative claim might be that Petunia would

be better o� if she stopped consulting horoscopes, or that an agent should replace

the �imitate those around you� heuristic with a more thoughtful and forward-looking

decision process in a workplace with poor performance and a leadership vacuum.

As explained in the earlier example, these normative recommendations will vary

in strength as some will be more important or valuable than others. Instead of

hard, universal rules (like Bayes' Rule or the classical interpretation of the material

conditional), norms will be predicated on the assumption that humans generally

do quite well with their rationality, but there is always room for improvement by

recon�guring how those tools are used, e.g. correcting a problematic error or bias or

substituting for a more e�cient or reliable decision process. Normative rationality

is thus comparative and constructive rather than absolute and critical.

Two corollaries to this physisist conception of rationality bear explicit mention:

First, physisist rationality is a holistic concept, primarily an attribute of agents

as a whole. It should be clear that this is true of descriptive rationality, which

focuses on the idea that people are rational. For normative rationality, holism

means that assessments of the rationality of particular activities of an agent �

culminating in recommendations � are either derivative from the bigger picture or

only valid quali�edly, relative to a particular situation. For example, the normative

evaluation of my choosing to play a particular lottery can be understood in two

ways. It might re�ect a circumscribed assessment of my choice in terms of only

short-term goals, in which case it is possible that the choice is relatively good from

a local perspective but not in my interests more generally, over a longer time period.

This is a limitation of circumscribed assessments, but one which will be worth the

cost when some assessment is needed and a broader assessment is not easily made.

Secondly, I might assess the normativity of my lottery choice as a component of

my holistic rationality, furthering my general welfare as an agent. In this case the

rationality assessment holds without quali�cation, but requires an understanding

of how the choice �ts into my broader goals and will impact future choices.

The second corollary of physisist rationality is that rationality is a matter of de-

gree, something that can be instantiated to a greater or lesser extent. This property

coheres with the holistic property for both descriptive and normative rationality.

Descriptively, since rationality consists in a vast collection of cognitive tools that

are possessed by agents, it makes sense that having more or fewer such tools would

be identi�ed with more or less descriptive rationality. For example, we might want

to describe a cat or a dolphin as rational to a certain extent by comparing their

set of tools to ours (again, this issue will be elaborated later). Normatively, the
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nature of recommendations is that they identify changes that would result in a

better state, relatively speaking, rather than attempting to partition between good

and bad states. Such a partitioning would be exceptionally di�cult when the states

that ultimately matter are entire lives of agents. Those states, as well as the paths

to achieving them, are simply too complex to enable partitioning. Instead, it is

sensible to speak of better and worse uses of one's tools.

Physisist rationality can then be summarized as having four essential features:

Rationality is descriptive of humans, as our de�nitive attribute, but also normative

in that we can make claims about what improvements the rational agent should

make and their relative values. Rationality is also holistic and graded � pertaining

to entire agents who will be doing better or worse in using it � and so lines are not

drawn in the sand between what (or who) is rational and irrational. All of these

features will be explained in more detail, and their content defended, in Section

2.3. First, the history of these ideas will be traced and the overall view further

motivated with a look at three philosophers who have advocated conceptions of

rationality sharing these main features.

2.2. The Physisist Lineage

2.2.1. Aristotle. Physisist rationality is structured very di�erently from the

familiar modern approaches: compare with the axiomatic theories presented in the

next chapter which treat rationality as a normative property present or absent

in particular behaviors. Yet the key features of physisist rationality � its dual

aspects and holistic, graded nature � can be traced back to Aristotle and in fact

come through most strongly there. Further, they play a critical role in his broader

philosophy: in the Nicomachean Ethics [16], Aristotle explains rationality as the

de�nitive feature of humans, the essence of human nature; rationality is thus the

foundation of Aristotle's theories of how we ought live, both as individuals (ethics)

and societies (politics [15]).

2.2.1.1. Rationality's dual nature. Having a �rational principle� is what distin-

guishes us from everything else: we share life even with plants, and perception with

the other animals, but humans are the unique rational animal (a distinction re-

�ected in our binomial name of Homo sapiens, or �wise human�). In modern terms,

this makes rationality descriptive of humans, but for Aristotle we are more than

the paradigmatic example; we are the only example among earthly creatures.

Humans have a rational principle in two senses; the �rst is that we are �obedient

to one,� and the second is �in possessing one and exercising thought.� Although both

of these senses are descriptive, the reference to obedience suggests that rationality

is an external standard as well as a human attribute; proper use of rationality can

be grounded in nature or truth in some objective way, and is not simply whatever
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reasoning people do. In fact, for Aristotle, rationality is normative as well as

descriptive.

Rationality is normative on Aristotle's account because he deduces that living

in accordance with rationality is our function and the way to achieve happiness.

He �rst identi�es happiness as the supreme good for humans, by reason of its being

the only thing sought out for its own sake rather than for the sake of some greater

good. Yet happiness is somewhat vague, and so Aristotle seeks to elucidate human

happiness by determining our function, since (by de�nition) goodness consists in

excelling at one's function. Our function, he argues, is to live rationally:

We state the function of man to be a certain kind of life, and

this to be an activity or actions of the soul implying a rational

principle, and the function of a good man to be the good and

noble performance of these, and ... any action is well performed

when it is performed in accordance with the appropriate excel-

lence: if this is the case, human good turns out to be activity of

soul in accordance with virtue [16, 1.7].

Human excellence, then, is an activity, made up of our actions throughout life,

which are to �[imply] a rational principle�; there is a direct link between rationality

and human �ourishing.

As indicated above, this rational function has two parts: the actual human

capacity and activity of reasoning, as exhibited by our minds, and also the more

mysterious obedience to rationality. This distinction is explained by the fact that

Aristotle divides the human soul into parts, and so part of the soul (what we might

call the mind) actually undertakes reasoning, while other parts of the soul (most

notably, the �appetitive� soul, which we might liken to the id, our instinctual desires

and impulses) cannot themselves reason but rather are obedient to reason in that

they can be controlled and directed to an extent by the reasoning part of us, which

has the ability to understand what human goodness consists in and how to move

towards it.

This helps explain how rationality has both descriptive and normative aspects:

the rational soul is de�nitive of humans, but since it can exert more or less control

over activities of the agent, the claim that the rational soul should be in control

is a meaningful normative directive. In particular, according to Aristotle's ethics,

humans use their reasoning ability and their learned intellectual virtues to cultivate

the moral virtues that characterize a good life:

So that since moral virtue is a state of character concerned with

choice, and choice is deliberate desire, therefore both the rea-

soning must be true and the desire right, if the choice is to be

good, and the latter must pursue just what the former asserts

[16, 6.2].
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Hence an ethical life is achieved by living a rational life, and the normativity of

rationality and of ethics are connected: rationality is the most important tool at

our disposal to determine how we should act and then follow through on that

determination.

2.2.1.2. Degrees of agent-based rationality. Although Aristotle assigns ratio-

nality the role of guiding choice, his ethics focuses on habits, character traits, and

long-term behavioral trends instead of particular choice situations. Similarly, a

person's rationality is the virtuous activity of their soul,

But we must add �in a complete life.� For one swallow does not

make a summer, nor does one day; and so too one day, or a short

time, does not make a man blessed and happy [16, 1.7].

In other words, Aristotle's account of rationality is a holistic, agent-based account

in contrast to a localized, act-based one. This distinction is familiar from ethics,

where Aristotle's virtue ethics, treating a person's full life as the subject, stands

in contrast with Kant's deontology and Mill's utilitarianism which judge particular

acts as moral or immoral. Instead, Aristotle starts from the perspective of the

agent as a whole and the good life for them, and would reverse-engineer particular

rational actions from that global view; he notes on several occasions that virtue

is not an exact science, dealing more with likelihoods and generalities than with

certainties and precise rules. Virtues have probabilistic relationships with both

particular actions and happiness (so that a virtuous person is more likely � but

not guaranteed � to act properly and to have a good life) [16]. At the end of the

day, the life as a whole is the proper unit of the evaluation of rationality and what

matters �rst and foremost.

It is therefore quite natural that rationality also comes in degrees on Aristotle's

view. People's lives are not binarily characterized into the completely excellent and

the failed, totally ruled by the rational soul or not at all. A great deal of variation

is to be expected, as people's choices can be more or less in accordance with virtue

and they can �ourish to greater or lesser extents. Again, it is important that the

relationship between virtuous behavior and happiness is probabilistic: Aristotle

notes that a bad upbringing can spoil the mind, and that an especially unfortunate

person may simply be barred from happiness. Nonetheless, he sees intellectual

virtues as teachable (and learnable), and says that a person who cultivates a sound

and calm mind and virtuous character will be fairly resilient in the face of life's

di�culties. It is possible to make progress by bringing one's life more in line with

rationality over time.

2.2.2. Cicero. Cicero, a Roman public �gure and philosopher during the �rst

century BCE, is often referred to as �the Roman Plato,� better known for his

emulation of Aristotle's teacher. Despite this, his discourse preserves the important

characteristics of Aristotle's physisist rationality, and reasoning � an ability that
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we might now refer to as (at least part of) human rationality � plays a similarly

important foundational role in Cicero's political theory [28, Book 1]: He begins On

the Laws by arguing that justice is a part of nature, which he does by explaining

how �right reason� allows the objective derivation of what is virtuous and vicious,

what is right and wrong.

Cicero says that the gods made humans rational and our reasoning ability is

a gift from them, the part of human nature that sets us apart from all the other

animals. Reason is:

the one thing by which we stand above the beasts, through which

we are capable of drawing inferences, making arguments, refut-

ing others, conducting discussions and demonstrations � reason

is shared by all, and though it di�ers in the particulars of knowl-

edge, it is the same in the capacity to learn [28, 1.30].

In fact, rationality makes us part of the same community as the gods since we share

�right reason,� bringing us together under the same law. To deny reason, or act

irrationally, is described as contrary to human nature and making us less like gods

and more like animals.

So rationality is the most important feature of human beings in Cicero's view,

and its characterization as divine and powerful also creates a tight connection be-

tween our reasoning ability and human excellence even beyond our status as sharing

in some divinity: Reason gives us law (�right reason�), which promotes what is right

and prohibits what is wrong. Since we get law from reason, we also get justice, which

like all the virtues is good for us according to our nature. Cicero comments that

�Socrates rightly used to curse the person who was �rst to separate utility from

justice, and to complain that that was the source of all ills� [28, 1.33], indicating

that justice is truly in our interests, not a burden or a personal sacri�ce for the

sake of broader society. In other words, reason is what shows us how to �ourish as

human beings. �Virtue is reason brought to completion� [28, 1.45].

Cicero's membership in the physisist lineage should be apparent: He expresses

the crucial idea that rationality is de�nitive for humans and that by which we

�ourish, but this time in theological terminology rather than teleological. Again,

rationality is both descriptive � humans have reason by nature � and normative � we

ought obey reason. As with Aristotle, reason plays an important role in improving

human existence, and the more rational we are, the better o� we will be.

The holistic and graded conception of rationality is also re�ected in Cicero:

reason has a guidance function because although humans have a rational nature,

we are not perfect, and some people are more rational than others. �Reason is

shared by all� [28, 1.30], but what one learns, how one trains one's mind, and the

in�uence of others all impact the extent to which one actually displays reason. Says

Cicero,
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all sorts of traps are directed against our minds, either by those

... who take them when they are tender and inexperienced and

corrupt and bend them as they wish, or by ... pleasure ... Those

who are corrupted by her blandishments do not perceive su�-

ciently well what things are good by nature [28, 1.47].

Fortunately, Cicero insists that since we all have the capacity for reason, we can

all come to better understanding and attainment of virtue with enough (proper)

guidance from others. As with Aristotle, Cicero considers the individual as a whole

to be more or less obedient to reason, and for their rationality to be the product of

their many particular experiences and choices throughout life.

2.2.3. Nozick.

2.2.3.1. Descriptive and normative rationality. The physisist lineage did not

perish with the Roman empire; it is alive and well in the contemporary philoso-

phy of Nozick. Indeed, it is tempting to read Nozick's account of rationality as

a modernization of the ancient physisists in many respects, taking advantage of

modern scienti�c knowledge but preserving the essential features of the philosophy.

Critically, evidence of a descriptive-and-normative, holistic, and graded conception

of rationality appears in Nozick's The Nature of Rationality [60].

In his introduction, Nozick writes that although the Greeks used rationality to

de�ne our place in the animal kingdom,

The Greeks saw rationality as independent of animality, certainly

not its outgrowth. Evolutionary theory makes it possible to see

rationality as one among other animal traits, an evolutionary

adaptation with a delimited purpose and function [60].

Nozick does just this, and �ttingly avoids giving any precise, formal de�nition of

rationality, allowing us to use our intuitive notion of it which is as imprecise as the

evolved capacities it encapsulates: rationality is roughly our reasoning ability for

Nozick. As with Cicero and Aristotle, he credits rationality with promoting human

good, but now with an evolutionary explanation instead of a divine one. Nozick

reasons that, like all human traits, rationality must have evolved and persisted

because it conferred some �tness advantage. He speculates regarding the survival

advantages of various aspects of our cognition (e.g. a person who fails to recognize

that other people have minds like their own will have more trouble passing on their

genes), and notes that the ability to reason through new situations would have

been very helpful to us given that our environment changes in unpredictable ways;

human reasoning o�ers a crucial �exibility that �pre-wired� responses cannot.

A caveat: Presumably Nozick would agree that this means rationality is a force

for good in our lives, helping us adapt, improve, and indeed �ourish as a species

over the past several millennia, although he acknowledges that it's not always the

case that a thing's function is desirable; it's possible for evolutionary pressures to
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disagree with our own valuations of goals and outcomes. In this sense, he does

not glorify rationality as good by de�nition as did his physisist predecessors; it

could conceivably produce bad outcomes, e.g. outcomes we consider immoral or

not appropriate for our current environment. He even suggests the possibility that

rationality evolved to promote the survival of institutions rather than the good

of individuals, and humans have undeniably had many long-lasting but terrible

institutions. Yet in line with his pronouncement that philosophers are those who

are in love with reasoning, Nozick comes to its normative rescue by pointing out

that,

Whatever the initial functions of reasons were, we can use [them]

to formulate new properties of reasons and to shape our utiliza-

tion of reasons to exhibit these properties. We can, that is, mod-

ify and alter the functions of reasons, and hence of rationality

[60, 4.3].

The import of this is that, whether our valuation of outcomes agrees with that of

past and present evolutionary pressures or not, rationality is a powerful tool that

cannot be taken away from us any time soon, and individuals have the power to

use it to achieve whatever ends they please. So, to the extent that humans aim at

their own good, rationality is a potent means of promoting that good by helping

us to identify that good and engineer ways of reaching it. In this way, a guidance

purpose of rationality comes through strongly in Nozick's philosophy just as in that

of his predecessors. In other words, rationality is descriptive because we have it,

and normative because we can and should use it to improve our lives.

2.2.3.2. Holistic and graded rationality. Nozick echoes Aristotle in placing the

greatest importance in our actions, since it is ultimately our actions that determine

the courses of our lives, how good they are, and how successful in evolutionary

terms. Because of this, and because �perfect accuracy is not to be had � at a

reasonable cost� [60, 4.1], it is not necessary, or even desirable, for individuals

to exhibit what I refer to as perfect localized rationality. While our currently-

prominent theories � especially the traditional account � focus on the localized

rationality of very speci�c patterns of reasoning or decision-making in isolation

from the agent's life as a whole, Nozick makes some points suggesting that such

analyses do not necessarily help to guide real agents towards a better life overall.

Although Nozick praises the formal developments in the study of rationality during

the past half-century or so, it is crucial to remember that the value of a particular

choice or inference is subservient to its impact on the bigger picture of the agent's

life.

For one, Nozick defends the use of principles � rules that the agent commits

to following � even though this will often contradict short-term expected utility

maximization [60, Ch. 1]. As an example, it would be rational for an agent to
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decide in advance to go to the movies every week instead of making the decision

separately each week, if the agent anticipates skipping many movies absent a prior

commitment (demonstrating a local preference for staying home) but has a wider

preference for regularly getting out of the house and learning a lot about cinema.

Secondly, since actions are what ultimately matter, improvements in non-

behavioral rationality (say by perfecting one's internal reasoning) that do not carry

an improvement in one's actions are not likely to be worth the cost, says Nozick.

Many would consider moving from an approximately-true belief to an exactly-true

one to be an increase in rationality, but Nozick argues that this is often not worth-

while (hence, not normatively sanctioned), and so natural selection would have no

reason to produce it. Relatedly, Nozick argues that the agent is not always best-o�

by employing their reasoning tools at all: it may be better to use a set of beliefs

provided by society as a default than to use rationality to analyze those beliefs or

to start from scratch à la Descartes. (I will delve into the importance of e�ciency

in Chapter 6.) Whether this is so will depend on the de facto expected utility of

using those beliefs, whether they will serve the agent's purposes reasonably well.

(Nozick emphasizes that rationality was never intended to be a �self-su�cient point

that judges everything,� but rather to �work in tandem with� the facts of our world

[60, 4.3].)

As with Aristotle and Cicero, it would not make much sense to pair this holistic

conception of rationality as a feature of an agent's life as a whole with an all-or-

nothing conception that divides people into those satisfying rational norms and

those not. This is especially true for Nozick given his evolutionary take on rational-

ity, which sees rationality as an �outgrowth� of animality. It is most reasonable to

attribute a graded conception of rationality to Nozick: individuals are descriptively

rational, but we can be doing better or worse in using it to achieve our ends.

2.3. Updating Physisism

2.3.1. Humans as the rational animal.

2.3.1.1. The nature of descriptive rationality. Rationality is often assumed to

be a purely normative concept, but I place myself �rmly in the physisist tradition

of taking the nature of descriptive rationality to be the foundation of any adequate

normative conception. Although I agree with much in Aristotle, Nozick is surely

correct that his philosophy was limited by his lack of biological understanding; in

particular, Aristotle did not have the privilege of basic understanding of the brain's

functioning and role. I surmise that the descriptive sense of rationality has received

little attention or been denied in recent times in large part because we have failed

to update our views to re�ect our increased knowledge.

Plato described an entire society in analogy to his hypothesized tripartite soul,

with a rational part ideally ruling over the spirited and appetitive [64]. Aristotle
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adjusts this view by categorizing the souls of things (i.e. their �forms� or essences) as

nutritive, sensitive, or rational; the human soul (essence) is rational, but of course it

includes the capabilities of nutrition and sensation. We can see in this a tendency to

treat rationality as a singular, as a uni�ed feature of people, or as having some single,

uni�ed source. This tendency persists to this day, with rationality often referred

to as the capacity to reason and spoken of as being present or not, instantiated or

not in particular people or activities.

In practice, though, what the Greeks and others have meant by rationality is

�that by which we think, reason, choose prudently, etc., in a way that other animals

appear unable to.� Given what we have learned thus far about the brain, that by

which we perform such activities is not really a singular; the �soul� is not a uni�ed

object directed by rationality.

Even in the past decade the intuition of a uni�ed consciousness directing a

person's activities has been losing ground rapidly: In the late 1980s and 1990s,

Derek Par�t garnered little support when he argued for a Buddhist �no-self� theory

of personal identity according to which the �self� as a distinct entity in control of

our activities is a �ction [61]. Yet scienti�c evidence in support of this has been

mounting (see [47] for a summary) and the view is increasingly accepted.

Just as we understand consciousness to be emergent from a dispersed set of

cognitive activities, rationality is not a single thing that we can point to in the

brain or a uni�ed feature of a uni�ed soul. Instead, �that by which we think,

reason, and choose as agents� is a vast collection of cognitive tools and capacities.

While we still have much to learn about the functioning of our brain and the nature

of our consciousness, we have su�cient understanding to support the realization

that what we think of as our rationality is multifaceted, not one speci�c ability

but the interaction of many. In fact, this interaction is more important than the

abilities themselves, because what is really impressive about humans is the higher-

level coordination of our capacities that enables sophisticated learning of the sort

that actually re-organizes the system.

For example, a police o�cer may have a subconscious bias such that upon

seeing a young minority male the o�cer automatically assigns a high prior proba-

bility to the item the man carries being a weapon, which triggers further automatic

responses based on training. If the o�cer then undergoes implicit bias training,

this whole part of the cognitive system will be re-organized so that seeing a similar

person in the future triggers a di�erent, conscious response, perhaps to seek certain

speci�c pieces of additional evidence, to double-check intuitions or follow a new

set of rules. Over time, the system will evolve further in response to experience

and the learned conscious responses may become automated. This sophisticated
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learning process which re-con�gures the relationships between many parts of cogni-

tion (visual interpretation, prediction, conscious and unconscious decision-making,

memory, and so forth) is the hallmark of physisist descriptive rationality.

If descriptive rationality is then a dynamically-organized set of tools, why insist

that humans are rational, instead of only potentially rational? There are two main

reasons for this: the �rst is that, as de�ned, it is a trivial fact that people actually

employ and exhibit rationality, while the second is that even if people use these

tools in better or worse ways, there is little motivation (or even a clear capacity)

for drawing a line in the sand and declaring that some of these ways count as

irrational � and again, this is especially true for a holistic account.

2.3.1.2. The rationality measuring stick. Rationality cannot be amere capacity

as de�ned, with the implication that it might not be truly descriptive of us; this

is because the tools that constitute it cannot go unused in a normally-functioning

adult. These tools include the ability to predict the future on the basis of the past,

to reason with propositions, to argue, to form and change beliefs, to anticipate the

actions and even the mental states of other people, to weigh risks and uncertainties,

to guide our actions towards our goals via choices, and to apply methods of making

choices that are appropriate for the context. It is clear that, even if improvements

could be made in the organization of these tools � which are used when and how �

humans are not so constituted that they can simply function without these tools.

Following the historical physisists, their use is the chief characteristic of humans,

and we can even go a step farther and say that their sophisticated coordination is

chie�y responsible for our impressive performance. A person may overestimate a

risk and therefore behave too cautiously, but still they estimate it and employ a

decision procedure that uses this estimation. Similarly, this procedure may be more

or less sophisticated, but still it is a component of rationality; whether something

better could be done is a question for normative rationality. We do all of these

things all of the time; there is no question of whether we use our rationality.

Recall the analogy between descriptive rationality and breathing. To point out

that people sometimes stop breathing or cannot do so on their own is besides the

point � we still say that humans breathe � and similarly it would be a bit silly to

deny the blanket descriptive rationality of humans because some are in a vegetative

state. Human nature has to do with the (descriptive) norm, not the exception, and

furthermore decision theory is very clearly not about humans who fail to use or even

to have normal rational capacities because they are unable to function on their own

at all. In comparison, ethicists have distinguished personhood from human-hood

to make the point that when we talk about human ethics, we are concerned with

people who have ethical agency, the ability to make decisions to which ethical norms

might apply; so, an extraterrestrial or a robot could potentially count, but a human

fetus or vegetable will not. Decision theorists, like ethicists, may still talk about
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humans because most humans are people and the concern is with normal humans,

but the individuals to which the theory applies is the subset who are also people.

The case of people who are only moderately disabled, or moderately di�erent in

their mental functioning, is trickier. Autistic people lack certain tools that most of

us have, for instance, and there have been individuals with all sorts of other mental

peculiarities. Do their di�erences count against blanket descriptive rationality? The

answer relies on the second reason for saying that human rationality is not a mere

capacity but a descriptive reality: it makes sense to use this as a starting place for

a productive normative decision theory, which focuses on evaluations and potential

improvements. If a somewhat disabled person is still of interest to the normative

theorist, then they must have a substantial portion of the relevant tools, as will

be true of all those we consider to be people; otherwise, it's not clear how they

could be engaged with or what kinds of plausible improvements could be suggested

to them. Given this, there is simply no motivation for placing them categorically

apart from the rest of us when it comes to rationality, and speci�c criteria for

this kind of sharp rational / irrational distinction are not forthcoming. Instead,

physisism recommends a more apposite graded notion of rationality that dispenses

with such categorizations altogether.

This makes it possible to describe the di�erences among people as di�erences

of degree, not kind, and to maintain that people generally have about the same

level of rationality in practice. To elaborate, by making the blanket statement that

humans are descriptively rational, I am saying that we should essentially place our

rationality measuring stick so that the �1� is centered on humans as a species, with

people tightly clustered around that point. So it would not actually be incompatible

with my view to embark on a project of comparing the rationality of di�erent people,

putting some at 1.0001 and others at 0.9995 based on the particular tools that are

missing or unusual, or how capable the system is of learning and reorganizing itself.

It's just that such a project would miss the point � that we are centered closely on

�1� and rationality is de�ned with respect to our species � and be better suited to

nefarious political purposes than to the helpful ones of interest here.

Furthermore, although I caution against using the measuring stick to compare

people's rationality, it could be useful and interesting to use it, and to add di-

mensions to it, for other purposes. Scientists are discovering ever more overlap

between the cognitive capacities of humans and those of other animals. As part of

a project of getting clearer on how our minds work and what makes us similar to,

and di�erent from, other species, comparative descriptive rationality could serve a

useful purpose. Such research could fruitfully inform policy, for example regarding

the treatment of animals. Yet this project is quite di�erent from that of interest

here; its �ndings could certainly inform the normative task of improving human

performance, but the tasks are fundamentally di�erent.
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Given this conception of rationality, then, it is clear that we are rational crea-

tures, impressively complex learning (and improving) machines. It's true that this

does not make the assertion of descriptive rationality terribly interesting in that it

is trivial, but in a way that is the point: Decision theory (especially as it interests

me) is about norms, that is, about what is desirable and what constitutes improve-

ments, and should not be distracted by descriptive issues. Physisism precludes the

kind of carry-over from normative to descriptive statements that is natural for other

approaches.

Of course, it would not be sensible to claim that descriptive and normative

rationality have nothing to do with one another. For one, if norms are suggestions

for changes to the system, it is imperative to have an understanding of the system,

and the more thorough the understanding, the better our normative claims will be.

It is valuable to know how our actions are actually produced as well as what we

are capable of. Further, if descriptive and normative rationality are indeed both

types of rationality, they must share a common subject matter, and in this case we

may take descriptive rationality to determine the scope of normative rationality, as

the latter deals with the speci�c employment of the former. Hence rational norms

will not deal (at least directly) with non-(descriptively) rational capacities such

as physical growth. More signi�cantly, this means that whether certain mental

activities, such as unconscious choice, can be the subject of rational norms will

depend on whether those activities are part of descriptive rationality. A description

of the underlying reality is thus a necessary base for normative work. Physisism

simply maintains that we should sharply bracket o� our descriptive and normative

tasks apart from this grounding relationship. While other approaches generally do

aim to be speci�cally normative, descriptive, or both, much misunderstanding and

argument results from implicit connections between norms and facts; see [83] for a

discussion of this entanglement, as well as the next chapter.

2.3.1.3. The pragmatic argument for physisist descriptive rationality. Although

the primary interest here is normative, there is a practical motivation for empha-

sizing physisism's stance on descriptive rationality apart from either its role as a

base or the Aristotelian tradition. Physisism aims to be as constructive as possible

by identifying various improvements an agent could make, and to prioritize such

improvements by indicating their strengths. In line with this goal, it makes sense to

have a positive, optimistic outlook as a foundation, and a�rming human rational-

ity while focusing on its impressive extent and power helps to accomplish this. It

contributes to the mindset of asking how we can do better rather than where we go

wrong. Negative feedback may motivate some people, but constructive criticism is

what points the way towards improvement, and physisism cuts right to the chase by

noting that we're equipped with incredible learning machines, and then describing

how better to con�gure them.
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Physisism's holistic focus makes it especially easy to see the problem with

rejecting human rationality because of our shortcomings since it focuses on the

agent as a whole: our occasional errors and examples of suboptimal behavior may

loom large when they are looked at under the microscope, but are overshadowed by

the impressive performance of our cognitive apparatus when we look at the bigger

picture. Critically, if a decision theorist points out a purportedly irrational choice

and explains the problem to the perpetrator, that agent can consider the argument

that has been provided to them and is likely to modify their choice behavior in the

future if the argument is compelling to them � because human nature is to behave

this way. Descriptive rationality lies in this general feature of our cognition rather

than in any particular choice behavior. Especially when supported by the historical

examples of physisists, I �nd this de�nitional conception of descriptive rationality

to be quite simple, intuitive, and encouraging.

There is precedent in the literature for discussing the issue of what kind of �spin�

we put on human performance when we describe it. Amos Tversky and Daniel

Kahneman's heuristics and biases research program provides evidence for our use

of a variety of judgment heuristics by studying cases that reveal systematic biases

produced by those heuristics, resulting in poor performance. The authors note

that these heuristics generally serve us well and go unnoticed, but in some contexts

get striking wrong answers; they compare our heuristic use to visual processing,

which is generally reliable but is vulnerable to certain predictable illusions [77]. As

psychologists, Tversky and Kahneman are primarily interested in understanding

which heuristics we use in what contexts and generally use fairly neutral language

when discussing both desirable and undesirable applications of heuristics.

Over time, however, the rhetoric surrounding this research seems to have be-

come more negative, with an increasing focus on the biases coming under attack. In

[41, Ch. 1], Gigerenzer and Reinhard Selten criticize a negative attitude in decision

research that they say is exempli�ed by the labeling of various choice and inference

patterns as �fallacies,� suggesting that the people exhibiting those patterns are at

fault and the behavior is unequivocally wrong; it would be better, they argue, to

criticize the original norms according to which the observed behavior is irrational.

The authors advocate rethinking norms to focus on the general success of heuris-

tics, a project they have continued to pursue and develop (and which is discussed

in detail in the next chapter).

The problem identi�ed by Gigerenzer and Selten � thinking that we are irra-

tional because errors stick out more than proper performance � is analogous to the

mistake Ken Binmore identi�es in our ethical theorizing: We worry about di�-

cult or unusual � and frequently contrived � situations that our ethical tools seem

ill-equipped to deal with; we worry that people are immoral or that there are prob-

lems with our moral theories. But we would do better to focus on the vast majority
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of contexts in which we apply ingrained moral rules and procedures without even

noticing [19]. The physisist position is that we are actually quite rational in the

same sense that we are actually quite moral: rationality and morality are tools that

we in fact use all the time; omissions and egregious misapplications are rare, and

indeed beside the point if the question is whether we are fundamentally rational

(or moral) beings.

Furthermore, this positive perspective on descriptive rationality can help to

steer us towards productive questions and ensure that we do not get side-tracked

by the equivalent of the strange and contrived ethical dilemmas of which Binmore

complains, decision-theoretic analogs of the various trolley problems. While there

is truth to the idea (re�ected in Tversky and Kahneman's work) that a key to

understanding a system is studying when it breaks down, the ultimate goal is still

to understand the system and not to catalog the errors. Descriptively, one of the

most di�cult and interesting questions is how the many components of rationality

work together so well with so little e�ort most of the time. Understanding how

we function in this way is essential to understanding ourselves as a species and

�guring out how to make holistic improvements. Hence, Annika Wallin and Peter

Gärdenfors point out that the main question raised by ECO's research into �fast and

frugal heuristics� is how we automatically apply the right simple heuristic for the

situation, which is an impressive ability of which we have hardly any understanding

[84]. This ability is a hallmark of human rationality as the physisist understands

it.

2.3.2. Normative rationality re-envisioned. As emphasized in the expla-

nation of descriptive rationality, physisism decouples norms and descriptions in part

by �at and in part by ascribing very di�erent natures to them. Physisist norms are

perhaps radically di�erent from the norms standardly presented, but this section

will argue that this kind of change is well-motivated and avoids various problems

that can arise for more traditional accounts. Physisist norms are essentially recom-

mendations, freed from a rigidity that has come to seem unjusti�ed and impractical

to many, and in keeping with the primary goal of being as constructive as possible.

Again, the primary characteristics of these norms are that they are comparative

and focused on the agent as a whole. Additionally, physisism deplores the ten-

dency to use moralized language in connection with norms. Agents are commonly

praised (at least rhetorically) for obeying norms and blamed for disobedience, with

the implication that those agents are deserving of their successes and failures and

that their performance with respect to the norms merits this kind of scrutiny. In

opposition to this, new insight into human cognition bolsters the case for doing

away with such language.

2.3.2.1. Physisist norms are comparative. Rational norms are often construed

as universal requirements or standards, and (to temper this) often as optima or
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ideals that identify perfectly correct reasoning or behavior. Given this, they con-

tribute to the practice of categorization into the rational and the irrational, as

speci�c standards and precise de�nitions of correctness produce sharp distinctions

between behavior or reasoning that meets the standards or achieves the ideal, and

that which does not. (Chapter 3 will develop this idea, with classical logic pro-

viding perhaps the best example of this kind of norm.) Two serious critiques from

the philosophy of science can be used to reveal problems with this approach to

norms. First, Philip Kitcher challenges the tenability of traditional norms from the

naturalist perspective [51]. Second, Don Ross's recent critique of the philosophy

of economics attacks the focus on rationality itself in a way that calls the usual

normative project into question as well [67].

Norms have historically been construed as specifying ideals or optimal strategies

for achieving objective goals, but such a view is di�cult to reconcile with a scienti�c

perspective on human beings and a healthy skepticism regarding objective goods

and universally optimal methods of reaching them. Kitcher explores this problem

in The Naturalists Return [51], and makes two points that are especially relevant

to physisist normativity. The �rst is that it is not very helpful simply to point out

that someone has failed with respect to our epistemic standards:

The philosophical dichotomies rational/irrational and justi�ed/unjusti�ed

may stand in need of replacement rather than analysis. When

we note that a student falls short of the external ideal (as we

conceive of it), debate about whether the failure to undergo the

epistemically optimal process is excusable or not can pro�tably

be sidestepped in favor of a psychologically richer explanation of

what occurred. Cognitively inferior performances can be based

on laziness, methodological ignorance or misinformation, failure

to perceive relevant similarities, lack of imagination, and numer-

ous other kinds of factors [51, pg. 68].

While this passage echoes the argument in the previous section that the most useful

descriptions focus on how we reason rather than in what situations we �fail,� it also

o�ers support for the physisist structuring of norms as explicit recommendations

for improvement, specifying the relative improvement o�ered by particular available

changes. The pragmatic response to undesirable behaviors is �rst to try to diagnose

perceived problems, to understand their sources, and second to use that information

to engineer ways of avoiding those problems in the future (if it is deemed worthwhile

to do so). In the case of the student, diagnoses can guide the education that

may improve the student's reasoning in the future. Physisism therefore puts these

activities at the forefront, as being constructive is the main guiding principle. Here,

we see that comparative claims are conducive to this goal, because improvements

are so relative to a status quo or other possible improvements.
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Generally speaking, the motivation for a dichotomous rationality concept is

even less forthcoming given the naturalist's skepticism regarding the existence or

knowability of ideals and optima themselves. But even if it were possible to identify

optimal strategies, it would probably not be possible for people to simply go imple-

ment all of them; identifying improvements (the �meliorative project� in Kitcher's

terms) is especially important given that our future possibilities are constrained by

our history, as he points out. Physisism circumvents di�culties of this sort because

its norms are structured di�erently, simply as statements about the relative im-

provement o�ered by various possibilities with no implication that they all should

be implemented or even that they must be responded to in any particular way.

Thus Kitcher's other key point is that naturalism reveals the need to contextual-

ize and relativize norms, because what people should do depends on their epistemic

goals, cognitive capacities and constraints, and the nature of their environment in

a way that is neglected by some traditional normative theories (consider AGM and

classical logic, as presented in the next section). If norms specify optimal methods

of reaching the objectively-determined goals of ideal agents, then there are serious

problems with developing a biologically-grounded normative account of rationality,

as naturalism requires. For one, the presumed goals would need to be rati�ed by

biology, but epistemologists do not typically give arguments of this form; I argue

later that biology is not su�cient for deriving the goals of rationality speci�cally,

either.

The oft-cited �ought-can� principle speci�es that it must be in some sense pos-

sible to obey a norm for it to be valid, and while physisism does not speci�cally

endorse this principle, it takes seriously the motivating idea that norms must be

somehow useful if they are to have any power. Physisism ensures usefulness in two

ways: First, since the norms themselves are available improvements they inherently

provide directions for implementation. Second, physisist norms could never be de-

tached from facts about actual humans because the environments they inhabit and

the way they function are taken into account when the norm is formulated (descrip-

tive rationality plays a grounding role). Contrast with the practice of retro�tting

or qualifying norms that were originally formulated as universal prescriptions for

idealized agents without concern for the facts on the ground, which could work in

principle but is at least an indirect approach. Thus Kitcher emphasizes that �pre-

scriptions must be grounded in facts about how systems like us could attain our

epistemic goals in a world like ours� [51]. He worries that naturalism will require

such relativization and contextualization of norms that they will lack the authority

and power that has traditionally made them valuable, but it seems that this bullet

must be bitten. Accepting the necessity of the shift in our thinking about norms

is the �rst step to replacing problematic norms with ones that will serve us better.

This issue of implementable norms will be revisited in the next chapter, in the
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context of traditional axiomatic theories of rationality that are often criticized for

being detached from human capabilities and behavioral contexts.

A second critique stems from Ross' discussion of contemporary philosophy of

economics. Kitcher describes naturalism as a welcome new direction for philosophy

that replaces the focus on language and concepts that marked the previous �linguis-

tic turn.� Ross heartily agrees that philosophers are better o� studying science than

language; he claims that although philosophers of economics often focus on explicat-

ing the concept of rationality, this is not very helpful to practicing economists, who

do not think that analyzing their terms is the way to truth. Instead, Ross argues

that the proper function of the philosopher of science is fostering disciplinary inte-

gration, and that the philosopher should seek to bring economics, psychology, and

sociology together where they have common subject matter [67]. This point should

be borne in mind when reading the next chapter, which shows how disputes between

proponents of di�erent partisan de�nitions of rationality distract from substantive

questions about how people should work to improve and promote misunderstanding

rather than interdisciplinary cooperation towards common goals. Ross also seems

to agree with one of the main points in the next chapter, that for individual people

common sense is generally a better guide to what counts as rational behavior than

are the many formal theories that have been developed (often for other purposes).

The current relevance of Ross' complaints is that physisism is able to side-

step quibbles about how to de�ne rationality that hinder progress on normative

issues because its norms are not derived from any particular de�nition. In com-

parison, the axiomatic theories to be discussed in Chapter 3 identify axioms that

(provably) correspond to very speci�c formal de�nitions of rationality, and these

theories therefore produce very sharp norms such that to obey the axioms is ratio-

nal and to disobey them is irrational. It is clear, then, that everything turns on the

speci�c de�nition started with (one of Allais' major criticisms of expected utility

theory, in fact [13]; see the next chapter), and furthermore that the sharp de�ni-

tions produce partitions of behavior (as Kitcher describes above). Thus language

plays a hidden role that Ross identi�es as important. In contrast, physisist norms

are not language-dependent and are not derived from particular de�nitions; they

are simply comparative statements about what changes would produce a better

state for the agent (which, as will be argued in detail in the next chapter, is much

less controversial than one might think). Physisism's lack of precise de�nitions on

which to base norms coheres well with its structuring of norms as graded, compar-

ative statements that will enable insights from diverse theories of rationality to be

captured.

Normative rationality is therefore relative, and norms are a matter of degrees.

In contrast to traditional accounts which attempt to identify the best that an agent

can do, physisism is concerned with what is better or worse (with respect to the
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status quo as well as other potential changes). This eliminates naturalist concerns

about whether optima exist � because nothing depends on their existence � and

ensures that the normative task will not be intractable. So long as an improvement

can be identi�ed, a norm can be generated. Physisism is thus well-suited to a

�meliorative� project as advocated by Kitcher.

2.3.2.2. Physisism de-moralizes norms. A di�erent problem with the typical

treatment of rational norms is that our normative claims are too often wrapped up

in moral judgments, by which I mean that we praise instances of rationality, blame

instances of (ostensible) irrationality, and consider such assessments of guilt to be

integral to rationality judgments. It is common to talk about people's reasoning or

decisions as if norm violations are not only irrational but also immoral, implying

that rationality only pertains to those activities that people may be held account-

able for as agents and that people should feel ashamed when they fail to live up to

a norm. In contrast, physisism considers rational norms to be separate from moral

norms, in the sense that it is not necessarily wrong in the traditional moral sense to

violate (or more accurately, for physisism, to fail to implement) a rational norm.2

A recent argument by Maarten Boudry et al. exempli�es the tendency to satu-

rate normative language with moral language, and makes this implication explicit:

the authors reject many normative assessments of people's �ecological rationality�

on the basis that people do not deserve credit or praise for using decision heuristics

that evolution has given them, because this use is not intentional [22].

It may be especially natural for us philosophers to care so much about rational-

ity that we consider deviations to be serious personal �aws that deserve condemna-

tion on moral grounds as well as intellectual. However, this impulse is problematic

for several reasons. Most simply, it lacks the positive bene�t of serving a useful

purpose � rational norms have force and should motivate people to satisfy them

by virtue of being norms, making the moral gloss of praise and blame language su-

per�uous. Following up on the guiding principles identi�ed earlier, physisism also

aims to be constructive and take an optimistic viewpoint, whereas a moralizing

tone and a focus on failures may be o�-putting and may make it more di�cult to

communicate useful advice. Furthermore, it makes less sense to categorize behav-

iors as praiseworthy or blameworthy under physisism because the focus is on whole

agents and norms do not categorize behavior as rational or irrational; instead, nor-

mative judgments are relative statements that compare potential improvements,

and so there is no sharp dividing line between what might deserve adulation and

admonition.

2Actually, it would be very natural and appealing to combine rationality and morality under
a uni�ed physisist theory, especially since physisist rationality is itself modeled after Aristotle's
virtue ethics. Rational norms and moral norms could be taken to be basically the same thing, both
in pursuit of the �good life� for the agent, whatever that may be. So the claim here is speci�cally
that rationality is outside the domain of traditional conceptions of morality on which actions are
taken to be right or wrong, with right actions praised and wrong ones blamed.
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There are deeper reasons for de-moralizing rational norms as well. These rea-

sons are connected: there is eroding empirical justi�cation for praising and blaming

many behaviors that intuitively fall under the purview of rationality, and restricting

rationality to activities that can be praised or blamed will needlessly restrict its

scope. As we learn more about cognition and the phenomenon of perceived agency,

it is becoming evident that our sense of agency is something that emerges from

our cognition because it seems to serve the function of helping us coordinate as a

social species (see e.g. [47]). Importantly, we often lack introspective access to the

reasons for our decisions, and can even be tricked into justifying decisions that we

are told we have made, but did not (see Richard Nisbett and Timothy DeCamp

Wilson's [59] for an early discovery and Philip Pärnamets' [62] for recent results

wherein eye tracking enables preferences to be manipulated by an experimenter).

Findings in this line of research already suggest that we cannot hold people morally

responsible for their choices as agents in the unre�ective way we have in the past.

A parallel can be drawn with the philosophy of law, which is similarly in�u-

enced by our increased understanding of cognition. People have long been treated

leniently by the law when their crimes can be shown to have resulted from insan-

ity. More recently, however, brain tumors have been causally linked to pedophilia

and homicide [26], providing evidence that sanity does not necessarily guarantee

culpability for one's actions. David Eagleman, working in �neurolaw,� argues that

the di�erence between these cases and more typical criminal behavior is not that

the former are not responsible for their behavior while the latter exercise free will,

but rather that we can clearly see the determinants of behavior only in the former

cases � at least at present. He predicts that we will have to reject the model of legal

punishment as retribution � discarding the notion of blame � and embrace a model

of punishment as deterring harmful behavior (with the aid of statistical estimates

of recidivism) [32].

I argue that rationality is analogous to behavior here; fault-�nding and criticism

are often unjusti�ed and it is better to be utilitarian and focus on achieving desirable

outcomes. Thus we have three good reasons to de-moralize normative rationality:

First, we do not need a moral gloss on our rational judgments, and it may make

people less receptive to them. Second, evidence suggests that we lack su�cient

justi�cation for blaming people and holding them (at least, morally) responsible

for all of their decisions and inferences. The egos to which we typically address

our criticisms may not be able to do di�erently, may not have made any conscious

choices or done any explicit reasoning, and may not have introspective access to the

true sources of their decisions and inferences even when they believe they reasoned

a certain way. Ethicists have of course taken note of these objections and explored

alternative responses to them; it is possible that some such responses will be deemed

successful. Even so, there is scant motivation for the physisist to attempt to rescue
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traditional intuitions about praise and blame, since it is simpler and sensible just

to reject those intuitions. Although we cannot say for sure that we will eventually

abandon our current notions of free will and responsibility, we have learned enough

that for the physisist to endorse continued moralizing would require arguments

both that it is warranted and that it serves some useful purpose for those interested

speci�cally in practical improvements to normative rationality.

Lastly, tethering rationality to responsibility means restricting rationality's

purview to those activities for which agents can be held responsible: Boudry et

al.'s argument provides an example of this restriction eliminating certain kinds of

rationality judgments which have garnered interest and played a key role in an

active research program. Speci�cally, the authors argue that humans' unconscious

use of evolved heuristics does not merit the label of rationality, because we do not

deserve any credit for the work that evolution has done in causing us to successfully

apply those heuristics [22]. I �nd it undesirable for rationality to be circumscribed

in this way, via our habit of implicitly connecting rationality with morality. I take

rationality to have a broad scope; yet even for those who will want to restrict it

more, it would be better to provide an independent argument for those restrictions

than to be forced into a particular set of restrictions by moral baggage.

The physisist solution to these serious problems is to radically reconceptualize

norms: it rejects categorizations of our cognitive activities into the praiseworthy

and blameworthy just as it rejects categorization into the rational and the irrational.

Instead, the normative project is to determine what behavior we should encourage

(and then encourage it). Recalling the initial example of Prudence and Petunia,

physisist norms take the form of recommendations of varying strength. They are

assessments of the changes agents should make in order to achieve greater �ourish-

ing; a person does better by implementing a recommendation, and the stronger the

recommendation the greater the improvement it is expected to bring.

2.3.2.3. Holism. Physisist rationality is also holistic in two senses, as suggested

by the foregoing: it takes whole agents as its subject matter, and its norms pertain

to the functioning and (especially) the organization of the cognitive system as a

whole. Both senses lend additional support to the graded and comparative nature

of physisism, since it is all the more di�cult to defend all-or-nothing judgments and

norms-as-optima when treating temporally-extended and highly complex subjects,

as real people are.

There are also independent reasons to take rationality to be �rst and foremost

about whole agents, and not primarily a feature of individual activities. Normative

rationality involves using one's cognition in such a way as to promote one's �our-

ishing (and the more so, the better). In other words, rationality involves acting

in a way that is conducive to one's goals, or choosing appropriate means for one's

ends. One's ends in circumscribed situations are generally subservient to greater
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ends; recall John Stuart Mill's argument for happiness as the only thing good in

itself, and thus the unit of measurement for his ethics. If one's ultimate ends as an

agent trump one's ends in particular situations, then one's overall rationality as an

agent will be more signi�cant than one's local rationality in a particular situation;

further, one's local rationality may be irrelevant if the localized ends are not in

agreement with the global ends.

Although some may argue that we are not required to care about our big-

picture well-being over the present moment, our behavior typically reveals that we

in fact do. A person who gives in to the temptations of junk food or cigarettes

often admits their behavior to be undesirable and periodically tries to reform; they

consider their long-term health more important than the momentary pleasure, but

simply have weak will and cannot do what they recognize is best. While revealed

preference theory would say that each choice to continue indulging reveals that the

agent prefers to do so, intuition agrees with the physisist position that short-term

preferences are winning out over the agent's �truer� long-term preferences, revealed

by the e�ort put into reform and the money spent on nicotine patches, appetite

suppressants and the like. Alternatively, a person may defend their enjoyment of

these things, �rationalizing� their choices by arguing that the frequent pleasure of

indulging throughout life outweighs the risk of a short period of su�ering or early

death. Both cases re�ect the priority placed on the long-run good by the agent's

own lights (economists seem to be alone in their willingness to model a person

who completely discounts their future self as completely rational). To the extent

that local goals are given precedence, it is because those goals are taken to be

part of, and play a valuable role in, the bigger picture. We do, of course, sometimes

fruitfully assess the rationality of isolated choices by ignoring certain future impacts,

but this is for the sake of having a tractable model and not because longer-term

repercussions are truly believed irrelevant. The point here is not that we should

abandon any judgments that focus on the near-term, but rather that it is necessary

to ensure that those judgments are appropriately sensitive to longer-term factors.

Physisism is also holistic in the sense that rational improvements are improve-

ments in the organization of our cognitive tools; this is likely to involve manipu-

lating, repurposing, and altering the triggers for those tools. Whereas traditional

norms might endorse or reject a heuristic, inference pattern, or habit, for example,

physisism would recommend that an agent adjust the contexts of application of

such patterns. The physisist will make normative claims like �it would be much

better if this agent engaged in more careful and explicit deliberation in cases where

there is a lot of money at stake, and habituate their selection of socks, in order

to make better �nancial decisions and more e�ciently allocate cognitive energy.�

This kind of holism pairs well with the agent-based sense of holism because a more
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global view of cognitive resource allocation and organization naturally accounts for

the broader impacts that cognitive changes will have over time.

2.4. Summary

Typical approaches to rationality would make very di�erent statements about

Prue and Petunia's rationality than would the physisist: Sharp norms would be

applied to particular decisions or inferences they made. Claims about their ratio-

nality would be based on those normative assessments, often taking the form of

categorizations into irrational and rational. For example, one might say that it is

irrational for Petunia to call in sick to work when her horoscope says there are dan-

gers lurking because there is a norm that says she should not believe � or base her

decisions on � propositions that lack adequate evidential support. Furthermore, it

is common to praise behavior of the sort that Prue displays, while blaming Petunia

for those behaviors identi�ed as irrational. Several examples of theories with this

character will be thoroughly analyzed in the next chapter; note, though, that the

�traditional axiomatic theories� �t the model better than does ecological rationality,

which is in many respects closer to physisism.

Physisism o�ers an alternative account motivated in several ways. First, its

basic features have a long precedent in the physisist lineage, and are especially

in�uenced by Aristotelian ethics. This lineage is quite appealing, and physisism

preserves what makes it so. Physisism is also pragmatically motivated, in that it

aims to be as constructive as possible, culminating in explicit recommendations by

which agents can improve. Additional motivation comes from various critiques of

aspects of existing theories of rationality, including: perceived counter-productive

pessimism about human reasoning, a misguided focus on conceptual analysis, shaky

grounds for praising and blaming some of the activities that we nonetheless might

believe are subject to rational norms, di�culties in grounding norms in actual

human goals and capacities, and a focus on categorizing behavior rather than im-

proving it. While I do not claim that it is impossible to address these concerns

within existing frameworks, the challenges must be taken seriously, and so physi-

sism is constructed so as to directly overcome them. It therefore has a very di�erent

structure from the typical account.

Kitcher makes clear the precariousness of our normative projects:

While academic philosophers tend to see the normative character

of epistemology as a common-place, the more general intellectual

tendency of the age is to regard a�rmations of normativity as

antediluvian [51].

Such projects are in danger of losing relevance if more e�ort is not made to keep

them relevant. Why not just abandon rationality altogether, then? Ross considers

the concept to be a distraction, and Kitcher worries that naturalized norms will be
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so contextualized that they will lose their traditional power � and indeed, physisist

norms are not the universal, authoritative dictums that have long been standard,

but rather something much weaker. The answer is that the concept of rational-

ity really can serve a useful purpose: norms are what tell us what we should be

doing, and we have clear use for guidance in the domain to which we commonly

refer as �rationality.� Norms are motivating and meaningful, even when decoupled

from morality and from descriptive claims. It is simply necessary to �nd a way

to reconstrue those norms so that they provide this information in a useful way.

Physisism identi�es a conception of rationality that can be traced back to Aristo-

tle as a promising way of grounding normative claims in descriptive reality. The

focus has been shifted from conceptual analysis to the pragmatic question of how

rationality can be broadly reconceptualized to support our needs.

The chief feature of the physisist view is that it takes human descriptive ra-

tionality as functionally de�nitional � as the set of our interactive cognitive tools

whose organization and deployment changes in response to feedback � and then

grounds normative rationality in this with the pragmatic claim that norms tell us

how to make better use of these tools by recon�guring their use. Norms tell us

how to reorganize our tools so that our activities are more conducive to our ends,

reasoning in a di�erent way here, reacting to evidence more appropriately there,

and perhaps altering the scope of a heuristic to harness the bene�ts of its e�ciency

while avoiding deleterious misapplications. By identifying what is �better� rather

than �best,� norms become comparative (and hence radically di�erent from their

traditional counterparts, but also more plausible). Physisism also requires them to

be holistic, in that the primacy of the agent as a whole is stipulated, the need to

consider the agent's big-picture welfare is made explicit, and norms pertain to the

functioning of the whole system rather than some isolated part.

Such norms are worth pursuing because rationality is the most potent tool

available to us as individuals to �ourish to a greater degree. For Aristotle, the

connection was so strong that he identi�ed �living rationally� as our very function

and the key to eudaimonia. Nozick notes that regardless of why human rationality

evolved the way it did, its critical feature is �exibility which allows us to use it in

the service of whatever ends we have identi�ed for ourselves; our rational capacities

are not forced to further a particular conception of the good life.

This chapter shows that physisism has a long tradition and is rooted in Aris-

totle's philosophy; physisism's essential features are clearly present in Aristotle,

re�ected in di�erent terms by Cicero, and updated but preserved by Nozick. This

tradition is further supported by the many critiques of the status quo in rationality

research, such as Kitcher's and Ross'. I continue this tradition by arguing for a
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further-revised version of physisist rationality that will underlie the analysis, eval-

uation, and manipulation of modern applied approaches to rationality in the rest

of this thesis.



CHAPTER 3

Understanding the Predominant Contenders

3.1. Traditional Axiomatic Theories and Ecological Rationality

Given that we want our understanding of rationality to bear fruit by guiding

people towards improved lives, it makes sense to begin by analyzing existing ac-

counts to see what they have and are equipped to achieve towards this end, and

whether their shortcomings are instructive. There have been many theories of ra-

tionality in philosophy and elsewhere, but I will not consider them all; rather, since

my main interest is in implementable guidance for real-life applications, I will re-

strict my attention here to theories (or approaches) that are currently employed

for this purpose, or aspire to be. This restriction leaves two general approaches:

the traditional axiomatic approach (TAA), and the newer approach of ecological

rationality (ECO).

Both approaches endorse speci�c normative claims regarding decision and in-

ference behavior, methods of testing for rationality in individuals, and ways to

improve rationality in individuals and societies. Both approaches claim applicabil-

ity to important situations of interest, like investing for retirement, making them

highly relevant to our purpose. Rather felicitously, the two approaches also ap-

pear at face value to be polar opposites: the TAA claims that rationality consists

in obedience to context-neutral rules (axioms) that encode something like internal

consistency; ECO, conversely, claims that rationality consists of using processes that

are well-suited to the particulars of the context. This means that studying these

two approaches will give us quite a broad view of the possible ways of approaching

rationality, despite the localized perspective that they tend to take.

The TAA will be explained in Section 3.2, beginning with a general exposition

of the approach; this is followed by descriptions of three main traditional axiomatic

theories (TATs) � expected utility theory, the AGM theory of belief revision, and

classical logic as rational inference � with an emphasis on using these particular the-

ories as examples to support my account of the TAA as a whole, which is largely my

own abstraction from those particular theories. ECO is presented next, in Section

3.3, again �rst as a general approach, then through a detailed example. Subsequent

sections compare and contrast the two approaches, deepening understanding.

With both approaches on the table, Section 3.4 mounts an informal argument

that, despite their apparently opposite natures, the TAA and ECO disagree to a

41
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much lesser extent than is commonly supposed; the approaches agree regarding

several of the most fundamental principles. However, this does not mean that

the approaches merely di�er in presentation; Section 3.5 follows up on this by

identifying the substantive di�erences between them, namely ECO's evaluation

of processes rather than outcomes and its move from an absolute to a relative

conception of rationality, as compared to TATs. Section 3.6 summarizes the key

points of the chapter.

3.2. Traditional Axiomatic Rationality

3.2.1. A general explanation. I will begin by describing my conception of

the axiomatic approach to rationality in general terms. The next subsections will

examine some particular axiomatic theories, and the extent to which they can be

understood as examples of the axiomatic approach.

The most basic feature of the traditional axiomatic approach is that it de-

�nes rationality in terms of sets of axioms; the axioms characterize the permissible

outputs of choice problems, construed broadly to include belief revisions, logical

inferences, and so forth. Since any axiom violation is taken to be irrational, these

axioms serve as general, context-independent, fundamental principles constituting

rationality in the domain those axioms pertain to. The source of such axiom sys-

tems is not empirical evidence or arguments about which principles are well-suited

to our every-day tasks (axioms are not tested out to see how well they work); rather,

they are meant to have strong intuitive plausibility individually when stated in the

abstract, and are collectively justi�ed on theoretical grounds. Speci�cally, repre-

sentation theorems show that the set of axioms captures � or is formally equivalent

to � the notion of coherence that is judged relevant to the axioms' domain of ap-

plication. This justi�catory process will be explained in more detail for each of the

TATs presented below.

Irrationality, then, is a special kind of incoherence, and it is tested for using

the axioms that encode coherence. Since the axioms give properties that should

be satis�ed (generally; see below) by observables, such as an agent's behavior, the

theoretically-justi�ed axioms provide empirical tests of rationality. Thus the tradi-

tional axiomatic approach, in theory, provides a very clean way of using observables

to partition agents, or their behavior, into the rational and the irrational.

3.2.2. Expected Utility Theory . The paradigmatic example of a TAT is

John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern's expected utility theory (EUT),1 and

indeed much of the above description of the approach is based on their explanation

of their own work in the �rst chapter of Theory of Games and Economic Behavior

1Due to the success of EUT, other theorists continued to explore its underlying principles and
some developed other axiomatizations (c.f. Leonard J. Savage's subjective expected utility [69]).
I do not look at such theories here because my purpose is to explain and (later) evaluate the
traditional axiomatic approach to rationality, and not any particular theory.
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[82]. Their theory will therefore provide the �rst example. EUT is an axiomatic

theory of rational decision-making under risk,2 with the axioms encoding choice in

accordance with one's preferences over outcomes, as will be explained below.

In a TAT, a set of axioms provides principles of rationality that are com-

pelling enough to be held as general requirements, no matter what the context.

Accordingly, von Neumann and Morgenstern state that �each axiom should have an

immediate intuitive meaning by which its appropriateness may be judged directly,�

and also that the axioms should be relatively few in number and straightforwardly

stated [82]; in other words, one should be able to look at the axioms and intu-

itively ratify them as principles that should be obeyed. Furthermore � in keeping

with their foundational status and straightforward presentation � axioms are stated

in completely general terms; they make references to entities in the abstract rather

than particulars.

Thus von Neumann and Morgenstern's axioms refer to �a system U of entities

u, v, w, ...� where those entities are outcomes, and the axioms state properties that

obtain of a rational agent's preferences between those outcomes whatever they may

be. In particular, the outcomes referred to in the axioms need not be simple, but

can also be complex, i.e. combinations of simpler outcomes. Preference is taken

as basic: the agent is assumed to have a �clear intuition� of whether outcome u or

outcome v is favored (or whether they are equally favorable) for any u and v. In

this way, the axioms specify restrictions on an agent's preferences between some

pairs of outcomes on the basis of other preferences already observed. Furthermore,

these axioms are intended to cover all risky decisions, no matter the content. For

example, given that the agent they describe knows their preference between any

two possible choices φ and ψ, one axiom (transitivity) says that if a choice a is

preferred to another b, which is in turn preferred to yet another c, then a is also

preferred to c; this axiom is simple, intuitively appropriate, and stated in abstract

terms.

Though axioms should be intuitively plausible, the TAA does not simply take

them from intuition; rather, as von Neumann and Morgenstern say, an axiom set �is

usually expected to achieve some de�nite aim � some speci�c theorem or theorems

are to be derivable from the axioms� [82]. As stated earlier, axioms for rationality

tend to be based in some notion of coherence. In the case of EUT, this notion

corresponds to the existence of a numerical utility function such that the agent's

choices (revealing their preferences) maximize the mathematical expectation of this

2A decision problem is categorized as risky when the result of an option is probabilistic, but the
probabilities attached to the possible outcomes are objectively given and known by the decision-
maker. The decision is risky in the sense that the agent does not know exactly what will result
from their choice, but they do know the possibilities and their probabilities exactly. In contrast,
a decision problem is categorized as uncertain when these probabilities are not objectively given.
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function. So coherence is basically preference consistency (as revealed through

choice), and the axioms are jointly equivalent to this.

To give an example, an agent violating the transitivity axiom cited above by

choosing a over b, b over c, and c over a would demonstrate incoherent preferences

because a preference structure is an ordering, and orderings cannot have cycles

(compare an ordering of individuals according to height); similarly � because num-

bers are transitive � there can be no numerical utility function such that a has

greater utility than c, but also less utility than c (as preferences of both a over c

and of c over a would imply).

As hinted at in the preceding paragraphs, EUT is also a typical TAT in that it

provides an empirical test for rationality via the axioms; utility is simply a mathe-

matical representation of preference strength and unobservable, but it is possible to

observe whether an agent's choice behavior obeys the axioms, and thereby use the

agent's behavior to test for irrationality. The assumption of revealed preference,

that choosing a over b reveals a preference for a over b, and therefore that we must

assign a greater utility, serves as the bridge principle between what is observable

and what is not. (Hence revealed preference is not an axiom, but it is impor-

tant to the theory because it enables inferences about unobservable preferences to

be drawn from observed choices.) The value of this, from the point of economics

(or at least von Neumann and Morgenstern), lies in the fact that if the axioms

encode behavioral consequences of agents' attempts at preference satisfaction and

permit its mathematical treatment, then those axioms can provide an empirical ba-

sis for building a truly scienti�c economic theory. Indeed, more recently, behavioral

economists have pursued the project of using individual axioms as empirical tests

of individual (traditional) rationality in the manner of EUT (cf. [65] for a critical

discussion of work on transitivity in this vein).

The reader may have noticed that the axioms of EUT were said to be equivalent

to the possibility of representing the agent as maximizing a utility function, i.e. the

existence of some function such that the agent's makes the choice with the greatest

expected utility of the available choices according to that function. Utilties are

assigned giving the agent the bene�t of the doubt, though � i.e. the agent is

modeled as a utility maximizer so long as this is mathematically possible � and so

observing an agent's decisions can only tell us that the agent behaves consistently,

or chooses rationally, so far as we can tell.

Of course, future observations could reveal an axiom violation, and so an agent

is not proved rational once and for all just because we can represent them as max-

imizing expected utility thus far. It might seem, then, that EUT could make rela-

tively �ne-grained rationality judgments by looking at an agent's track record over

an extended period. Yet this is not the case: von Neumann and Morgenstern in fact
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explicitly warn against making judgments across any signi�cant time due to the ad-

ditional complications this introduces, which reduce the validity of the judgments

[82, Ch. 1]. For example, it is reasonably safe to judge as irrational an agent who

violates transitivity within a few minutes, but the longer the time period encom-

passed the larger loom alternative explanations; the agent's preferences could have

changed, or they might have gained important information about the probabilities

of the possible outcomes. EUT therefore simply judges agents as rational so long

as their short-term, circumscribed decision behavior is representable as expected

utility maximizing, without necessarily seeking additional evidence that the utility

function accurately represents the agents' true preferences.

In contrast, once an agent is shown to have violated the axioms of EUT in

an appropriately circumscribed situation, there is proof that they do not perfectly

(always) maximize expected utility, and they are judged irrational. Through this

method of discrimination, EUT makes clear-cut, all-or-nothing judgments that par-

tition possible choice behaviors into the rational and the irrational, the axiom-

obeying and axiom-violating. Again, this is a standard feature of TATs: axiom

violations are �atly irrational, non-violations are rational, and no �ner-grained

judgments are made; no failures are deemed worse than others, and no successes

more praiseworthy. (An exception to this is the work on degrees of incoherence

(of probability) � which comes from the perspective of a TAT � but those relative

judgments do not take the form of evaluating rationality using axioms and so seem

importantly separate from the TAA; see e.g. [88], [70].)

3.2.3. AGM. Our second example of the traditional axiomatic approach to

rationality is the AGM theory of belief revision, named for its creators, Carlos Al-

chourrón, Peter Gärdenfors, and David Makinson [12]. As with EUT, the purpose

of AGM was not to study individual rationality in itself or for its own sake, but

rather (in this case) to understand (in general) the formal properties of minimal

changes to �theories� (logically closed and consistent sets of propositions, encoding

beliefs about the world) in response to new information requiring adjustments to

such theories. As Hans van Ditmarsch et al. write in their book Dynamic Epistemic

Logic,

Where Alchorrón's original motivation concerned the revision of

norms, Gärdenfors' interest was to model theory revision, the

idea being that a (scienti�c) theory in general has a tendency to

only make the smallest necessary changes when it has to explain

phenomena not yet accounted for. So an underlying principle

here is that of minimal change (of a theory) [79].

As typical of a TAT, though, the axioms are formulated in complete generality,

referring only to propositions in the abstract, so that they are applicable to any

context where some theory must be revised, or changed in a minimal way. This is
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usually the case for scientists � the paradigmatic rational inquirers � who respond

to new discoveries by �guring out how to most easily accommodate them within the

existing theory (instead of starting over with a new theory or making more radical

changes than necessary); if one internalizes the idea of a theory and new evidence

as a prior belief set and a new belief for an individual, then intuitively the rational

individual crafts belief sets according to the same principle used by scientists, that

of maintaining consistency while making the smallest changes necessary.

As is well-known and famously discussed by Thomas Kuhn [52], scientists some-

times encounter evidence that prompts a paradigm shift, not a minimal change; fur-

thermore, such shifts are commonly understood as breakthroughs, not irrationality.

There are also cases where one receives new evidence that itself merits doubt more

than it casts doubt on the existing theory. The same cases surely arise for individ-

uals and their beliefs. So, on the one hand, the AGM theory is context-neutral in

that its axioms apply equally to all cases of revision; but on the other hand, they do

not apply to all cases of new information con�icting with old beliefs, because not all

of these cases will be revision cases, i.e. cases where minimal changes are rational.

Paradigm shifts and dubious new information are two examples of contexts outside

the scope of the theory (although proponents of AGM only explicitly require that

new information be trusted, not taking up the issue of paradigm shifts). Again,

this is typical of the TAA: the axioms provide abstract principles which constitute

rational requirements, held to be exceptionless within their speci�ed domains, but

their exceptionless status must be counterbalanced by carefully drawn borders to

their applicability. While it might seem that the borders could be di�cult to dis-

cern in practice, this need not be the case; true paradigm shifts may be so rare

as to be ignorable, and when they do happen there are additional principles from

philosophy of science (such as simplicity and explanatory power) that can be used

to evaluate them.

As noted above, there is another balancing act in choosing axioms: the axioms

should be simple and intuitive but also need to be checked against and reinforced by

their equivalence to some kind of coherence principle or the theorems they validate.

As Makinson puts it:

When tackling a problem like this � the logical or mathematical

understanding of an intuitive concept or process � there are two

general strategies that tend to present themselves: postulation

on the one hand, and explicit construction on the other. On the

former approach, we seek to formulate a number of postulates,

preferably of a more or less equational nature, that seem plausi-

ble for the process, and then investigate their consequences and

interrelations. On the latter approach, one seeks to formulate

explicit de�nitions or constructions of the central concepts, and
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then investigate how far the concepts thus constructed satisfy

various conditions, including in particular those which on the

former approach may have been suggested as postulates [55].

So, as with EUT, the axioms of belief revision must both make sense as rational

requirements in their own rights, and also prove their worth by collectively capturing

the notion sought in the �rst place, that of minimal changes to theories so as to

retain consistency. I claim that this is belief revision's version of coherence: given

a theory, i.e. a closed set of propositions believed by a rational agent, and given

a new piece of information that is also believed, a coherent new belief set is one

which (in agreement with the fact that the prior beliefs and new information have

all been rationally accepted) includes the new information while giving up as little

as possible of what was previously believed, and is (of course) logically consistent

and closed. Taken together, this is what the AGM axioms ensure.

Perhaps the most powerful result demonstrating this fact is due to Adam Grove,

who provided a �very plausible and `natural� ' modeling of belief revision validating

the AGM axioms [44]: Suppose that we take the set of possible worlds � complete

descriptions of ways the world could be � and arrange them into nested �spheres,�

or sets, such that the smallest such set (a subset of all the others) includes all the

possible worlds where one's prior belief set (or initial theory) is true, and larger

spheres (supersets) represent greater departures from one's initial beliefs, i.e. sets

of worlds where fewer of the initially believed propositions are true and which are

considered (from the start) to be farther from one's initial theory. For example, let

there be only two relevant propositions, A (the library is open) and B (the co�ee

shop in the library is open). Alex might believe that both the library and the co�ee

shop are open ( she has a prior belief A & B), but if she were wrong she believes it

most plausible that only the library is open (A & ~B), still less plausible that only

the co�ee shop is open (~A & B), and least plausible of all that both are closed (~A

& ~B). According to Grove's method of representing beliefs, Alex's belief revision

commitments can be represented by four nested spheres: (A&B) ⊂ (A) ⊂ (A/B) ⊂
(>) (where �/� means �or� and > is the symbol for tautology, so that the largest

sphere contains all possible worlds).

Given such a set of spheres, providing thorough information regarding not only

what one currently believes, but the relative likelihood of other possibilities not cur-

rently entertained, Grove de�nes a revision function as the intersection of a learned

proposition (i.e. the set of possible worlds where the new piece of information, just

learned, is true) with the smallest sphere it intersects (i.e. the sphere �nearest�

to the prior belief set). This function captures revision because, by de�nition, it

results in a consistent new belief set where both the new information and as much

as possible of the previous beliefs are retained, and which is as close as possible

to the prior belief set according to the agent's own prior assessment. Thus if Alex
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learns that the co�ee shop is closed (~B), then the revision based on her spheres is

∼ B ∩A, and she will then believe A & ~B ; she still believes the library is open.

Grove proved that for any set of spheres as he de�ned them, his revision function

satis�es the AGM axioms, and conversely that any function satisfying the axioms is

a Grove revision function for some set of spheres. Grove's work lent great credence

to the AGM theory by proving in a very natural way that the axioms capture the

intended notion, and this serves as a very clear example of how axiomatic theories

seek sets of axioms that are both prima facie intuitive and corroborated by formal

results showing that they capture the appropriate notion of coherence.

Another feature of the TAA is that it uses axioms in empirical tests of ratio-

nality, axiom violations being observable in a way that the underlying coherence

concept may not be. It may seem that the connection with observables and empir-

ical testability is looser for AGM than for EUT, but I will argue that AGM shares

a commitment to these goals despite the fact that beliefs cannot be directly ob-

served, unlike choices. To begin with, the situations originally in mind during the

development of AGM are such that the relevant objects � the initial theories, new

information, and new theories � are likely directly observable; a culture's norms are

manifest in its activities, while a scienti�c theory has a public existence, with its

claims and responses to new discoveries a matter of group construction and pub-

lic discourse, generally carried out carefully and explicitly in writing. A scienti�c

theory is thus quite observable and lends itself to empirical test of the revision

axioms.

It is true that it is more di�cult to observe theories that exist only inside

an individual's head, but here it is possible to o�er bridge principles that would

permit empirical test of an agent's personal obedience to the axioms. For example,

an outside observer could assume that Alex accurately and honestly reports her

own beliefs and accepts as true the information she is given (the �closed� sign on

the co�ee shop counter), while Alex herself could trust introspection to observe her

own revision processes. Observable behavior can also be used to draw inferences

regarding agents' beliefs, and thus to test their obedience to the axioms.

This is the route taken by Robert Stalnaker, who proposes using the AGM ax-

ioms as tests for the rationality of strategy choices in games [73]. Given a hypothesis

about the initial beliefs of players in a simple game, Stalnaker draws inferences re-

garding their belief revisions at successive stages of the game using the assumption

that the players maximize their expected utility (at each stage) given their beliefs;

he asserts that we must assume the rationality of the players' belief revisions as

long as they do not violate any of the listed axioms of AGM.

The commitment to observables is also visible in what is excluded or ignored

in these �tests� of rationality, namely the Grove spheres, or relative plausibility of

alternative possible worlds from the agent's perspective. The non-violation of the
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axioms ensures that the revision is minimal for some possible set of such spheres,

but not that the agent in fact performed a minimal revision given the particular

set of spheres that best represents their prior attitude. Surely coherence demands

that if the agent's prior attitude were in fact represented by a particular sphere

set, then their revision should be a minimal, Grove revision for those spheres, and

not just any possible set. Theorists and practitioners, however, do not in general

ask about the underlying spheres, which would presumably be much more di�cult

to observe, and instead rely only on the axioms for empirical tests of rationality in

revisions. This is probably due to the value placed on observability and empirical

testability, and not because the facts of the agent's prior attitudes are taken to be

irrelevant to rationality.

The situation here is analogous to that in EUT, where it is not possible to

observe utility functions, and so the agent is considered rational so long as there

exists some utility function that their actions could be expected to maximize. Just

as with EUT, the nature of the rationality judgments by means of what is a possible

explanation coheres with their all-or-nothing nature. AGM does not identify a

unique rational outcome of a belief revision, and though the authors discuss the

consequences of �supplementary postulates� and additional assumptions (see, e.g.

[12]), philosophers (cf. Stalnaker [73]) shy away from endorsing such additional

assumptions and deny that rationality in general requires anything beyond the

basic axioms; nor do they rank or compare potential rational revisions from a

normative point of view. The axioms provide a clear way to partition revisions into

the rational and the irrational, but their judgments stop there.

3.2.4. Classical logic. As a �nal example of the TAA, I will discuss classical

logic (CL) as taken to provide axioms of rational inference. Although there exist

other systems of logic that may be used for the same purpose, again, the point here

is to use the example to better understand the TAA, and not to understand any

particular theory for its own sake or to make judgments about which axioms are

�best� in any domain. As a further caveat, there is much current debate regarding

the extent to which classical logic especially, as essentially a branch of mathematics,

can be taken to provide norms of inference, and the �traditional axiomatic theory�

presented here will be an undoubtedly simplistic reconstruction of what is largely

implicit in the literature.

Human reasoning involves more than following the laws of CL, but those laws

are taken to constitute an axiomatic theory of rational inference because they are

(obviously) amenable to formal treatment and understanding, and can therefore

provide a very clear and defensible list of requirements of rationality for the situa-

tion to which they apply, namely that of drawing deductive inferences from given

premises. As Raymundo Morado and Leah Savion put it:
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Logical acuity involves much more than the ability to draw cor-

rect conclusions. The logical agent makes plans, discerns alter-

natives, discards the irrelevant, argues, negotiates, understands

arguments from di�erent points of view, engages in counterfac-

tual reasoning, evaluates evidence and accepts obvious conse-

quences of its beliefs. Logical inference is but a part of being

logical, which is in turn only a fraction of what it is to be ratio-

nal. Still, the analysis of logical inference, its structure, and its

contribution to the understanding of actual human reasoning is

a good starting point for a theory of rationality, since it has been

a subject of rigorous examination for centuries [58, emphasis

mine].

I will therefore lay out the view that I take to be the traditional axiomatic view

of rational inference, showing how CL mirrors the preceding examples, EUT and

AGM. It is probable that nobody has ever explicitly laid out this exact view, unlike

the previous examples, but I will try to show that it is a coherent theory implicit

in the literature, even if usually referenced as a foil to the alternative views pro-

posed by authors. For example, Keith Stenning and Michiel van Lambalgen write

that �very super�cially speaking, logic appears to be normative [in contrast with

psychology...],� re�ecting the fact that many take it for granted that logic provides

norms of reasoning [75]. Similarly, Catarina Dutilh-Novaes writes: �According to

a familiar slogan, logic is the science (or art) of correct reasoning: it studies the

principles of correctness for reasoning� [31].

This means that, �rstly, the axioms of logic � and usually we assume classical,

�rst-order logic � provide context-neutral, fully abstract and general principles that

govern rational inference. (The bridge principles explicating the nature of this

�governing� are often unspeci�ed, but proposals are surveyed in (e.g.) [31].) For

example, it is rational to infer a consequence B from premises A and A→ B, while

it is not rational to infer A from A→ B and B, which is not classically valid. More

accurately, CL is most often de�ned, not in terms of axioms, but by providing a

language, a set of inference rules telling what formulas can be inferred from what

other (sets of) formulas in the language, and a semantics specifying the meanings

of the parts of the language (for example logical connectives). The inference rules,

then, correspond to the axioms of rational inference.

The semantics supply the support for the inference rules: just as the axioms of

EUT and AGM are both prima facie plausible and justi�ed by their correspondence

to some coherence principle, the axioms of CL are shown to be the �right� axioms

by the soundness and completeness of the logic. In other words, any argument

derivable by the inference rules is valid, i.e. true premises can only be used to

reach true conclusions, where truth is de�ned by the semantics (this is soundness);
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likewise, every valid argument is derivable using the inference rules (completeness).

Since truth is presumably what is valued when it comes to inferences, the fact that

�rst-order CL as usually de�ned has these properties � ensuring that truth is both

preserved by all arguments and in a sense always reachable by some argument using

the logic � supports the claim that the axioms of CL are norms of rationality.

While many echo the claim that logic provides normative principles of infer-

ence, the question of what kinds of inference or inference in which contexts is often

ignored. In particular, do the axioms govern all thought, explicit (but still personal)

reasoning with premises, public statements, multi-agent dialog and debate, or all of

the above? Dutilh-Novaes explores the question of whether logic should be taken as

normative for internal, personal thought, or instead only for external, multi-agent

arguments [31]; her historical insight will prove helpful in understanding CL as a

TAT.

I have argued above that a feature of TATs is that the axioms serve the impor-

tant purpose of providing a clear, empirical test of rationality. The axioms tend to

deal with observables, or at least with the more readily observable parts of a theory

(hence EUT's axioms deal with choice or preference rather than the more abstract

utility, and AGM refers to the most basic features of beliefs, propositions rather

than full �spheres�). I argue that the TAT of rational inference via logic, like the

other axiomatic theories, endeavors to make rationality and its violations visible

and testable. If one is concerned with truth, which is not directly observable in the

world, and often di�cult to discern, then it is clearly bene�cial to have simple rules

at hand which encode inferences that would preserve the truth, given that one has

it, or is on the right track.

This could be quite helpful, for instance, in an argumentative situation in which

the participants' reasonableness, objectivity, or even honesty might be question-

able, and thus a reliable way to check their inferences (via some simple rules)

could help to sort observed claims into the acceptable (rational) and unacceptable

(irrational). According to Dutilh-Novaes, this is basically the motivation behind

Aristotle's work in listing the syllogisms; in discourse, an inference could be checked

by asking whether it had an abstract form known to preserve truth. The syllogisms

� forerunners of our modern inference rules � o�ered a way of testing public state-

ments to see whether they were rational, i.e. whether they could be assumed to

make genuine progress towards the truth, given the set of claims already accepted

by both parties. Here, inferences are observable because they are public objects,

much like the premises of scienti�c theories with which belief revision deals; the

axioms provide norms of argumentation.

Regardless of the original motivation for studying logic, at some point we began

to view it as providing norms of thought, and not just argument. Yet even in this

shift there remain close ties to the idea of a test or guidelines of rationality in the
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laws of logic. Says Dutilh-Novaes, �I submit that the �rst signi�cant step in the sys-

tematic neglect of logic's dialogical origins corresponds to the early-modern move-

ment towards the inner sphere of thought, as epitomized by Descartes.� Descartes

argued that the value of studying logic is in helping us to shape our thought pat-

terns in such a way that we can discover new truths using those we already have

[31]. The nature of such a use of logic is to achieve a rather abstract goal (the

rational pursuit of truth) by observing our own knowledge and explicitly applying

logical rules (axioms); so here again we see that the axioms are intended to provide

a very concrete method of testing whether possible arguments are rational, or of

drawing inferences we know to be rational.

The �nal feature of TATs is that they partition instances into the rational

and the irrational, with no further distinctions between degrees of rationality or

irrationality. Once again, we see that CL as an axiomatic theory of inference has

this feature: Logic concerns necessary truth preservation, and so an inference that

is guaranteed to preserve the truth of the premises is rational, while any possibility

that this is not the case renders the inference invalid. The axioms are either all

satis�ed, or there is some violation. Further judgments about the inferences an

agent should or should not draw, perhaps for pragmatic reasons or when there is

uncertainty about the premises, would require a separate or supplementary theory,

and a di�erent set of axioms.

3.3. Ecological Rationality

3.3.1. A general explanation. A discussion of existing theories of rational-

ity contained within a single chapter cannot hope to mention, let alone encompass,

all theories of rationality that have been put forth; and in fact, I will only really

examine two approaches to the question of what rationality is. The TAA explored

above clearly merits attention since � as the traditional approach � it has been de-

veloped and used over a long period of time, and has been highly in�uential � even

dominant � up to the present day. The second approach, ecological rationality, is

a relative newcomer, primarily developed as explained above by researchers at the

Max Planck Institute. Why then do I choose to discuss this particular approach as

opposed to any of the others? Why does it merit the title of primary competitor

to tradition?

There are many reasons to focus on ECO. Most importantly, its core ideas (pre-

sented below) are highly compelling, earning the approach a great deal of (merited)

attention in recent years. While many speci�c insights are not altogether new, ECO

seems to be the �rst to take several decades of criticism of the traditional approach

and put everything together into a coherent and appealing narrative resulting in a

new account of rationality (underspeci�ed though that account may be) and a very

active new research program. It draws heavily on the ideas of Simon (e.g. [72, 71]),
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and incorporates the ideas of human reliance on heuristics (a focus of Tversky and

Kahneman, e.g. [77]) and adaptive rationality (see John Payne et al.'s [63]).

As mentioned above, the basic ideas of ECO also often stand in sharp contrast

to the tenets of the TAA, so much so that the theories are in a sense opposites: the

TAA says that rationality involves following abstract, context-independent rules in

all situations, whereas ECO consists in using a �toolbox� of concrete procedures

tailored to the particulars of di�erent contexts. This divergence will be quite help-

ful because a wide range of theoretical possibilities will be visible from only two

examples. I argue in Section 3.5 that the TAA and ECO are far more similar than

is generally believed; this is followed by a formal proof of an important kind of

correspondence between them in Chapter 5. These results are all the more striking

for the apparently opposite natures of the approaches at �rst glance.

Finally, many theories stop short of making concrete claims about what humans

should do and engaging deeply with the real world. As I am speci�cally concerned

with the guidance function of rationality, and its production of concrete judgments

that can help us to improve, I am concerned only with accounts that could be put to

practical purposes, and especially those that are designed with this in mind. I have

indicated above that this is generally true of TATs; for example, the codi�cation of

axioms of logic was intended as an argumentative aid, and EUT was created as a

tool for economics that might also come to o�er direct advice to individuals. It is

also true of ECO, as I will discuss presently, and the approach is of special interest

to me in light of its proponents' stated commitment to practicality.

Since I consider ECO to be the foil of the TAA, I will present it by contrasting

its features with those of axiomatic rationality, familiar from the preceding sec-

tion. The hallmark of TATs is their context-neutral axioms or rules of rationality;

in contrast the two most important units of consideration according to ECO are

particular contexts and particular processes, essentially their opposites. ECO eval-

uates context-process pairs, the idea being that a process � for example a heuristic

used to make a decision � can only be evaluated with respect to the environment

in which it is used. This idea is due to Simon, who famously wrote that � `rational

behavior ... is shaped by a scissors whose two blades are the structure of the task

environments and the computational capabilities of the actor� ' [39, Introduction].

The process that a person uses, as well as its result, will depend on the abilities of

that person and the situation. Instead of an irrelevant detail to be abstracted away

from, context is of paramount importance in ECO.

There are several reasons for this. On a descriptive level, it is well known

that contextual factors in fact have a strong in�uence on behavior: social factors,

for example, exert a particularly strong force on human decision-making (see, e.g.,

[18]). Furthermore, our environment is inescapable. These facts could be consid-

ered normatively relevant either as constraints on how humans can, and hence how
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they ought, make decisions, or if rationality is judged based on performance, and

performance depends on context and how it is dealt with. Instead of presuming

the in�uence of context to be a mark of irrationality or trying to account for it

within a traditional framework, ECO gives it a prominent position in their theory

and asks how the rationality of a process varies with context. The group argues

that human rationality consists in our ability to apply simple heuristics that are

designed to exploit environmental regularities: We get on well in the world, as a

species, because we've evolved simple but e�ective methods of responding to the

situations we commonly face. In place of all-purpose methods satisfying �xed ax-

ioms, we use a variety of processes that may break down in certain situations and

will not in general satisfy very general coherence principles like the axioms, but

which are condoned simply because (or more accurately, when) they work.

The TAA justi�es its axioms, and hence its judgments, by some coherence

principle: logical consistency, truth preservation, choosing what we prefer, etc.

ECO has no such abstract rules to justify, because it instead endorses particular

context-process pairs. (The values according to which such pairs are endorsed

can be expressed in general terms, though, as explored later.) However, these

endorsements still require justi�cation, and here ECO opposes the TAA by using a

correspondence principle rather than a coherence one. As ECO writes,

A heuristic is ecologically rational to the degree that it is adapted

to the structure of the environment ... The study of ecological

rationality results in statements about how well a heuristic func-

tions (e.g. predicts faster, with less information, or more accu-

rately) compared to competing strategies in a given environment

[39, Introduction].

So a process-context pair is taken to be ecologically rational to the extent that

the process is �fast, frugal, and accurate� in that context, and hence its expected

outcome (broadly) is taken to be good, according to an external and independently

determined de�nition of value. Speed and resource e�ciency (few computations,

memory requirements, little research, etc.) are essentially taken to be objectively

valuable features of processes (this is a reason for the importance of simple heuris-

tics). The other major value source is �accuracy,� so it is also assumed that there

is some independent standard for correctness or goodness given a circumscribed

task; for example, proximity to the truth could play this role in an inference task,

or money in a lottery choice. (Yet accuracy is much more �exible than it may

sound, and it need not identify truth or money as the value sources; this issue of

what accuracy means is discussed in detail in 3.4.3.2.) In short, ECO replaces the

coherence criterion with one of �objective� functionality.

In accordance with this, ECO compares processes using functionality as a mea-

suring stick, disposing of the simple rational vs. irrational categorization that comes
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with checking for coherence. The more speed and e�ciency, and the greater the

accuracy, the better; but there are no natural borders between what is fast, frugal,

and accurate enough and what is not. Thus ECO produces only relative, or graded,

judgments of rationality.

Unsurprisingly, ECO also di�ers from the TAA regarding its rationality tests.

Since ECO does not take rationality to be about following general principles, there

is no easy checklist that could be used to test the rationality of outcomes. Yet

this is to be expected, because ecological rationality does not pass its judgments

on outcomes in the �rst place: it evaluates processes given �xed environments.

For these processes, there is a simple checklist of requirements: the process should

be fast, frugal, and accurate. Of course, given that ECO also makes comparative

rather than absolute judgments, these requirements can't simply be checked o� like

axioms, but they still provide very concrete criteria, given (as noted previously)

that they are taken to correspond to very straightforward and objective features of

processes.

It is more di�cult to observe, say, the accuracy of a process than whether an

outcome has some basic property. Unlike a particular outcome, a process' accuracy

can't be observed in a single-shot situation by observing a particular person using

the process. ECO therefore often necessitates di�erent methodology. Most notably,

the ECO group often employs mathematical simulations of processes of interest;

given a carefully de�ned environment and task, simulations of a process o�er a way

to observe the expected performance of that process � what outcomes it results in

and with what probability � given all the ways it could turn out in the environment.

The same process can be simulated in other environments to determine in which

it performs the best, and likewise alternative processes can be tested in the same

environment, providing a concrete way of comparing their expected outcomes. In

some cases, such comparisons could also be done analytically. It is essential, though,

that all components of the evaluation � environment, process, speed, e�ciency, and

accuracy � be very precisely de�ned in order for mathematical results to be possible.

As this precision surely comes at the cost of some realism, the fact that ECO chooses

to retain this high degree of precision re�ects their commitment to clear rationality

tests and clean assessments. Their commitment to observability is similarly evinced

by the fact that they stick to objective measures of good performance, such as speed

and accuracy according to an external standard, as opposed to (for instance) an

agent's subjective satisfaction with the outcome. These choices are likely connected

to ABC's goal of providing practical recommendations for improving the world on

the basis of their �ndings � their �engineering goal� � since engineering typically

must proceed on the basis of precise judgments and observable features of the world

[39].
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3.3.2. The Recognition Heuristic . ECO researchers describe humans' set

of heuristics available for making decisions, inferences, and so forth as our �adaptive

toolbox�; several such heuristics have been posited and studied. It will be helpful

to examine one in some detail here, to clarify the ecological approach to rational-

ity, and especially its methodology. One simple but powerful inference procedure

has been termed the recognition heuristic, which relies on the mere recognition of

objects � a �specialized and robust� �core capacity� of humans (and animals more

generally) � to draw inferences regarding those objects; this heuristic is discussed

in Daniel Goldstein and Gigerenzer's Models of Ecological Rationality: The Recog-

nition Heuristic [39, Chapter 3].

The basic unit of evaluation for ECO is a process, described in detail, and

always evaluated with respect to an environment. Naturally, a given process can

only conceivably be applied to those tasks for which it is basically appropriate, and

in the case of the recognition heuristic as formulated by ECO, it is appropriate for

the task of subset choice: it o�ers a way of selecting a subset from a set of objects.

In general, there will be some goal in such a selection task, with the �correct�

objects satisfying or having higher value according to some speci�c criterion. In the

example most often used by ECO, the objects are German cities and the criterion is

population, so that the task is to select the German city with the higher population

from a given pair; the heuristic is most often formulated for tasks with this structure

� choosing one object from a pair � for simplicity. The recognition heuristic process,

then, is as follows: �If one of two objects is recognized and the other is not, then

infer that the recognized object has the higher value with respect to the criterion.�

If neither object is recognized, an object is chosen at random, while if both are

recognized, the agent makes a guess using their other knowledge in an unspeci�ed

way. Here, to recognize an object is simply to have encountered it before, but not

necessarily to know or recall anything else about it [39, Chapter 3].

The description of the process already indicates that the heuristic will only be

applicable when some, but not all, objects are recognized; if none or all the objects

are recognized, then recognition will never be used to draw an inference. Yet much

more detail is needed to paint a complete picture of the ecological rationality of

the recognition heuristic, describing exactly how well it performs in which environ-

ments. In order to do this in a rigorous way � recall that ECO seeks scienti�cally

valid rationality pronouncements, as with the TAA � environmental variables are

described numerically. The relevant variables for this task include: the number of

objects included in the task; the percentage of objects that are recognized; and,

most importantly, recognition validity, i.e. �the proportion of times a recognized

object has a higher criterion value than an unrecognized object in a reference class.�
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The heuristic's performance will also depend on another parameter, �knowledge va-

lidity,� giving the �probability of getting a correct answer when both the objects

are recognized.�

Evaluating the recognition heuristic requires, furthermore, a precise de�nition

of goodness in performance, so that heuristic-environment pairs can be judged on

the basis of correspondence between expected performance and �good� performance.

While goodness has three dimensions (speed, e�ciency, and accuracy), it is obvi-

ous that recognition is basically as quick and e�cient as possible: humans can tell

almost instantly whether they recognize an object, and do so without using any

extra steps of calculation, research, or using valuable mental resources. The ques-

tion, then, is which environments are more or less conducive to the accuracy of the

heuristic; accuracy in this case is very straightforwardly de�ned as the proportion

of correct inferences, i.e. how often the selected object is expected to truly have

the higher criterion value. This proportion can be de�ned as a function of the

above variables; the higher the accuracy for a given set of variable values, then, the

greater the ecological rationality of the heuristic in the environment described by

those values.

Recognition could have a positive, negative, or no correlation with the target

criterion, but ECO typically only addresses the cases where the correlation is not

negative, for if it were negative, there would be a positive correlation with not

recognizing the object, and so the heuristic should simply be reversed (i.e., the

object not recognized should be chosen). The �rst steps of analysis of the ecological

rationality of the heuristic are analytic, using only the accuracy function in terms

of environmental parameters. From this, Goldstein and Gigerenzer show that,

�rstly, the worst-case scenario (assuming both knowledge and recognition validity

are better than chance) is when none of the objects are recognized, because then

the agent will have to guess every time and perform at chance-level (50% accuracy).

Clearly, accuracy also increases as both recognition validity and knowledge validity

increase, holding all else �xed, because these parameters only express the expected

accuracy rate for the cases where they apply. This analysis leaves open the question

of how accuracy varies with the proportion of recognized objects.

Interestingly, the authors show that some ignorance can be bene�cial; that

is, accuracy can decrease if too many of the objects are recognized. This will

be the case if knowledge validity is lower than recognition validity, because the

more objects are recognized, the more often two recognized objects will have to

be discriminated on the basis of knowledge, which is less accurate. They refer to

this as a �less-is-more e�ect.� So, as the percentage of recognized objects moves

from 0% to 100%, the accuracy of the heuristic will move from 50% (chance level),

to a high-point when recognition can be used the most, and then back down as

more and more objects are recognized and the less-accurate knowledge must be
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used more and more, with the knowledge validity equaling the accuracy when all

objects are recognized. Recognition is the most accurate � the most ecologically

rational � then, when there is the optimal level of ignorance (which will depend

on the di�erence between knowledge validity and recognition validity), and when

recognition validity is highest.

It may seem unlikely that recognition validity would be very high, and especially

much higher than knowledge validity, but the authors supply evidence that this may

often be the case. Recognition validity surpasses knowledge validity, for example, in

their German cities problem, because recognition of cities is strongly correlated with

their populations, probably because larger cities tend to show up in the media and

conversation more often, and hence to be recognized by more people; in contrast,

most people do not have much knowledge regarding the sizes of cities, beyond what

they can guess from other information, which tends to be less informative than

the simple fact of recognition. Goldstein and Gigerenzer provide empirical support

for this claim through the fact that Americans perform better than do Germans

at guessing the relative populations of German cities, while Germans outperform

Americans when American cities are used [39, Chapter 3]. The explanation for

this is that recognition is a highly accurate inference mechanism, and it can be

exploited to a greater degree when there is su�cient ignorance for recognition alone

to be the decisive factor in many cases. As the authors argue, recognition will be

ecologically rational to the extent that these general conditions for its accuracy are

satis�ed, with recognition validity and a mixture of unrecognized and recognized

objects being the essential criteria. Other contexts where these criteria might hold

are similar in structure to the German cities problem; provided examples include

guessing heights of mountains or buildings, lengths of rivers, and so forth, where

people tend to be more aware of objects that have more of some feature.

Having discussed the environments best suited for recognition, Goldstein and

Gigerenzer test the performance of alternative processes in the same set of environ-

ments using simulations of possible strategies. In particular, since with even less

knowledge than recognition guessing seems to be the only strategy, they check the

results of adding knowledge on top of recognition that could help to infer relative

population of cities. For example, having a major league soccer team or a university

are both correlated with size in German cities, and in fact ECO has studied another

heuristic, called take-the-best, that uses recognition and other cues (like having a

soccer team) in a lexicographic fashion to complete tasks like the German cities

one. While for a given proportion of recognized cities, more knowledge (i.e. using

an inference rule that has a greater number of cues to use, if needed) does result

in higher accuracy, recognizing too many objects eventually decreases accuracy for

every process tested (although the greater the number of cues, the more recognition

it takes for this to happen). Since recognition has higher validity than the other
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cues, an optimal level of recognition and a simpler inference rule can result in more

accuracy than more recognition and knowledge, to a point.

It should be clear from the above that ABC's treatment of the recognition

heuristic exempli�es the �nal feature of ECO as well, that of making comparative

or graded judgments rather than absolute, all-or-nothing assessments of rationality.

ECO takes a process (here, the recognition heuristic), and evaluates its ecological

rationality by describing the environments in which it will perform better or worse

on some objective metric, and comparing it with alternative processes for those

environments. The better the performance of a process for a given environment,

the more ecologically rational it is to use that process in that environment.

3.4. Overlooked Consensus

3.4.1. Overview. In this section, I demonstrate compatibility between the

TAA and ECO by reconstructing each side's arguments against the other. This

requires some creativity and inference, as many of these arguments have not been

explicitly stated or are not endorsed by all detractors. Some arguments represent

my own conceptions of how one approach might critique the other, focusing on the

points of apparent disagreement.

In almost all cases, I show that these arguments don't hold much water once

we spell them out and understand the other side. For the most part, the criticisms

pro�ered pertain to positions importantly di�erent from what the opposing side

actually maintains or is committed to. I therefore end by highlighting and sys-

tematizing the broad consensus that is disguised by rampant misunderstanding as

well as unappreciated diversity of purpose. I endeavor to show that common sense

carries the day regarding the supposedly controversial issues discussed as part of

this debate.

3.4.2 considers three main arguments against the traditional approach to ra-

tionality coming largely from the perspective of psychologists. 3.4.2.1 analyzes

the critique of the traditional account's mechanisms of rationality, beginning with

reconstructions of the arguments of Simon and ECO; these arguments are then re-

butted by breaking up the nebulous issue of mechanisms into four more manageable

components. 3.4.2.2 addresses the charge that TATs do not account for factors that

legitimately matter to people's decisions and inferences, while 3.4.2.3 discusses the

ability of the TAA to accommodate relevant contextual factors speci�cally. 3.4.2.4

summarizes the case against the TAA and its dismissal.

3.4.3 takes up the opposing set of arguments that proponents of TATs have

made or might make against ECO, and once again shows that they largely miss

the mark: 3.4.3.1 presents the argument that ECO makes excuses for reasoning

that cannot be endorsed from a normative perspective. 3.4.3.2 questions whether

ECO can provide substantial standards by which to judge rationality (and explores
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possible ways for ECO to do so). 3.4.3.3 notes that ECO tends to study very speci�c

situations and considers possible problems that may arise from this, such as an

inability to draw informatively general conclusions and the di�culty of determining

the level of speci�city that renders the best analysis. 3.4.4 concludes my arguments

for consensus between the approaches by systematizing the agreement revealed

throughout this section.

3.4.2. Traditional rationality from the perspective of ecological ra-

tionality .

3.4.2.1. The argument from implausible mechanisms .

Overview

Proponents portray ECO as the most faithful elaboration of Simon's ideas, and

one of their primary criticisms was also a focus of Simon's attack on EUT. This

criticism pertains to the question of what reasoning mechanisms are required by

normative rationality; Simon and ECO charge traditional theories with presuming

that rational agents use very complex and sophisticated mechanisms, which they

say is unwarranted and untrue.

This descriptive concern raises several related normative worries: If the basic

assumptions of the normative theory are false, the theory's relevance may be called

into question. If the mechanisms required by the theory are impossible for humans

to use in many or all cases, then the theory would appear to violate the ought-can

principle, and so would not be prescriptive. If humans in fact use di�erent kinds

of mechanisms, a normative theory should have something to say about how well

those mechanisms work instead of ignoring them.

Each of these worries expresses a legitimate hypothetical problem, but the

problems apply to an inaccurate reconstruction of the traditional theories (espe-

cially EUT). In the remainder of this section, I �rst recount the arguments pro�ered

by Simon and ECO against traditional theories on the basis of implausible reason-

ing mechanisms. I then explain what proponents of those theories are actually

committed to, and argue that they are able to defend against their critics in this

case.

The arguments

Herbert Simon

ABC's current concerns that the traditional approach to rationality is problem-

atically committed to complex mechanisms stem from Simon's work in the 1950's,

and so we shall begin there. We can reconstruct two separate arguments for a psy-

chologist's approach to rationality instead of the economic approach that had been

gaining strength in the wake of von Neumann and Morgenstern's groundbreaking

EUT. Simon criticizes the economic approach as a foundation for either a descrip-

tive or a normative theory of rationality, and the two threads of argument re�ect
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the dual nature of rationality that is a cornerstone of physisist rationality, discussed

in Chapter 2.

Simon's argument against traditional models of rationality as descriptively ad-

equate is the more explicit in his papers, and just as physisist rationality takes

normative rationality to be grounded in descriptive rationality, Simon's normative

argument builds on the implications of his descriptive claims. In summary, Simon

claims that the models of rationality constructed by psychologists �t the data bet-

ter than economic modes while making simpler assumptions, and therefore they

o�er superior explanations of rationality. In philosophical terms, Okham's Razor

supports psychology-style theories over economic ones.

In agreement with physisist rationality, Simon implicitly assumes that humans

(and even simpler creatures) are fundamentally rational, and that we therefore

have an important task in developing theories that explain the nature of our ra-

tionality (by explaining our success in the world). With respect to this task, the

predictive accuracy of one's models is clearly an important measure of success.

Writing in 1956, Simon says that while there had not yet been extensive head-to-

head comparisons of the predictions of economic rational choice theory with those

of psychology's learning theories, in cases where comparisons had been made the

learning theories better predicted the data [71]. This means that rational choice

theory was not o�ering an increase in explanatory power.

Furthermore, Simon writes,

A comparative examination of the models of adaptive behav-

ior employed in psychology (e.g., learning theories), and of the

models of rational behavior employed in economics, shows that

in almost all respects the latter postulate a much greater com-

plexity in the choice mechanisms, and a much larger capacity in

the organism for obtaining information and performing compu-

tations, than do the former [71].

In short, psychological models are simpler.

Simon gives an illustrative example of such a model by considering an animal

whose rationality consists in its ability to feed itself, and hence to survive. The

animal can move and perceive food up to some �xed distance away; the food is

distributed in the environment, and the animal's goal is to �nd and eat food as

often as necessary to avoid starvation. The model involves a very basic choice

mechanism: the animal moves randomly until food comes into view, at which point

it goes to the food, eats it, and then stops until it needs to �nd more food. In an

extension, the animal also quenches its thirst in the same way.

Simon provides some calculations to show that if the amount of available food

is not too small and the animal's perceptive powers not too weak, it can expect to

survive by using this simple strategy. The implication is that the model captures
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rational behavior (behavior that achieves the goal) and is simpler than an economic

model would be; this implies that it would provide a better explanation if we

observed similar food-�nding behavior.

On the assumption that both this model and an economic model (as Simon en-

visions it) could predict the animal's behavior, why would the principle of Okham's

Razor endorse the psychologist's model? That is, what speci�cally would make

this model simpler? Three components of an economic model seem to make it

more complex on Simon's view: the utility function, trade-o�s between competing

values, and choice via maximization. All three are pertinent to the choice mecha-

nism that Simon �nds fault with, and which especially concerns us here.

The utility function in an economic model would associate a number (repre-

senting strength of preference) with every bundle of goods (here, a quantity of food,

or perhaps a level of nourishment, etc.); in contrast, Simon says that it is enough to

identify food as the animal's goal and it is not necessary to introduce a utility func-

tion. Simon also considers it a virtue that both food and water could be identi�ed

as goals without the need to identify an exchange rate between them; the animal

simply goes towards whichever comes into view, and towards the one it needs the

most if both become visible simultaneously. The relevant comparison here is with

the economic representation of exchange rates via indi�erence curves, which depict

the trade-o�s an agent would make between multiple goods by showing the bun-

dles of goods between which the agent is indi�erent. (Indi�erence curves were the

primary means of economic analysis before von Neumann and Morgenstern o�ered

EUT as superior [82].)

The third focus of Simon's charge that his model is simpler than an economic

model is the economist's use of maximization as the choice mechanism. Recall

that the value of the utility representation of preference in EUT is that it allows

choices to be modeled as maximizing the mathematical expectation of utility; it

allows arithmetic to be used in modeling choice. Maximization uses the information

encoded in a utility function or in indi�erence curves; a maximization function

makes the choice that is the best according to those representations of preference.

One can imagine that solving a maximization problem could get quite complicated

given many available choices, competing values, probabilistic relationships between

choices and outcomes, etc. Basic calculations will be involved at the very least.

On the other hand, the process that Simon's animal uses to decide where to move

requires no calculations; it relies only on the animal's perceptual capacities and a

simple if-then rule. This is what Simon means when he says that the economic

theories �postulate a much greater complexity in choice mechanisms� and greater

capacities for gaining information and calculating with it [71]. When it comes to

what a theory assumes about what rationality requires, this is really where it would

seem that the economic model makes its most problematic assumption on Simon's
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view: utility functions or indi�erence curves are modeling tools, but whether we

make relatively complex calculations or use a simple arithmetic-free heuristic is an

empirical question about what rational agents are actually doing.

Now, Simon does not deny the possibility that humans or other organisms do

make complex computations like those in economic models; while he notes that we

lack positive evidence of such processes and that introspection indicates otherwise,

he says that �we cannot, of course, rule out the possibility that the unconscious is

a better decision-maker than the conscious� [72]. The point, though, is that given

two theories able to explain the available evidence, the simpler one is better. Given

that psychology o�ers a simpler and more predictive theory than economics from

his point of view, Simon thus argues that the traditional approach to rationality

found in economics is inferior to the very di�erent approach of psychology.

Although Simon focuses on descriptive rationality, he makes clear that he con-

siders economic theories' descriptive inadequacies to present a serious problem for

those theories as normative as well. Although he does not spell out his reasons for

this as explicitly, the main idea seems to be that there is insu�cient justi�cation

for the claim that rational human norms are as claimed by rational choice theory

(given their apparent divergence from descriptive rationality), and that therefore

we would be better served by normative theories that build upon the facts of our

rationality as far as we can discern them.

Simon describes normative rational choice theory as specifying the behavior of

a certain kind of idealized rational agent, �economic man.� The behavioral norms

rest on certain assumptions about this agent:

This man is assumed to have knowledge of the relevant aspects

of his environment which, if not absolutely complete, is at least

impressively clear and voluminous. He is assumed also to have

a well-organized and stable system of preferences, and a skill in

computation that enables him to calculate, for the alternative

courses of action that are available to him, which of these will

permit him to reach the highest attainable point on his prefer-

ence scale [72].

As re�ected in the argument against rational choice as a descriptive theory, dis-

cussed above, Simon questions the evidence for these assumptions and clearly �nds

them to be intuitively implausible. Further, he claims that this is a serious prob-

lem for a normative theory, and goes on to make suggestions regarding how more

realistic, and hence more productive, assumptions might be substituted in.

One reason why faulty assumptions could undermine the normativity of rational

choice theory is that if a normative theory has the form �a rational agent like such

and such makes choices like this� then it simply does not apply, or tell us much

about, humans who are not like such and such. In the case of EUT, the ability to
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draw inferences and make predictions from the fact that an agent is observed to

choose an outcome a over another b rests on the assumptions that the agent knew

that b was on the table, understood that their action would lead to a instead, trusted

that their choice would be respected, and so forth (or else the choice could not reveal

that the agent preferred a over b). Thus EUT cannot make normative claims about

the agent's choices when these assumptions do not hold, obviously such situations

will arise, and Simon seems to expect that this will happen frequently in situations

of interest. Simon acknowledged that psychological theories of rational behavior

had not yet advanced enough to be applied to economics and guide the actions

of �rms, but pointed out that a theory with unrealistic background assumptions

about the information states of those �rms would also have very limited use, and

proposed a middle ground [72].

This point is similar to the familiar �ought-can� slogan that is often a focus of

arguments about normativity today: if an agent cannot follow the recommendations

of the theory because its background conditions are not met, then it is not really

a theory of what is normative for that agent. Note, however, that the ought-can

principle is often used to make a somewhat di�erent claim to the e�ect that valid

norms must be fully satis�able by us; this is a stronger and more principled claim

than Simon's, which is focused on the more practical issue of the usefulness of our

normative theories.

We might think that studying an ideal agent would provide us with guidance

by showing us what to aspire to, but Simon indicates that the opposite might be

true in many cases. Recall that Simon endorses the physisist claim that humans

are descriptively rational, that even though we are imperfect, it is by virtue of our

rational capacities and mechanisms that we are able to reach our goals. We therefore

have something to learn by studying our own rationality; it simply requires further

judgment to determine when to emulate it, and when to alter it. Simon makes this

point with a poignant example:

The comparison of the I.Q. of a computer with that of a human

being is very di�cult. If one were to factor the scores made by

each on a comprehensive intelligence test, one would undoubt-

edly �nd that in those factors on which the one scored as a

genius the other would appear a moron � and conversely. A sur-

vey of possible de�nitions of rationality might suggest directions

for the design and use of computing equipment with reasonably

good scores on some of the factors of intelligence in which present

computers are moronic [72].

Simon himself was active in the �eld of arti�cial intelligence and contributed to our

progress with computers, fruitfully bringing his interdisciplinary mentality to that

nascent �eld. While sometimes computers do well by weighing and averaging in
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the spirit of the utility calculation, Simon recognized that in some cases there will

be too little information or computational capacity to do this, and in other cases

it will simply be more e�cient to do something else. For example, he notes that

organisms often �ourish by adapting to their environments, and such adaptations

often involve developing simple choice mechanisms that work well given stable facts

about the organism's environment [71]. This point may be familiar, as it has been

taken up by ECO as well.

In summary, Simon critiques traditional rational choice theory for its reliance

on arithmetical maximization procedures. From a descriptive perspective, maxi-

mization as a mechanism is not the best explanation of the rationality we observe

because it does not account for observed behavior as well as do simpler mecha-

nisms. As a normative theory, traditional rational choice has limited applicability

because its background assumptions are likely untrue in many situations of interest.

Furthermore, maximization will be a good and e�cient way to solve some, but not

all, kinds of problems; it would be a mistake to claim that we should use it for

everything.

Ecological Rationality

Proponents of ecological rationality build on Simon's core ideas to critique

the traditional approach to rationality and to develop their alternative. When it

comes to the issue of rational choice mechanisms, the ECO program echoes Simon's

concerns regarding maximization and other processes involving complex calculation,

and they consider the problem to a�ect both descriptive and normative theories

of rationality. However, they o�er slightly di�erent arguments for these claims,

re�ecting the results of their research into heuristics.

In their introduction to their edited volume on heuristics, the �rst argument

against the maximization mechanism that Gigerenzer, Hertwig and Thorsten Pachur

o�er is dubbed the �classic answer� to the question of why we should study heuris-

tics. This classic answer is based on the idea that humans have cognitive limitations

that prevent us from being rational in the traditional sense. In many cases, it is

impossible for us to make the rational calculations that the traditional approach

would ask of us; even when it is possible to maximize, we use heuristics instead be-

cause it saves us time and energy, which are of practical importance [39, xvii]. The

descriptive relevance of these claims will be obvious, and their normative import is

easy to infer: if we cannot maximize or if doing so is not the best means to achieve

our goals, then it will not be the case that we should maximize.

Now, this argument is not exactly the one that the authors wish to put forth;

instead � in light of their demonstrations that it is possible for heuristics to outper-

form maximization in some situations [37, Ch. 8]� they state that �less e�ort can

in fact lead to better or worse accuracy, depending on the environment in which a

heuristic is used� [39, xviii]. This is a shift away from the classic argument that
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heuristics are a warranted sacri�ce of performance to the argument that heuristics

will sometimes be �at-out better than maximization. Intuitively, it must be rational

to use the process that achieves better results for less e�ort.

This leaves some ambiguity regarding their position on the �rst part of the

classic answer, the claim that the mechanisms of traditional rationality will often

be impossible for humans. Although the authors indicate that they are moving

away from the classic answer towards their more subtle new view, they do not

explicitly reject the impossibility claim and appear to presume it. For example,

they dismiss the program of optimization under constraints � modeling humans as

maximizers by building our limitations into the models � partly on the grounds

that it assumes a human ability to compute optima that they �nd implausible.

Additionally, Gigerenzer and Goldstein express this view in a slightly older article:

In many real-world situations ... there are multiple pieces of

information, which are not independent, but redundant. Here,

Bayes' theorem and other �rational� algorithms quickly become

mathematically complex and computationally intractable, at least

for ordinary human minds [38].

Thus ABC's �rst argument, reminiscent of some of Simon's points, seems to be

that there are at least some situations in which we are not capable of performing

the computations necessary to solve the problem as required by traditional ratio-

nality, and there are also at least some situations in which we unquali�edly achieve

better results by doing something other than what is prescribed by the traditional

approach. Whether maximization or a heuristic is the best means to an agent's

ends is an empirical question. At both the descriptive and the normative levels,

then, rationality is not entirely captured by the traditional approach. Speci�cally,

theories that insist on maximizing to �nd solutions are wrong.

A second argument found in Gigerenzer et al.'s exposition of ecological ratio-

nality is that rationality pertains to the processes responsible for choices, and not

the choice outcomes themselves; evaluating rationality then requires evaluating the

processes people are actually using, speci�cally heuristics. This line of argument

�nds fault with traditional theories because those theories model behavior �as if�

it were produced by the complex calculations such as those required to �nd the

maximum of a function, ignoring the actual process used to produce the decision.

As psychologists, it is natural that ECO researchers would value identifying and

understanding the mechanisms of human decision-making. However the authors

insist that the processes matter from a normative perspective, too: referring back

to Simon's scissors metaphor, they reiterate that rationality is a match between the

mind and the environment. Without knowing the process being used by the mind,

it will be impossible to analyze its suitability for the environment in question, and

especially the range of environments in which it will work well. Observed behavior
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alone will not provide enough information about the choice to discern the bigger

picture.

A �nal argument that can be extracted from the authors' exposition is that

maximization was only ever intended to apply to, and justi�ed for, so-called �small

worlds� in which all the potentially relevant information is known (citing Savage

[69] and Binmore [20]). This point is another piece of their rejection of optimization

under constraints. This argument has the most a�nity with Simon's argument that

if the preconditions of the economic models are not met, then they do not apply

to real people and hence lack normative force. Nor can we assume that they serve

as useful idealizations or guides, because the uncertainty of the real �large� world

may make heuristics or other non-traditionally rational mechanisms superior.

The defense

A complication in evaluating these arguments is that their proponents do not

perfectly share our goal of evaluating general approaches to normative rationality,

and so their arguments may at times be targeted at positions that we need not be

concerned with. In what follows, therefore, I focus on the extent to which Simon's

and ABC's arguments are damaging to the traditional axiomatic approach to ra-

tionality and the particular theories it includes. This means that many interesting

interrelated issues must be grazed over, but it will sharpen our understanding of

the TAA.

I will defend the traditional approach by focusing on four issues: the distinction

between normative and descriptive theories, the problem of unmet pre-conditions

of theories, the discrepancy between identifying a theory as �only as-if� but also

as positing implausible mechanisms, and the simplicity of traditional axiomatic

theories. I show that because axiomatic theories are often misunderstood, the

arguments that they are problematically committed to implausible mechanisms do

not go as far as it may seem towards showing a real problem with the approach.

Normative versus descriptive theories

Simon claims that simple psychological models �t the data better than economic

models and are better at predicting behavior, but the economic models that concern

us here are meant to prescribe correct behavior, not to predict what people (or other

animals) do. Thus it is not necessarily a problem for the TAA if people do not

behave as speci�ed by the theories. Similarly, ECO could be right that normative

theories should evaluate the processes people use without it being the case that

the processes people use should be the ones prescribed by our normative theories.

TATs would then be incomplete more than wrong.

It is true that developers and advocates of particular TATs sometimes claim to

describe or to predict: A prime motivation of AGM belief revision is to understand

actual scienti�c theory change. EUT is supposed to permit the scienti�c study of

the economy because its assumptions are thought to be reasonable when people
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make economic decisions, when high stakes and the availability of numerical values

should motivate and enable ideally rational decisions; macroeconomic models that

predict future trends are justi�ed by appealing to EUT, which is supposed to provide

credible �microfoundations� for large-scale predictions. Although these claims can

be questioned, that has not been the focus of the arguments we have seen; they

point to a lack of predictive power for a much broader class of situations. Nor

does the normative force of the TATs turn on the limited descriptive claims they

do make.

Nonetheless, the detractors make a valuable point: in line with physisism,

we do want our norms to be grounded in our understanding of descriptive human

rationality. If descriptive rationality refers to our collection of tools, then normative

rationality should say something about how those tools should be used or what has

gone wrong when it judges us to have made errors.

Inapplicability because of unmet preconditions

As noted above, TATs were never intended to apply to all situations; axiom

systems have background assumptions. These are stated least explicitly for classical

logic, but they are still there: �rst-order logic was formalized speci�cally to provide

foundations for mathematics, and there has been a recent focus on the questions of

what logic is supposed to be normative for [31]and which logics are appropriate for

which contexts (e.g. [75]). However one answers such questions, it is not legitimate

to criticize TATs for applying only within restricted contexts, especially since ECO's

processes are much more restricted. It is fair to say that the results are incomplete

until the TAA can produce norms for a broader range of situations, but not that

the approach itself is faulty.

The true value in the critique from unmet preconditions is that there are lots

of attempts to apply the theories without regard to the preconditions, and such

misapplications are legitimate targets (see e.g. [75] for classical logic analyzed this

way); their prevalence contributes to confusion about what the theories really say.

If we are to defend the TAA and not misapplications of particular TATs, we must

admit that what they have achieved is more modest than some may claim: classical

logic is normative for a restricted class of arguments that has not been sharply

de�ned; von Neumann and Morgenstern require objective probabilistic risks, and

the AGM axioms apply only to situations that qualify as revisions according to the

speci�c de�nition.

Because of this, there are arguments related to those above that have a bit

more force. For one, a theory's context of application should not be so narrow that

no real situations of interest fall into it. I do not think this is the case for any of

our main TATs: AGM models many situations well, and classical logic is valuable

to mathematics. EUT is the most questionable, but even if there are no truly

small worlds there are situations pro�tably analyzed as such. The controversial
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Allais Paradox is an excellent example of this; nothing external to the problem

has intuitive relevance, and EUT helps us to see that coherence requires a choice

pattern that may run counter to instinct (although this is de�nitely not the lesson

Allais wanted us to learn) [13].

Secondly, one might consider the gaps left by the existing TATs. Ideally, the

TAA would ultimately yield enough individual TATs to cover all of the contexts we

care about, and obviously it is far from that. So are all approaches � as decision

science is young � but it is fair to ask if axioms are up to this task. Though the

answer is not yet clear, it cannot be ruled out yet either. In addressing the problem

of extending EUT to large worlds, Binmore notes that decision under ignorance

and uncertainty have been studied formally, pointing to a set of axioms suggested

by John Milnor [20, Ch. 9]. R. Duncan Luce and Howard Rai�a discuss various

simple decision procedures (like maximin and minimax regret) and when it would

be sensible to apply them; di�erent procedures obey di�erent axioms [54]. It is not

implausible that axioms could be mapped to contexts far beyond what has hitherto

been done, and techniques from ECO could be used to justify such a mapping.

�Only as-if � theories

A frequent complaint about TATs � especially EUT � is that the processes they

posit (e.g. weighting and averaging) are too complex; maximization in particular

is rejected as an implausible mechanism. Yet this complaint is based on a critical

misconception: TATs posit no particular processes. Critics seem to be aware of

this but not to fully appreciate it, resulting in contradictory arguments against the

TAA.

The con�ict is apparent in Simon's critique, where he describes EUT as a theory

of choice behavior, and then goes on to criticize EUT interpreted as a theory of in-

ternal choice production [71]. Furthermore, the tension persists in ABC's writings:

although they criticize traditional theories' commitment to complex mechanisms,

they also refer to them as �only as-if theories� [39, Intro.]. But the de�nition of an

�only as-if� theory is that it does not attempt to accurately capture the mechanisms

responsible for observed behavior.

The misunderstanding is exempli�ed by the contention that an outcome in-

terpretation of optimization is incoherent and so processes must be the subject of

optimization-based norms, as found in Gary Klein's article in ABC's 1999 Bounded

Rationality: The Adaptive Toolbox [41]. To optimize is to �nd or select the optimum

of some function, which must be the intuition behind the claim; but TATs avoid

both incoherence and any commitment to particular processes. An explanation of

how they are supposed to work will help to make this clear.

To apply a TAT to test your rationality, we simply observe your behavior � a

sequence of choices, say � and see whether you manifestly contradict yourself (by

making intransitive choices or changing your choice in the presence of an irrelevant
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alternative, for example). We may employ a utility function in modeling you, but it

is just a mathematical convenience to help us represent a non-contradictory choice.

We don't claim that you're maximizing any particular utility function, and a single

one need not be pinned down. It's simply possible that you're acting so as to

maximize some function when you choose consistently, so far as we can tell, which

is what makes EUT powerful.

In contrast, Klein says that optimization can only be used when goals are

quantitative so that mathematical calculations can be performed [41]; this could be

a limitation of optimization as a process de�ned a certain way, but it is orthogonal

to the question of whether we should model rational agents as if they maximize

some function. Numbers are used by the modeler to help check for inconsistency,

but the agent just has qualitative preferences and seeks to satisfy them. The claim

that the agent seeks to maximize utility is known as the causal utility fallacy [20].

Thus TATs' requirements are not as stringent as they are made out to be.

Giving the bene�t of the doubt is a key component: agents are presumed rational

until it is not possible to model them as choosing in accordance with coherent

preferences. While Klein claims that questions of value do not permit optimization

because it is not possible to prove that the person optimized, this is backwards: the

issue is whether it is possible to prove that the person did not optimize. This means

that TATs should have no problem with heuristic use as championed by ECO; any

mechanism that gets the right results will draw no criticism.

What does matter is that the axioms are obeyed, and in fact there are few

cases of widespread, uncontroversial axiom violations; those that have been found

are usually in contrived situations (like Allais), and in that case most people seem

to agree that they have made an error and to change their minds when it is ex-

plained [56]. Many purported violations result from problems being improperly

described (e.g. acts and states are not really independent in examples of supposed

independence violations [20]) and go away once this is �xed. The axioms are fairly

well justi�ed, and contrary to the critics they do not impose outlandish standards.

This line of defense also repels an argument directed speci�cally against only-

as-if theories: Iris van Rooij et al. argue that the computation that an agent

behaves �as-if� they performed cannot be explanatory if there is no way that the

agent could have computed it, even approximately. They essentially prove that if

a computation is intractable (i.e. NP hard), we cannot simply �nd tractable func-

tions � either one or several � to approximate it, for example explaining behavior

via a complex calculation and a simple heuristic that we use in its stead. Since

there cannot be fundamental inconsistencies between di�erent levels on which we

explain behavior, then, �the only way to ensure consistency between algorithmic-

and computational-level theories in cognitive science ... is that computational-level

theories posit functions that are tractably computable� [80, 482].
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The import of this point is that only-as-if theories, like our TATs, must not be

interpreted as o�ering explanations of either actual or rational behavior through

their representation theorems; if we say that maximizing an expected utility func-

tion or taking the minimal intersection for a set of Grove spheres is an account

of rational behavior at the level of the function being computed, then we will be

vulnerable to van Rooij et al.'s objection for all cases where the calculation is in-

tractable. Yet we are not forced into this interpretation of the TATs, and so this

problem is avoidable: The representation theorems, i.e. the equivalence between

obeying von Neumann and Morgenstern's axioms and maximizing expected utility

according to some utility function, must be interpreted as providing justi�cation for

the axioms and enabling mathematical techniques to be applied to rational analysis

(very much in line with the authors' own explanation of their work, as presented

previously [82, Ch. 1]). Instead of acting so as to maximize expected utility (again,

the causal utility fallacy) or to make a minimal revision to a set of Grove spheres,

rational agents simply behave coherently, as de�ned by the relevant axioms.

Van Rooij et al.'s objection thus reminds the TAA to keep it's focus on the

axioms as capturing internally consistent behavior within a domain, and coherence

as the hallmark of rationality. The authors may still insist that process information

is more valuable than mere knowledge of coherence and that therefore �only as-

if� theories are inferior, but the fact is that we currently lack process information

for most human behavior, and this is especially true of the situations most often

of interest to TAA researchers (imagine trying to generate large-scale economic

predictions on the basis of individual agents' decision processes!). Furthermore,

their arguments do not identify problems with coherence theories as normative,

and the focus here is on TATs as adequate normative theories.

This position is not a problem from the perspective of my task here, although

some may perceive it as giving up something valuable in rejecting explanatory

power and any computational status for the �as-if� processes. A way of retaining

these possibilities while avoiding van Rooij et al.'s objection might be to enforce

the small world requirement: the objection targets optimization in the real world,

where the complexity of the problems is what makes such calculations intractable

in the �rst place; TATs, however, come with background assumptions that restrict

their applicability to situations circumscribed enough for agents to be able to obey

them. So long as TATs only evaluate the rationality of responses to carefully-

de�ned, localized problems, the �as-if� calculations should be tractable, which is

this the minimal condition for explanatory value according to van Rooij et al.

Okham's Razor

Turning to a very di�erent objection, a driving factor in Simon's simplicity

argument is the charge that the posited mechanism is too complex. Along with this,

Simon attacks the requirements of the numerical utility function that is maximized
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by choice and the quantitative trade-o�s between competing goals. Once we reject

the letter of the objection, because traditionally rational agents need not use a

complex mechanism, does the spirit of the objection still have force, i.e. is a TAT

really more complex than a psychological model? It is not clear that this is so.

Consider again Simon's sample model of the hungry animal that moves around at

random until it sees food, at which point it goes to the food and eats. If we translate

this model into the language of EUT, do we in fact need to make the model more

complicated?

Although the concern about the complexity of EUT's choice mechanism has

already been dispelled by noting that EUT can ignore mechanisms by evaluating

outcomes, this di�erence between the models does create some work in the trans-

lation. Speci�cally, we would need to simulate an animal using Simon's process in

order to generate a possible series of observations which EUT can judge. Since Si-

mon has already calculated the expected consequences to the animal of behaving as

speci�ed by the model, we know basically what the outcome looks like: the animal

chooses food when it is available, and eats enough to survive when the environment

is not too harsh. Looking at the outcome data instead of the mechanism does not

seem to make EUT more complex, especially since the psychological model must

anticipate this data in order to determine that the animal can succeed in it and

claim rational status for the animal.

On Simon's view, the use of a numerical utility function also makes an economic

model more complicated. However it is important to keep in mind that the utility

function is just a tool � a way of quantitatively representing preferences when it is

desirable to harness those bene�ts and a way of justifying the axioms � and that

the animal is not assumed to have or seek utility itself. Nor is it necessary to

posit any particular utility function in a case as simple as Simon's animal example;

the model can be translated into EUT simply by saying that the animal has a

preference for food over nothing, and perhaps more food over less, as revealed by

the animal's choosing of the food when it is available. This will be enough for EUT

to evaluate the animal in this simple situation, and it is not more complex than the

psychological model which identi�ed food as the animal's only goal.

The �nal point of contention is the need to posit quanti�ed trade-o�s between

the animal's competing goals of food and water in the expanded model. In other

words, Simon thinks it unnecessary to specify the quantity of food that the animal

sees as equally preferable to a given quantity of water. Now, it is true that EUT

includes the so-called Archimedean axiom, which requires that this is possible; it

implies (e.g.) that the animal cannot prefer any quantity of water whatsoever, how-

ever small, to any quantity of food however large. But this requirement is imposed

for technical reasons (it is needed to ensure the utility representation of preference),
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and critically it is not at all necessary to specify any particular quantitative trade-

o� when translating the model into EUT so that we can see whether the animal is

rational according to that model. EUT will consider the animal's choices to be ra-

tional so long as those choices are not manifestly incoherent, and thus it is basically

impossible that the animal would be deemed irrational due to an observed violation

of the Archimedean axiom. The animal may need to choose between stashes of food

and water on both models, but no new grounds for criticizing such choices emerge

merely from translating into EUT. In all, since the psychological model presumes

such simple preferences, EUT can easily evaluate the animal without making any

use of the tools that Simon considers more complicated.

Let's consider simplicity from a di�erent angle: EUT is one overarching theory

that uses a few basic principles and a single representation theorem to cover the

whole of risky choice (at least given small world assumptions). The TAA includes

just a few such broad theories; in this sense, it's quite simple and elegant. Simon has

a model of an animal that can be described without those more general concepts

(utility, preference, etc.), but which does not really generalize precisely because

it does not use any higher level concepts. It identi�es goals and means to them,

but these will look entirely di�erent in a di�erent situation and would have to be

produced from scratch. So if we compare at the level of theories or approaches, the

TAA seems much simpler because entire areas are covered by a handful of principles,

whereas there is nothing really unifying the psychological models, at least as far as

we can discern from Simon's arguments.

3.4.2.2. Comprehensive rationality: what people value . Although it does not

come from the ECO camp, there is a stereotype of TATs that is worth debunking

along with the other objections analyzed in this section: TATs are perceived as too

rigid to accommodate people's real value systems, with a prime example being the

claim that �homo economicus� � the subject of EUT � is unrealistically sel�sh and

cares only for money. If this were true, and especially if axiomatic theories were

inherently restrictive in this way, it would present a problem for the TAA. It is not

true, though; TATs are �exible by design, a necessity for theories that attempt to

cover broad contexts with a handful of simple axioms.

An economist might make a practical assumption, such as a preference for more

money over less in the contexts they study, but in general an agent's preferences

are understood to be their own business; that is, economists are not in the business

of judging preferences themselves as rational or irrational, moral or immoral, etc.,

so long as there is no internal inconsistency. In the words of Itzhak Gilboa et al.,

By and large, economic theory does not attempt to judge which

utility functions make sense, re�ect worthy goals, or lead to ben-

e�cial outcomes. In essence, any utility function would su�ce for

an agent to be dubbed rational. More precisely, utility functions
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might be required to satisfy some mathematical properties ...

But these do not impose any substantive constraints on the sub-

jective tastes of the economic agents involved. De�ned solely

on the abstract mathematical structure, these properties may

be viewed as restricting the form of preferences, but not their

content [43].

Given that there is no objective judge and no external source of utility, there is not

really any external standard for the goodness of outcomes, according to EUT; the

only standard is that the agent choose what they themselves prefer, a basic coher-

ence requirement explained above. Similarly, Binmore acknowledges the stereotype

of �homo economicus� as extraordinarily sel�sh, and explains how the concepts of

revealed preference and utility are intended to eliminate the need for such problem-

atic assumptions:

The theory of revealed preference accepts that some people are

clever, and others are stupid; that some care only about money,

and others just want to stay out of jail. Nor does the theory insist

that people are sel�sh, as its critics mischievously maintain. It

has no di�culty in modeling the kind of saintly folk who would

sell the shirt o� their back rather than see a baby cry.

Modern decision theory succeeds in accommodating the in-

�nite variety of the human race within a single theory simply by

denying itself the luxury of speculating about what is going on

inside someone's head. Instead, it pays attention only to what

people do. It assumes that we already know what people choose

in some situations, and uses this data to deduce what they will

choose in other situations [20, 1.5.1].3

While von Neumann and Morgenstern were primarily concerned with developing

EUT for the purpose of modeling economic situations in which assumptions of

sel�shness and a preference for only money might be reasonable simpli�cations,

others have gone on to show how the theory may be used to capture choice in other

situations of interest. One nice example is Cristina Bicchieri's The Grammar of

Society, in which she shows how social norms can be modeled as both a product of

and a key factor in utility functions; she is thereby able both to explain observed

behavior in laboratory experiments and the real world, and to make new normative

claims about the rationality of strategic choices [18]. Similarly, the in�uence of

3Note that this passage helps to debunk many of the stereotypes of the TAA considered here. In
fact, Binmore's careful explanation is part of a broader push by economists to remedy common
misunderstandings of their theory during the past several decades, as competing research programs
have often combined those misunderstandings with their legitimate criticisms. However, despite
these e�orts, there is still insu�cient understanding of the TAA and how it compares to ECO,
as evinced by their frequent juxtaposition as radically dissenting competitors in the �rationality
wars.�
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the timing of outcomes on people's choices has been modeled in an expected utility

framework by adding parameters representing the discounting of outcomes to be

experienced at varying future time points; see [35] for a survey of this work.

Another line of inquiry demonstrating the �exibility of EUT, especially its abil-

ity to accommodate the ways in which people's preferences may be in�uenced by

the pressures of time and limited resources, is research into optimization under

constraints. The idea here is to model people as maximizing, but via a process

that builds in constraints on time, memory, computational ability, and so forth.

Ariel Rubinstein's book discusses how this can be done, describing his work as

modeling the bounds of our bounded rationality [68]. Similarly, Paul Weirich's

more philosophical Realistic Decision Theory remains committed to maximizing

expected utility as the hallmark of a rational decision, but quali�es this require-

ment by dropping idealizations of EUT; this yields a number of decision principles

of the form �maximize expected utility relative to x,� where x is some realistically

achievable state of a�airs [86]. For example, one of Weirich's principles is �Quan-

tization. Choose an option that maximizes utility under some quantization of your

probability and utility judgments�; this is intended to re�ect the fact that people

may make decisions using qualitative beliefs and preferences[86, Ch.4]. Of course,

these principles would need to be encoded as axioms for this kind of decision theory

to be a TAT.

We ought not focus too narrowly on EUT when discussing the features of TATs

generally, although it is the most widely used and in�uential such theory. In this

case, there is a clear di�erence between EUT and the theories of CL and AGM,

namely the fact that utility was intended to be very general and �exible measure

of value, while truth and consistency and similarity of belief were not; the latter

theories were intended for much more speci�c situations, under the assumption that

the goals would be quite straightforward and constraints minimal. Nonetheless,

considering the TAA as a whole, it is not hard to see how diverse preferences or

constraints might be accommodated within the general framework: new sets of

axioms might be provided to deal with situations in which agents' values are not

captured by the existing TATs; requirements might be relaxed to re�ect constraints;

or, the already-�exible expected utility framework could simply be extended to

cover the tasks of inference and belief revision, with the existing theories as special

cases. As an example, Stenning and van Lambalgen argue that observed reasoning

patterns commonly considered to be errors can actually be explained as arising

from correct application of alternative systems of logic, which may in fact be sensible

choices given their context of use (typically, laboratory experiments) [75]. Recently,

Theodora Achourioti et al. have argued for the description of a plurality of logics

where the context of the agent's goals determines the relevant norms [2]. This is

very much in the spirit of my defense of normative axiom systems: such systems
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could be interpreted axiomatically and paired with contexts, and assimilated into

the TAA.

3.4.2.3. When context matters . Lastly, ECO portrays the TAA as adamantly

context-neutral and itself as context-embracing, arguing that context is critical and

hence TATs ignore highly relevant components of problems. Once again, TATs have

a defense in that they have a greater capacity to incorporate contextual features

than it appears on the surface.

As already explained, the TAA takes rationality to consist in obeying very

general coherence principles, such as the laws of logic and probability. Such laws

are formulated abstractly, capturing the form of good reasoning apart from the

distracting and misleading in�uence of particular content. Naturally, then, the TAA

presents its rules of rationality as independent of context, to hold no matter what

the context, like logical laws. ECO rejects the idea that rationality is about internal

coherence, and with it the claim that rationality's requirements do not vary with

the context. Along with their view of rationality as what in fact leads to success,

ECO argues that the process one should use varies with the environment, since how

well a process works depends on the context of use. ECO points out that an agent

whose strategy varies with the context is able to exploit environmental regularities

to achieve good results, while an agent who ignores context loses this signi�cant

advantage of repeatedly encountering similar environments, and of humans having

evolved alongside such environments [39, e.g. Introduction].

Setting aside the issue of internal coherence, it is important to keep in mind that

the rules of rationality in the TAA are not context-neutral: a set of axioms is only

applicable given certain assumptions about the situation, i.e. to a speci�ed context

for which those axioms were formulated. This is why the TAA subsumes multiple

TATs, corresponding to di�erent domains. The AGM theory of belief revision shows

this most clearly, since its prerequisites are often stated explicitly, and it would often

be obviously silly to revise beliefs according to that theory when those prerequisites

are not met. For example, the AGM axioms apply only to the case where the learned

information that prompts a revision is fully and justi�edly trusted, and also when

what is learned is, essentially, possible according to one's basic world-view (or full

system of spheres, in Grove's terms). If the new information is not to be trusted,

a rational agent may be better o� rejecting it as opposed to revising with it. If

the information is trusted but very radically at odds with the agent's world-view,

then again a simple revision is not the rational response; a paradigm shift, i.e. a

new system of spheres, is probably more appropriate. Thus, Stalnaker reminds

critics of AGM that the axioms are context-dependent in this way in arguing that

most purported counterexamples simply identify contexts where revision is not the

appropriate action, and the theory does not apply [74].
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Stenning and van Lambalgen make the same point when they argue that the

axioms of CL may be appropriate rational norms in some contexts, but not for the

reasoning tasks shown to subjects in many laboratory experiments (who apply the

classical interpretation of conditionals only in some contexts) [75]. The observa-

tion that di�erent logics may be appropriate for di�erent situations �ts well with

developments within logic itself, most famously the creation of intuitionistic logic

(see [78] for an overview). Where �logic� once automatically meant �classical logic,�

there is now a vast plurality of logics, so that a person seeking to use logic for some

purpose has a large box of tools available, and must choose a system of logic that

�ts their needs. In other words, the context determines which logic should be used.

This trend has spread from within the formal study of logic (and its applications

in computer science) to the use of logic in normative theories of everyday human

activities. Stenning and van Lambalgen's work is one example; the development of

argumentation theory in the past half-century, a �eld which seeks to replace CL �

as a normative theory of arguments � with alternative systems tailored to common

real-life contexts, is another (see [87] for a survey connecting informal argumen-

tation theory with developments in formal logic, and [17] for a defense of logical

pluralism).

Critically, while more and more authors have begun to criticize the typical

range of application of the CL TAT of rational inference, neither their arguments

nor Stalnaker's regarding belief revision should be seen as criticisms of the axiomatic

approach itself. The point is that norms of rationality really do depend on context,

according to this approach; the context determines which axioms, if any, apply.

Endorsing an axiom system as providing normative requirements of rationality does

involve a commitment to context-neutrality in one sense � axioms give forms of good

reasoning independent of the content � but this context-neutrality only �kicks in�

once it has been determined that those axioms apply to a given context in the �rst

place. Historically, a small number of axiom systems have been taken to cover most

contexts; yet there is no reason why this must remain the case, as it becomes clear

that more legitimate coverage of the space of potential rationality judgments can

be achieved with more systems.

Furthermore, the previous points regarding the ability of TATs to account for

all factors of importance applies to the issue of context, too. Social norms, time

pressures, features of the available information, and so forth could all be understood

as contextual factors, and � as already shown � the traditional approach does have

the ability to account for them, most notably by exploiting the �exibility of the

utility function. So there are really two ways for the traditional approach to avail

itself of valuable contextual information.
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3.4.2.4. Summary . This section has reconstructed the main arguments against

the TAA as its opponents have interpreted it, and especially as viewed by its rhetor-

ical opponent in this thesis, ECO. A variety of arguments focus on the role that

complex mechanisms (such as maximization of utility functions) play in TATs.

Other arguments charge that TATs problematically ignore pertinent contextual at-

tributes or make wholly unreasonable and unduly restrictive assumptions about

what rational individuals value. In general, the concern is that the assumptions

of the TATs are so implausible that the theories can have no explanatory value or

normative force.

I have argued that this is not so, and that the criticisms are either directed at

positions separable from the TAA that is my focus or result from misunderstanding

the TAA itself, and its constituent theories. Importantly, TATs eschew mechanistic

claims, assumptions about agents' internal reasoning, and presumptions about what

people care about. Rather than imposing impossibly high standards of rationality,

they simply demand internal coherence, as far as we can tell from observation, in

circumscribed situations. While individual proponents of TATs may in fact endorse

claims that are vulnerable to the objections investigated here, my main interest is

in the axiomatic approach and the vulnerable positions are in no way inherent to

the approach.

3.4.3. Ecological Rationality from the perspective of traditional ra-

tionality . Having discussed objections to traditional rationality from the per-

spective of ECO, we turn to objections in the opposite direction: what in ECO

would the TAA be critical of? Now, proponents of TATs do not speak with a

uni�ed voice, especially as part of a broader TAA in opposition to ECO. Some of

the objections considered here are ECO's own interpretations of their detractors'

arguments, while others are just arguments that it seems the TAA would certainly

put forth if it were to engage in this discussion. Once again, the goal will be to

show that the objections do not damn the approach.

3.4.3.1. Making excuses for inferior reasoning . The previous section discussed

the claim that TATs ask too much of rational agents, basically, because they require

that those agents use too-complicated procedures for �nding optimal solutions (a

claim we found to be unwarranted). We can reconstruct the converse stereotype

� that ECO is committed to mechanisms that are not complex enough � using

the complaint that ECO loses all claim to normativity in endorsing psychologically

plausible, yet overly simplistic heuristic mechanisms. In other words, ECO makes

excuses for humans' bad reasoning, and this is improper for a normative theory.

The ECO group is fond of quoting an unnamed economist who said to Gigerenzer,

� `look, either reasoning is rational or it's psychological,� ' indicating the belief that

simple heuristics fall short of the standard of rationality [37, Introduction].
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According to ECO, there is a misperception that they endorse heuristics because

they believe people can (and do) use them, even though people would be better o�

using more traditionally rational methods. They say, for example, that �cognitive

processes that ignore information cannot but be inferior, or such is the die-hard

belief of many decision theorists� [39, Introduction]. By de�nition, heuristics ignore

or forget some information, and make relatively few and simple calculations. It

was thus natural to assume at �rst that their outcomes would be inferior to those

of more complex algorithms, even if this loss were worthwhile due to time and

energy savings; this phenomenon is referred to as the accuracy-e�ort trade-o�, and

it �is believed to be one of the few general laws of the mind� in ABC's eyes [39,

Introduction]. The concern, then, seems to be that ECO makes unsupportable

excuses for inferior judgments, and labels as rational a type of mechanism that

cannot be hoped to perform well. In the eyes of their detractors, TATs and ECO

are committed to mechanisms that are too complex for humans and too simple to

attain the desired outcomes, respectively.

In contrast, I submit that this perception again results from misunderstanding

the criticized view, and speci�cally from misidentifying the key question that ECO

asks when assessing rationality: on the ECO approach, a process is rational in

an environment insofar as it is expected to produce desirable results. So ECO

does not forsake performance in emphasizing heuristics. It simply takes a di�erent

perspective on how to evaluate an agent's performance.

A cornerstone of this position is the claim that it is possible to perform well by

using heuristics. ECO emphasizes the group's discovery that an outcome can be

good, in a relatively uncontroversial sense (see below), despite � or often in virtue

of � a simple production mechanism. In agreement with the axiomatic approach,

an agent achieving good outcomes will in general be described as rational. This

judgment will simply be reached via a di�erent question, that of whether, in that

agent's environment, the mechanism responsible for the outcome can be expected

to perform well, i.e. to produce good outcomes; typically, in this case, the agent

will in fact achieve good outcomes.

This position no more commits ECO to requiring simple mechanisms than

the traditional approach's position commits it to requiring complex mechanisms.

Gigerenzer et al. say as much:

In which environments is a heuristic better than, say, a logistic

regression or a Bayesian model, and in which is it not? ... Once

it is understood that heuristics can be more accurate than more

complex strategies, they are normative in the same sense that

optimization methods such as multiple regression and Bayes' rule

can be normative � in one class of environments, but not in all

[39, Introduction].
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In other words, whether a simple or a complex mechanism is more rational in

a given circumstance is contingent on which will produce better results in that

circumstance, a claim which TAT proponents should �nd agreeable, since results are

precisely what they value. Further, ECO researchers have provided demonstrations

that the so-called accuracy-e�ort trade-o� does not hold in general for real world

problems (e.g. the take-the-best trials described earlier). This means that better

outcomes can be achieved with simpler mechanisms, in at least some situations.

Importantly, ECO does not want to hold us to lower standards than the TAA;

inferior mechanisms will be recognized as such.

3.4.3.2. What are the standards? A common critique of EUT especially is that

it misidenti�es the values at which rationality aims, namely by assuming that people

care only about their expected personal wealth. We noted that this is untrue and

that the theory is compatible with whatever goals people may have; the standard

of rationality is the agent's own preferences. For TATs generally, coherence is the

standard. The counterpart critique that can be directed at ECO surrounds the

issue of what standard ECO holds people to � in lieu of internal coherence � and

whether this standard can be considered appropriate. What assumptions does ECO

make about what rational people value, and are they acceptable?

The �rst question is whether ECO replaces coherence with substantive alter-

native standards; do they provide a clear way of measuring the rationality of an

agent's process use? The short answer to this is �yes�: ECO o�ers a set of criteria

for rational processes, captured by the slogan �fast, frugal, and accurate� (see, e.g.,

[41]). It is rational to apply a process in an environment to the extent that it

has these features; speci�cally, it is the expected performance of the process that

matters, since the actual outcome will vary.

It is fair to ask if ECO's checklist really amounts to substantive criteria, given

that precise de�nitions of the constituents have yet to be provided. However, since

I aim to compare the promise of the approaches to rationality more than the details

of particular accounts, this is not necessarily a problem. My concern is whether

the criteria can be spelled out in a way that is meaningful, useful, and compatible

with the goals that we think rational agents might have. The meanings of speed

and �frugality� are fairly intuitive, and I would not expect serious di�culties with

de�ning them precisely; I suggest some possibilities in the next chapter. In contrast,

the meaning of accuracy is far from clear and providing an explanation should be

a top priority. I explore a few directions here, and incorporate what I take to be

the best into my formal framework.

When they study particular heuristics, ECO de�nes the �accurate� outcome

from their own perspective, and it tends to be the case that their identi�cation is

uncontroversial because there is a clear right answer in their tasks that all people

would likely assent to, given full information. However, one cannot expect this to
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be true in general: especially when imagining situations of risky decision-making or

games, as opposed to simple inference tasks, there may be signi�cant controversy

regarding the �right� answer or the �good� outcome; indeed, if this weren't the case,

rational choice would be a far less interesting subject. But then there would seem

to be two alternatives available to ECO: either it can set forth and defend a par-

ticular assignment of value to the world, enabling simple and concrete assessments

of accuracy, or it can remain agnostic, and de�ne accuracy as most in accordance

with the agent's own preferences.

The �rst option is untenable from my perspective: philosophers have argued

for millennia without settling on an account of what has value and why, or even

agreeing that there is anything objective � independent of human preferences �

about value in the �rst place; so it is quite unlikely that an explication of accuracy in

decision-making that depended on an exogenously given assignment of value could

be satisfactorily defended (let alone used in economic problems). It is unclear how

or why rationality would consist in obedience to someone else's standards instead

of one's own.4

Now, ECO has taken inspiration from biology, and used the ideas of adaptation

and evolution to explain why humans might rely on heuristics, and why those

heuristics might work well for us [41]. This might lead them to try de�ning accuracy

in terms of reproductive �tness, as is done by evolutionary biologists using the tools

of game theory. This approach is even suggested by their identi�cation of accuracy

with success, for example in [39, Chapter 2], although �success� is not further

explained either. Similarly, Gigerenzer writes:

The ultimate goal of organisms, according to evolutionary views,

is reproduction ... The adaptive toolbox is designed to achieve

proximal goals, such as �nding prey, avoiding predators, �nding

a mate, and if a species is social or cultural, exchanging goods,

making pro�ts, and negotiating status [41, Chapter 3].

Although Gigerenzer does not say that rationality requires humans to work towards

precisely these goals, the connection he draws between ECO and the �adaptive

toolbox� that enables it again suggests that he sees some appeal to this approach.

However, once again, this de�nition would require a convincing argument as to why

rationality requires one to prioritize survival probability and the success of one's

genes. Philosophers have long failed to produce any convincing argument that

ethics requires us to care about such things � especially at the expense of other

4A sensible counterargument to this position might come from a naturalist or Aristotelian perspec-
tive: might there be facts about human nature that support certain values or goals over others?
While I have some sympathy for this idea, it would not necessarily run counter to agent-de�ned
goals. These goals could simply be in accordance with our nature, for starters. Further, if our
self-identi�ed goals do not �t our natural life goals then there is a much more complicated problem
which is both outside the scope of what ECO seems to be trying to accomplish and not at all
unique to the ECO approach.
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desires (such as our happiness) � let alone that an individual's rationality does. So

prospects for this line of argument are bleak.

The second option avoids these problems by rendering it unnecessary, even

inappropriate, to put forth a speci�c conception of value. An outcome would be

accurate insofar as it was in line with the agent's own preferences. But then ECO

would be adopting the standard of EUT, where goodness is simply de�ned by

the agent's preferences. Similarly, ECO would surely endorse deductive validity

as the standard of inference, in the event that the agent seeks classically valid

beliefs, and probably also accept minimal sphere-based revisions as the standard

for belief revisions, at least in the circumstances where the axioms of such a revision

accurately capture the agent's goals.

Hence this option restricts the degree to which ECO can di�erentiate itself

from the TAA in terms of what the goals are; the agent must be assumed to

have preferences that are transitive and complete enough to include all the relevant

alternatives since a process will be judged on how well it is expected to satisfy those

preferences. As I will be arguing for value in � and fortuitous agreement between

� both approaches, the fact that ECO would not present a radical departure from

TATs does not present a real problem. However, there are prima facie reasons why

ECO might want to distance itself from the preference commitments of EUT.

For one, ECO might want to permit violations of the transitivity requirement

for preferences, given that there have been empirical reports of such violations, and

it is exactly this kind of case that ECO tends to use to argue that the axioms are

not universal requirements of rationality and that a rational person may violate

them in the course of using a contextually-appropriate heuristic. The existence

of true transitivity violations by individuals has been called into serious question,

though [65], and the transitivity axiom has perhaps the strongest intuitive force

of any proposed rationality postulate. For these reasons, the prospect of rejecting

this aspect of EUT is less appealing.

The other basic assumption about preferences according to EUT � that they

are complete � has been called into question as well. Most notably, there is evidence

(e.g. [14]) that preferences are constructed, i.e. that an outcome does not have a

pre-de�ned place in an agent's preference ranking until there is a need for one,

at which point the rank is determined (see [57] for a model of this process as a

quantum collapse). This does not entail that the preferences that emerge are liable

to be incoherent, though, and in fact there is evidence that coherence plays a role

in the construction of preferences, with the agent choosing according to the set

ranking once it is created [14]. So again, ECO need not shy away from using

agents' EUT-style preferences as they present themselves.

A di�erent sort of di�culty with the value-neutrality option is that ECO will

have a harder time evaluating the rationality of other agents or recommending
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processes for them because it will be necessary to know what the agent values well

enough to assess the accuracy of the process. Goals are internalized, whereas in

most of ABC's work there are easily-identi�ed external objectives (like right answers

on the German cities test). While I do not see this limitation as fatal, it does make

applying ECO considerably more complicated. For one, agents must have clear

values or goals so that the conduciveness of their processes towards those goals can

be checked. If this is not the case, it's not clear what ECO can say. Additionally,

these goals or values must not con�ict, or if they do there must be higher-level goals

that can adjudicate the con�ict. (In a sense, this is what the second half of this

thesis is about and reconciling short- and long-term goals is a general open problem

in understanding what it means to be rational.)

If agents have compatible goals that they can identify themselves, then even if

researchers do not have access to those goals, the agents themselves could poten-

tially use ECO to judge and improve their behavior. Yet there is a further issue in

that introspective access to values and goals may be lacking, in which case even the

ability of individual agents to employ ECO may be limited. Nonetheless, I think

this would be a reasonable bullet to bite because the alternative is much worse,

and at any rate the problem of goals and our awareness of them is an important

one that we should work to sort out. As it is, ECO tends to study straightforward

situations where the goals are clear and these problems do not really come into

play.

As for ECO's other main criteria � speed and frugality � these are defensible

sources of value precisely because they are inescapably connected to real human

preferences; it is obvious that people have a preference for making their decisions in

a timely fashion (and indeed need to much of the time), whatever that may mean

in a particular context. How much these criteria should be weighted relative to

accuracy has also not been explained, and there might be room for the worry that

ECO will place too much importance on them; this would re-invite the accusation of

making excuses for humans' bad reasoning. ECO would be best o� avoiding this by

deferring to agents' own preferences regarding time-resources-accuracy trade-o�s.

3.4.3.3. What do we learn if we cannot abstract from the particulars of the

context? A criticism of the TAA, which we have already considered and rejected,

is that in formulating context-neutral axioms it eliminates highly relevant and useful

contextual information. What about the opposite concern, that since ECO makes

all judgments relative to an environment, there is a danger of losing the bigger

picture? ECO may focus on the details of a particular situation to such an extent

that they are unable to formulate useful general rules that can capture the common

elements of a set of situations, making it di�cult to learn transferable lessons to

help the agent in a new environment.
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The most promising reply to this criticism is to acknowledge that rational

agents need to abstract to some extent because they cannot have a unique process

for every situation they encounter. The question is the extent to which agents, and

theorists, should abstract. ECO proponents should be willing to generalize contexts

as far as is sensible, and they have not said anything to indicate that they would

do otherwise.

There is a related concern pertaining to the sizes of the contexts that ECO uses:

We can understand the ecological position as maintaining that rationality claims

are conditional claims, i.e. claims of the form �if the environment is like this, then

such and such process is ecologically rational.� An alternative phrasing would be

�in the class of environments that share such and such features, this process will

generally be more successful than alternatives.� Yet without a prior reason for

studying a particular context or a process that could be used to derive a context,

how should the contexts be drawn? What is the best level of generalization? (There

are problems with both too little and too much generality; see, for example, Carole

Lee's argument that a heuristic as studied by ECO cannot even be explanatory

until both the heuristic and its range of application have been fully speci�ed [53].)

This is an interesting and highly important issue, and it will take substantial work

to make headway into an answer. This topic will be revisited at several points in

what follows. Here, su�ce it to say that the problem is bigger than ECO, but ECO

as an approach should be able to accommodate a solution.

3.4.4. Systematic consensus: subservience to common sense . In the

previous sections I have argued that the common or intuitive objections against

the TAA and ECO result largely from misunderstanding the views, or work only

against non-essential interpretations or applications of TATs or of ECO but do not

show the approaches themselves to be unviable. Combining these arguments, I will

highlight three key areas where there is super�cial disagreement between TATs and

ECO but a hidden consensus beneath it. These three areas are the mechanisms that

rational agents use, the set of values according to which rationality is evaluated,

and the role that the context should play in such evaluations.

In the eyes of their detractors, TATs and ECO are committed to mechanisms

that are too complex for humans and too simple to attain the desired outcomes,

respectively. I have argued that neither of these characterizations is accurate. The

misunderstanding, in both cases, appears to result from misidentifying the key

question that the other group asks when assessing rationality: A TAT will ask

whether the outcome is good, i.e. coherent, and not how it was achieved; TATs are

compatible with realistic mechanisms, as they make no mechanistic claims at all.

Nor does ECO forsake performance by asking how a heuristic can be justi�ed; ECO

asks how well a given process can be expected to perform in a given environment,

and will condone a simple or a complex mechanism on its merits.
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I have also argued that the TAA and ECO have compatible standards, specif-

ically in that they evaluate an agent's performance based on how well the agent

furthers their own goals. In EUT, for example, the coherence standard means that

the agent can have any preferences whatsoever, so long as the choices they result in

are not inconsistent. Other TATs presume certain goals appropriate to the context,

and would not necessarily apply otherwise. The most tenable interpretation of ECO

does the same, weighting speed and frugality and de�ning accuracy according to

the agent's own values.

Finally, I reject the stereotypes of the TAA as adamantly context-neutral and

ECO as opposed to valuable abstraction from contextual features. TATs account

for context by limiting their scope to those contexts for which they were designed

and justi�ed, as well as by allowing that the details of a situation may impact what

agents prefer or choose; these details are just not modeled separately and explicitly

under the heading of �context.� On the other side, any de�nition of a context

used in an ECO evaluation must be an abstraction to some degree. As ECO never

speci�es how these contexts are chosen or proscribes contexts of certain levels of

generality, we have no grounds for claiming that they will refuse to generalize to

the degree warranted by further research.

The overarching theme of these points is that both approaches have been char-

acterized as intuitively unreasonable in many respects, but neither is quite so easy

to dismiss. Instead, both the TAA and ECO are subservient to common sense.

Any adequate normative theory of rationality must make room for mechanisms

that could feasibly be used and that will perform well, agree with our intuitions

or best independent judgments regarding what has value and what rational agents

aim for, and take relevant features of the situation into account. Neither approach

has any commitments that preclude satisfying these requirements, and both have

excellent prospects for developing within these sensible parameters.

3.5. Substantial Di�erences

Having established that the TAA and ECO share many fundamental intuitions,

we next must ask what (if anything) makes them fundamentally di�erent. The pre-

vious section has made it clear that there are many super�cial di�erences, and

di�erences in the practice of making rationality judgments, for example at what

stage various information is accounted for. We ought not dismiss these super�cial

di�erences too easily, as they may have real bearing on the success of practitioners

due simply to the ease of working with a given theory and transparently commu-

nicating one's work to others. There are, however, some principled � and perhaps

irreconcilable � di�erences regarding foundational questions about the nature of

rationality, and these are surely more important. As I see it, these di�erences con-

cern the unit of judgment of rationality, and accordingly what gets evaluated in
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making such judgments; and more generally the relationship between rationality

and objective performance.

The most signi�cant di�erence between the approaches, in my view, is that

TATs evaluate the rationality of observed behaviors � the outcomes of some hidden

and un-evaluated process � while ECO takes a step back and evaluates the pro-

cesses themselves (with respect to an environment, as always). The motivation for

evaluating outcomes, on the traditional view, is that rationality concerns behavior,

and involves internally consistent behavior. So, although these TATs see rational-

ity as internal consistency, they are externalist theories in the sense of considering

external results as relevant, and internal reasons, justi�cation, etc. as irrelevant.

In the case of EUT, observability was a crucial desideratum in theory development

because von Neumann and Morgenstern sought to make economics more scienti�c,

and empirical testability is a hallmark of science [82, Introduction]. ECO has es-

sentially opposite stances; it eschews internal consistency for external success, in

a sense, but is more internalist than the traditional approach when it comes to

what matters for rationality evaluations, namely a particular type of reason for the

outcome observed, i.e. the process that produced it. This being so, ECO does not

value success per se, but expected success.

This distinction has been noted already, but must be revisited here in order to

explain the signi�cance of the di�erence between the outcome-based theories of the

TAA, and the process-based ecological concept. While I have argued above that

the approaches basically agree on the standards of success, that is, what makes an

outcome good, the di�erence between requiring the realization of good outcomes,

in fact, and requiring that good outcomes be expectable given the process one uses,

is quite a serious one. Simply put, in taking di�erent information into account, the

two approaches may disagree about a particular situation, even when both use the

same local standards of success.

For example, suppose an agent is faced with a set of alternatives from which

one must be chosen, and furthermore there is a clear, agreed-upon best choice, say

a dominant option. An outcome-based theory, looking only at the goodness of the

choice itself, will pronounce the choice of the dominant option as rational, and other

choices irrational. In contrast, a process-based theory could reach either conclusion

about any choice, in principle. The agent might choose the dominant option but be

deemed irrational if that choice was the product of luck, because the process used

would not be expected to produce such a good choice in general; maybe a die was

rolled to determine which option to take. Conversely, the agent might choose one

of the dominated options but still be relatively rational: maybe the process made

an inferior choice out of bad luck because it involved some indeterminacy; maybe

the process reliably selects a very good option, though not necessarily the best; the

process could be used in a range of situations in which it can be expected to be
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quite successful in general, but this particular situation could be a weak spot; or

perhaps the agent had some false belief about the task or made an error resulting

in the inferior choice, etc. So this fundamental di�erence in theory types will often

lead them to di�erent conclusions regarding the same situation, even when there

is basic agreement about what constitutes success in that situation. Process-based

theories care about potential or expected outcomes, while outcome-based theories

care only about actual ones.

The second truly signi�cant di�erence between the approaches is that ECO

moves away from the all-or-nothing judgments of TATs, producing graded or com-

parative rationality judgments. This di�erence is likely a product of the fact that

TATs check for internal consistency, which is either present or not (there is no

semi-contradiction), while ECO checks for the extent of correspondence to expected

success. Given the way TATs are de�ned and applied to particular problems, ratio-

nality is de�ned so as to be either wholly present or wholly absent in any particular

unit of evaluation; any axiom violation implies irrationality, and there is no room

for judging one instance of rationality as better or more rational than another. In

comparison, since ECO judgments are supposed to be comparative, and hence may

be much more �ne-grained, those judgments may be seen as carrying more informa-

tion, but also as implying that rationality has a di�erent nature than that posited

by the TATs: Rationality is taken to be the kind of predicate that admits of degrees

in the �rst place. It is not simply present or absent in a given case, but may be

present to a greater or lesser extent. Again, this means that the two approaches

di�er regarding the very nature of rationality in this respect.

3.6. Conclusions

This chapter began by developing characterizations of our two rival approaches

to rationality, the TAA and ECO. Especially with respect to the TAA, the tenets

of the approach as a whole were constructed using particular TATs as evidence and

examples of how the axiomatic approach de�nes and evaluates rationality. In the

case of ECO, the heuristics ECO has studied and the conclusions they draw from

their analyses serve as the evidence for their views, on top of their own articulation

of the approach.

Comprehension of these approaches has been deepened by discussing an array

of objections to each. Many of these objections are the product of simple misun-

derstanding and have forced us to clarify the positions, explaining why frequent

criticisms in fact do not apply to the approach being attacked. Other considered

objections indicated possible interpretations of the approaches that would not be

viable, and suggested interpretations that would guard against further criticism.

The �rst main conclusion that this discussion yields is that there is broad

consensus and compatibility between the TAA and ECO; neither position opposes
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common sense in the ways claimed by detractors. Concretely, the approaches do

not disagree as much as it may have appeared regarding the mechanisms responsible

for rational behavior, the values of rational agents, or the relevance of context.

The second major conclusion is to pinpoint the truly signi�cant di�erences be-

tween the TAA and ECO as approaches. The most serious of these is that TATs

are outcome-based, while ECO is process-based. Thus the two take fundamen-

tally di�erent units of evaluation, re�ective of di�erent conceptions of rationality

(demonstrably good performance versus choices that are not demonstrably incoher-

ent). This di�erence means that the approaches may evaluate the same situation

quite di�erently. The less grave (but still substantial) di�erence is that ECO's

rationality judgments are graded, while a TAT's will be black and white.

This analysis paves the way for Chapter 4, which uses the characterizations

developed here as the basis for de�nitions of each approach within the COMPS

framework to be presented next. Results in that chapter will bring the conclusions

of this chapter into focus, while subsequent chapters will enable us to say more

about the relationship between TATs and ECO, and the utility of each.



CHAPTER 4

Adapting the SCOP Framework

4.1. Chapter Outlook

Chapter 3 presented the TAA and ECO, demonstrating that the approaches

share a lot of common ground and di�er more in form than in substance. The

purpose of this chapter is to begin making these ideas more precise; hence the

main task of this chapter is to provide formal de�nitions of the TAT and ECO,

constructing them from their proponents' expositions as fairly and accurately as

possible. Having identi�ed di�erences in their presentations and language as a

primary cause of the disputations between these approaches, it is important to

develop a framework able to subsume both so that these di�erences can eventually

be overcome.

This framework can o�er a common language with which to express candidate

approaches; provide a complete and holistic representation of the activities we are

interested in (mental activities, such as reasoning, inferring, and deciding); force us

to clarify our approaches as we work to de�ne them within this more complete space

of possibilities (stating explicitly what is assumed to be held constant or irrelevant);

and thus help us to really �see� into the natures of the approaches. In other words,

the framework developed here will enable Chapter 5's meta-theoretic results and

help us to move past the rationality wars by identifying the new, more productive

research questions that we must tackle in order to provide people with better ratio-

nal guidance (the goal championed in the �rst two chapters); this chapter continues

the work of getting clear on the approaches already in use, so that later chapters

have a �rm foundation for identifying ways to harness their advantages and avoid

their disadvantages in pursuit of physisism's goals. For reasons explained below, I

take the SCOP (state, context, property) formalism to be a good starting point for

these purposes.

This formalism has many unique features due to its origins; Section 4.2 explains

SCOP's background and provides an informal explanation of the structure it repre-

sents. Section 4.3 then presents the formalism itself, followed by the adaptation �

COMPS (standing for context, mental property, (mental) state) � which I will use to

subsume and analyze TATs and ECO. These approaches are de�ned within COMPS

in Section 4.4; to facilitate comprehension and pave the way for the �hybrid anal-

ysis� and theoretical results in Chapter 5, each approach's presentation is followed

89
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by a detailed example showing how the approach's analysis of the Allais paradox

can be represented within the framework. The �nal section discusses the COMPS

de�nitions of the approaches in light of the arguments in Chapter 3, preparing for

the work of making precise � and exploiting � the nature of the consensus between

them in Chapter 5.

4.2. SCOP Background

4.2.1. Quantum principles in the social sciences. A noteworthy feature

of SCOP is that it accommodates quantum logic and probability as well as classical,

and the quantum approach to modeling (especially in cognitive science) has only

begun to be explored relatively recently. Before I present SCOP, I will therefore

explain a bit of the history of applying principles from quantum mechanics to

decision science generally, and the origins of SCOP in particular. I will also make

clear how my project relates to this research, as my goals and commitments are in

many ways quite di�erent from those underlying the rest of the literature.

There has been a trend towards cross-over from research in physics to the �softer

sciences,� with both abstract ideas of quantum mechanics and the mathematics

developed to accommodate them being borrowed and adapted for diverse other

purposes. The State Context Property (SCOP) formalism is a part of this tradition,

and I therefore begin by describing this broader historical context.

A main reason why physics needed new mathematical tools (such as quantum

probability theory) is that in quantum mechanics physical entities undergo state

changes when exposed to a measurement context; the resultant probability distri-

butions violate the laws of classical probability, therefore, because of ��uctuations

on the interaction between the measuring apparatus and the physical entity under

consideration� [7]. Classical tools are thus unable to model quantum phenomena.

(In parallel, researchers outside of physics have turned to the newer quantum tools

when classical techniques left problems and paradoxes, as will be explained later

[24].)

Jerome Busemeyer et al. explain the di�erence between classical and quantum

frameworks:

Classic theory represents events as subsets of a universal set

called the sample space. Quantum theory represents events as

subspaces of universal vector space called the Hilbert space [27].

A Hilbert space is an n-dimensional Euclidean space where n may be countably

in�nite; a point in this space is given by a vector, and the component values are

typically complex numbers in physical (but not psychological) applications. While

particular Hilbert spaces were already being used in mathematics and physics,

von Neumann � the same who provided the expected utility axioms discussed in

the previous chapter � uni�ed existing work by developing the abstract theory of
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Hilbert spaces; his axiomatization of the Hilbert space in 1932 provided the �rst

foundations for quantum mechanics [81].

The Hilbert space implies quantum logic and probability instead of classical

as the basic laws governing the system being modeled, and so the simple-sounding

switch from a sample space to a Hilbert space in modeling is in fact critically

important. In fact, continue Busemeyer et al.,

The adoption of a vector space instead of a sample space to

represent events may be the most important assumption that is

made in the application of quantum theory to psychology [27].

Despite the tremendous importance of von Neumann's work for quantum mechan-

ics and mathematics, these initial foundations were found to be inadequate in cer-

tain respects, and attempts to provide improved foundations ensued (e.g. [21]).

Diederik Aerts, the father of SCOP, was actively involved in this work; speci�-

cally, Aerts sought a more general theory that would subsume both classical and

quantum mechanics as special cases (see [4] and [5] for early examples). In 1999,

Aerts presented state property systems which model entities and the experiments

that may be performed on them [6]. In�uenced by developments in Liane Gabora's

dissertation, state property systems evolved into SCOP, which introduces �context

as a fundamental concept� with states and contexts in�uencing each other [7].

The basic structure of a SCOP system is as follows: There is an entity, whose

changes we wish to model; this entity is characterized by its set of properties,

which are either actual (akin to activated) or only potential at any given time, but

are attached to the entity in the sense that the entity always has the same set of

properties. A state of the entity is characterized by the set of properties that are

actual at that time. Critically, an entity in a SCOP system changes states due

to the in�uence of the external context, and the context can also change due to

the in�uence of the state. So change within the system is modeled as the result of

transition functions taking state-context pairs to new state-context pairs, and these

transitions are probabilistic in nature (and potentially non-classically so) [7].

With Gabora, SCOP was initially used to model concept combination, resolv-

ing puzzles in traditional views [36, 9]; this continues to be a major focus of their

research (see [10] for a recent paper that puts much of this work into context). Yet

SCOP's applications are not limited to concepts: Aerts notes the movement from

micro-physical to macro-physical to non-physical uncovering of quantum phenom-

ena, and argues that SCOP is general enough that the entity modeled could be

almost anything, �for example ... a cat, or a genome, or a cultural artifact, such

as a building, or an abstract idea, or a mind of a person, or a stone, or a quantum

particle, or a �uid etc. ...� [7]. This is re�ected in my own use of SCOP where

indeed the entity modeled is a human mind, and my purpose quite di�erent from

the modeling of concepts.
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Interestingly for my purposes, quantum-borrowing has become a busy area in

decision research generally, evinced by a 2009 special issue on quantum cognition in

the Journal of Mathematical Psychology [25]. Peter Bruza, Busemeyer, and Gabora

summarize the motivation for cognitive scientists' many forays into quantum mod-

eling in their introduction [24]: Cognitive modelers encountered many puzzling

phenomena that resisted classical modeling, and so quantum principles provided

welcome alternative tools. The authors compare this modeling problem with the

crisis in classical physics that spurred the development of quantum mechanics in

the �rst place; classical paradoxes at the atomic level were resolved by alternative

�quantum� foundations. While many economists viewed apparently-irrational log-

ical reasoning and decision-making (e.g. the well-known Allais [13] and Ellsberg

[33] paradoxes) as just that � irrational � and many philosophers took such dis-

coveries to raise questions about the adequacy of existing normative theories, the

more descriptively-minded psychologists were concerned with generating successful

predictive models of people's (decision and reasoning) behavior when the classical

models were found to have descriptive inadequacies.

In line with this motivation, Aerts himself argues for a connection between

reasoning biases and fallacies uncovered by Tversky and Kahneman (e.g. [77]) and

the Allais [13] and Ellsberg [33] decision paradoxes in economics, on the one hand,

and the quantum nature of our handling of concepts, and thus non-classical thought

processes, on the other (cf. [11]). He also suggests that SCOP could be useful for

modeling decisions, and indeed uses quantum-inspired ideas (with Sven Aerts) to

o�er an explanation for data from a psychological study in which participants must

respond to controversial survey questions, regarding for instance nuclear energy [3].

In this last case, the presence of a �measurement e�ect� should be intuitive; being

asked a question on a complex moral topic could easily in�uence the state of a

person's mind, and perhaps even play a role in determining their opinion.

More recently, Busemeyer et al. explain three main approaches to using quan-

tum probability for psychological prediction: �quantum cognition� (for which the

paper provides a tutorial of sorts), �stimulus-response systems,� and Aerts' SCOP

systems. Most importantly, the three have di�erent interpretations of what a state

is (e.g. an individual or a question that has been asked) and di�erent dynamics

(e.g. what type of events provoke state changes and whether there is uncertainty

via the superposition of states) [27]. So the formalism that I use is just one of

many to come out of the quantum psychology literature.

4.2.2. How quantum modeling relates to my project. Although I adapt

a framework from the quantum cognition literature, it is important to note that my

project di�ers from the work described above in its basic goals and assumptions.

As such, many important open questions regarding the merits and best direction of

quantum cognition research are not relevant to me, and objections to parts of this
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literature � or the sides that may be taken in its internal debates � should not be

taken to pose problems for me.

For one, since I am concerned with normative questions and not the prediction

of speci�c psychological phenomena, I do not wish to commit to any claims about

the predictive superiority of SCOP, and certainly not to the claim that it will

prove the best framework for modeling most or all particular cognitive phenomena.

Nor even do I insist that any class of cognitive phenomena is best modeled using

quantum or classical foundational principles. Although the research is intriguing

and well-motivated, I remain agnostic regarding whether quantum cognition will

prove to be the right approach in the end.

There is reason to be cautious: Despite the growing body of literature (see,

e.g., [27] or [8] for an overview of submitted evidence that quantum probability

better predicts decisions and reasoning), there are abundant alternative models

and explanations. For one, many quantum models (especially small-scale ones) can

be translated into classical ones, or the two may be able to produce the same pre-

dictions in many cases; see [30] for a critical overview. For two, the decision and

reasoning paradoxes addressed with quantum models can be addressed in other,

often compelling ways: People might be making errors and not obeying any set of

foundational laws, or using heuristics that provide better explanations (and pre-

dictions) of their behavior. Classical laws might have been misapplied in prior

modeling attempts, or other retained traditional assumptions may be at fault. For

example, Pierfrancesca LaMura develops quantum �projective expected utility� and

shows how his model can predict the Allais and Ellsberg e�ects, but those para-

doxes have been addressed in myriad other ways (cf. [85, 48] for Ellsberg and [23]

for Allais).

Finally, no part of my project assumes that the brain itself engages in quantum

computation. J. Acacio de Barros and Patrick Suppes review this issue and argue

that the evidence suggests that it does not do so, but that this is quite compatible

with cognition exhibiting quantum phenomena [30].

These debates are beside the point for me because my project is fundamentally

di�erent in nature. Most importantly, the quantum cognition program is bottom-up

and descriptive; Aerts and Gabora for instance are primarily interested in modeling

human thought beginning with particular cases of the manipulation of concepts,

the presumed building blocks of thought. The value in their heavily data-driven

work lies primarily in explanation: a compelling model of thinking can serve as an

explanation for the patterns we see in thought. In contrast, my philosophical project

is very much top-down and normative: It is normative because my goal is to better

understand what constitutes improved rationality, and ultimately to derive speci�c

recommendations that would guide people towards it. It is top-down because I

am committed to the view of rationality as holistic, i.e. that particular types of
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rationality (rational inference, decision, belief revision, etc.) are simply components

of an agent's overall performance, which is of primary interest. In other words, I

seek a global understanding of rationality before a localized understanding, and

indeed claim (as argued earlier) that the global understanding is more relevant to

the average person and necessary for them to properly apply many localized results.

It is, however, desirable for the bottom-up and top-down approaches to meet

in the middle at some point down the road; the descriptive and normative projects

ought jointly produce evaluations of human mental activities, i.e. assessments of

the rationality of our actual decisions, inferences, etc. This suggests that it may

prove advantageous for both approaches to share a common language for repre-

senting their shared subject matter, and serves as a reminder that any normative

project should keep sight of the realities of the activities it seeks to judge so as

to remain relevant. Thus there is a great potential bene�t to using SCOP in the

event that it continues to thrive, even though nothing in my project hinges on this.

At the highest, most purely philosophical level, the formalism will primarily be of

theoretical and conceptual assistance, while Aerts' work shows that as we move

down levels it may be used for more concrete computations.

At any rate, the most important reason that SCOP is a useful framework for

studying rationality is that it can provide a very accurate high-level representation

of the relevant activities: our behavior � including our choices, inferences, and so

forth � is determined by our minds, which perform this function by interacting

with the outside world (taking inputs and producing outputs). A SCOP system

describes exactly this basic structure of state-context interactions and their con-

sequences, where the relevant states will be interpreted as mental states and the

relevant contexts will include whatever external factors matter to our behavior. The

details of this will be �lled in later, once the formalism itself has been introduced,

but it should be intuitive how the general structure that SCOP captures is appo-

site for modeling the dynamics of rational behavior. Having a formal description is

valuable because it provides us with a common, neutral language for meta-theoretic

tasks such as de�ning pre-existing and potential theories, comparing them, evalu-

ating them, and exploring their implications. Furthermore, since an important end

goal in studying rationality is to deliver normative content, and these norms must

be su�ciently speci�c if people are to follow them, this formal language can be

expected to play an important role by allowing �ndings to be precisely formulated.

Another important virtue of SCOP is its potential inclusiveness: because it

permits such a general representation of mind-environment interactions, it is pos-

sible to represent essentially everything that may be relevant to rationality. Most

obviously, both internal (mental) and external (contextual) factors are explicitly

represented, as each time point realizes some pair of mind-state plus context-state.

The system presupposes no distinctions between the domains that might interest
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us (decision-making, inferences, belief revisions, etc.); if these are natural kinds, or

deserving of special attention as their own categories, then we must de�ne these

categories in an acceptable way. Nor does the formalism exclude certain types of

mental activities. For example, we perform some reasoning consciously or �explic-

itly,� while other times we reason �implicitly,� without any conscious attention to

the process; a SCOP approach does not prioritize or ignore either of these modes, or

even presume a simple partition. Finally, with a SCOP system, it will be possible

to make statements (again) at higher or lower levels of detail, about the agent's

performance as a whole, on a very narrowly de�ned task, or anything in between.

The chief value of this inclusiveness is in preventing us from begging questions

regarding the scope of rationality � what is and is not a part of it or relevant to it

� as we seek to de�ne it. A formal framework that failed to represent certain kinds

of reasoning or certain aspects of it would essentially assume those kinds or aspects

to be irrelevant, but assumptions of this type need to be carefully evaluated when

asking foundational questions. It is therefore best to begin with a very holistic and

inclusive framework, and try to introduce any subsequent assumptions explicitly

and after careful argument. This is especially true given the global perspective I

take (as elaborated in Chapter 2).

4.3. Adapting the Framework

4.3.1. The SCOP formalism. A state context property system as de�ned

by Aerts1 is a tuple (S,M,L, µ, ξ), with all components de�ned as below [7]. The

subject of a particular SCOP system is the entity represented in it, and which

undergoes changes as it interacts with contexts. Interpreted for the purpose of

studying rationality, this entity is to be a human mind. Let us call the entity E.

At every time-point t, E is in some state st ∈ S, where S is the set of all states

the mind can be in. The state denoted 0 ∈ S represents the end state, or the

mind's death. The signi�cance of the death state is that the entity has undergone

(property) changes so radical that it is no longer to be considered the same entity.

E has a set of properties, L; these properties are taken to be attached to E,

and so they do not change (although whether a given property actually obtains will

change). The interpretation of these properties is that they are the features that

can possibly obtain of the mind, such as happiness or satisfaction, having a goal,

believing a proposition, etc. In principle these properties could be interpreted as

neurons, so that the actuated properties at a given moment would be the neurons

�ring at that time and the collection of these would form the mental state, although

this interpretation is not as useful for my present purposes. More detail regarding

this will be added as needed; for now, a very general description will su�ce.

1I will stay close to Aerts' notation for convenience.
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As an example, imagining E as the mind of a swimmer, properties in L might

include (a) the belief that the ocean is cold, and (b) the belief that the ocean is

warm. These properties are attached to E at all times, but often one or the other,

or both, will be only potential; when the swimmer is not near the water she may

have no particular beliefs about the water temperature, and so neither belief will

be activated. When she approaches the beach, one of the beliefs is likely to become

actual (suppose there has been a cold spell and the swimmer expects the water to

be chilly, and so the belief that the ocean is cold is activated). Perhaps the swimmer

then cautiously steps into the surf and �nds it to be much warmer than expected;

in this case the belief that the ocean is cold will become only potential again, while

the belief that it is warm will become actual. Similarly, L may include various goals

that the swimmer could have, such as �nding shade, �nding a refreshing beverage,

and eating ice cream. These goals are always part of the mind, but most of them

will usually be only potential; a given property from this set will be actual when

the swimmer actively holds the goal in mind.

Change occurs � the entity is said to be in a new state rather than its previous

one � when there is a change in which properties are actual and which only potential

(as when the swimmer goes from having no beliefs about the ocean temperature

activated, to having an actual belief that it is cold, to having an actual belief that

it is warm). A state s is then described by the set of properties Ls ⊂ L that are

actual for E in s. Where P is the power set, let the function ξ : S → P(L) be

de�ned such that ξ(s) = Ls. The function ξ is called the �Aristotle map.�

The system also includes a setM of contexts that the entity could encounter.

Any relevant property not in L is represented as belonging to an external context.

This makes contexts external to the mind in that they are not properties of the mind

itself, but since the contexts interact with the mind they may bring about within

the mind (for example) representations of, or thoughts about, or responses to their

content. So the agent's physical state (e.g. an injury), the physical environment, or

facts about other agents with whom our agent is interacting would all be represented

as part of context.

SCOP does not come with universal restrictions on the sizes of S, L, orM, or on

the nature of the function from states to sets of properties. The formalism is meant

to be instantiated by a wide variety of systems, and so the restrictions appropriate

for the system being modeled should be adopted; in the examples worked out below

for my adapted framework we will see that it is fairly obvious how many distinct

states, properties and contexts are needed for the system of interest. It does make

sense, however, to assume that di�erent states always correspond to di�erent subsets

of properties, i.e. that the Aristotle map is one-to-one.

A change from one state-context pair (s1,m1) to another (s2,m2) is called

a transition induced by context m1. Given two such pairs, µ : S × M × S ×
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M→ P([0, 1]) is the function giving the probability of the �rst pair inducing the

second pair; i.e. given the �rst pair, the probabilities associated with the possible

second pairs basically form the joint probability distribution over those pairs. This

probability is given as a subset of the interval [0,1] rather than a singleton, as

in standard probability; the purpose of this is that SCOP is used to represent

situations that seem best modeled by quantum probability rather than classical,

and the interval probabilities enable this. For the purposes of this thesis standard

probability is unproblematic, but it is still valuable to have extra �exibility in case

it proves useful in the future.

It will often be necessary to place certain constraints on µ, but we will leave

this for later when we have concrete examples to work with and can see which

constraints are appropriate for them. Aerts notes that it should be required that

a pair (s,m) always induces some other (s′,m′) � that at every time point the

system is in some state and context � but how this is best accomplished formally

remains an open question [7]. The main point for us is that any speci�cation of

a µ function must be such that the transititons satisfy a quantum version of the

probability axioms.

The interpretation of these transitions is that when the mind is faced with a

context, that context causes changes in the mind via some process (e.g. re-orienting

itself towards a new goal, reasoning to a new conclusion), and the mind's state can

similarly alter the context (e.g. changing the position of a game or causing the body

to move). We might interpret the probabilistic nature of the transitions either as the

result of indeterminacy in the processes producing state changes, or as representing

our uncertainty. Both may be useful in some circumstances.

4.3.2. Modi�cations and prerequisites: The COMPS system . I will

modify Aerts' SCOP system somewhat in order to give properties more structure

and make it simpler to work with. To avoid confusion, the modi�ed system will be

referred to as COMPS, for context, mental property, (mental) state, as the mind's

states (de�ned by their properties) and the external contexts jointly constitute the

worlds of interest.

The primary change is that while SCOP's properties l ∈ L could only take

two values (on or o�), COMPS permits mental properties to be real-valued. This

makes it simpler to interpret these properties (since we can have non-binary char-

acteristics as properties without making each possible value itself a property; see

the example in 4.4.4), while retaining the possibility that any given property must

binary. More importantly, it also enables the set of properties to be viewed conve-

niently as a mathematical space, such as the Hilbert space which is fundamental

to quantum mechanics. As such spaces are well-studied and useful mathematically,

such a representation will facilitate future work when measurements are needed,

for example of the distance between two states. For the same reason it may often
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be useful for the set of contexts to have the same structure, although this will not

be stipulated at present.

Definition 1. A COMPS system pertaining to an entity (person's mind) E

is then a tuple (S,M,L, µ) such that:

� L is the (countable) set of properties that can obtain of the entity; these

properties form a vector space SL such that each property l ∈ L is a closed subspace

of SL.
� S ⊆ SL is the subspace of E' s possible states, which is measurable. 0 ∈ S.
�M is the set of possible contexts. For now, letM be countable.

� µ is a function µ : S ×M× S ×M → P([0, 1]) giving the probability that

any state-context pair gives rise to another. For all s′ ∈ S, there exists some s ∈ S,
m,m′ ∈ M such that µ(s,m, s′,m′) 6= {0}. Similarly, for all m′ ∈ M, there exists

some s, s′ ∈ S and m ∈ M such that µ(s,m, s′,m′) 6= {0}. For s = 0, s′ 6= 0,

µ(s,m, s′,m′) = {0} for all m,m′ ∈ M. Furthermore, as with µ in SCOP, this

function should be required to obey versions of the probability axioms for interval

probability.

A COMPS system, then, consists of a space of mental properties, a subspace of

possible combinations of mental properties (i.e., mental states), possible contexts,

and a function specifying which pairs of possible mental states and contexts can

follow which others.

For the mental properties L to form a vector space SL 2 means that each mental

property is a dimension of the space. In the example in 4.4.4, for instance, SL is

the coordinate system RL because each property (l ∈ L) is real-valued, and there

is one dimension per property. Then a full mental state is a vector giving the value

of each property. For comparison, the familiar Cartesian coordinate system R2

has 2 properties, represented by the X and Y axes, with each point in the space

represented by a vector giving its x-value and y-value. The possibility for SL to

be a Hilbert space is also valuable because of that space's importance for quantum

probability.

S, then, is the subspace of the space of mental properties that are possibly

instantiated by the agent's mind. It is a subspace because it will not include all

points in the larger space. For example, imagine that property l1 is �intensity of

thought about pizza� and property l2 is �intensity of thought about death.� We

may assume that it is not possible for these to simultaneously take on very large

values, and so any vector in which both l1 and l2 do both take on very large values

will be in SL but not in S.
The de�nition gives less information about the set of possible contexts M.

What this set looks like will depend on the application. An example is given

2This will be written simply as H when the relevant L is clear.
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below (4.4.2) in which these contexts are constructed as sets of sentences in a

logical language because this is convenient for that relatively simple setting, and

the practice is familiar enough to make the example easy to follow. In principle, it

makes a lot of sense for the elements ofM to be vectors in a mathematical space

just as the elements of S are, because in a more complicated situation properties

of the context might be real valued (for example locations of objects, quantities

of money, etc.). Then potentially useful measurements, like the distance between

contexts, are facilitated by the underlying mathematical structure.

COMPS systems are intended to represent change over time, and the µ function

introduces dynamics into the system. Given any two state-context pairs (s,m) and

(s′,m′), the possible temporal relation between them is given by µ. If the latter

state cannot directly follow the former, for example if it could only occur prior to the

former in time, then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0. (Hence the stipulation, in the de�nition,

that a non-death state cannot follow the death state s = 0.) Otherwise, (s′,m′) can

follow (s,m) by default, though particular COMPS systems will include additional

constraints as appropriate. The de�nition therefore requires that all possible states

and contexts (elements of S and M) may follow some state-context pair. The

actual probability with which (s′,m′) follows (s,m) is µ(s,m, s′,m′). Recall that

a state st ∈ S is E's state at time t; similarly, we can label the context at time t

as mt, and so when change has actually been observed in a system we can use this

convention to describe the changes, e.g. from st1,mt1 to st2,mt2. While associating

transition probabilities exclusively to moves from one speci�c state-context pair to

another (as opposed to allowing probabilities to be applied to larger sets of such

worlds) does somewhat limit the probabilistic transitions we can express, we will

see in our examples that this will not pose much of a practical problem for our

present purposes.

As noted above, in SCOP, the value of µ is an interval rather than a singleton

probability to allow for quantum probability. Again, this is not very important for

the present purposes and it is �ne to think of µ in terms of classical probability.

However, the example in 4.4.2 does make use of probability intervals in de�ning µ

because it makes sense in that context to be agnostic about the speci�c probability

values of any particular change. In this sense, interval probability can be motivated

by the same considerations that drive the study of imprecise probabilities in decision

theory; singleton probabilities are not always su�cient to capture the degree of

uncertainty in a given situation.

Definition 2. A problem is a function P : S ×M→ V.

The problem function maps state-context pairs to valuations over outcomes,

hence de�ning tasks or goals. The idea here is that rationality judgments are made

when agents perform tasks; they are faced with some problem to be solved or

some goal to be reached, and choose a method of responding to it. A situation �
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an initial state and context � therefore gets interpreted in terms of the task the

agent is thought to be faced with in that situation. Tasks give rise to valuations,

i.e. assignments of value to states of a�airs, because the essence of a task is to

identify circumstances that are to be brought about, i.e. to induce a new valuation

of possible states of the world, where solutions to the task are valued, and better

solutions more so.

Definition 3. A valuation v ∈ V is a function v : S ×M → Rn for some

n ∈ N.

Whereas a problem takes an initial situation to a valuation, the valuation itself

takes the situations that could result and assigns them values (measures of good-

ness). These values could be multi-dimensional, for example if there were several

irreducible sources of value, though in what follows we will suppose n = 1 for

simplicity. Value is not treated as an objective feature of the world, but rather

as something contingent, or at least debatable. In typical applications a valuation

will only categorize outcomes on the basis of some small number of features im-

mediately relevant to the situation, and hence be �short-sighted� in the sense of

only caring about the achievement of immediate goals, like getting money or an-

swering a question correctly. This simpli�es the task of specifying v for particular

applications considerably. However, we can conceive of valuations more broadly:

a bigger-picture valuation would be required when considering, for example, an

agent's life goals (as physisism advocates).

The reason for separating problems from valuations is largely practical, and in

many applications it would pose no di�culty to handle both with a single function.

The idea, however, is that valuations will be simpler in that a valuation might value

worlds that an agent could end up in solely on the basis of a particular attribute

of that world, such as the amount of money the agent has or the number of friends

present. We might imagine having many such simple valuation functions that can be

easily taken o� the shelf and employed. Which of these is appropriate at any given

world might depend on the world from which the current world was reached, and

with respect to which the problem assigns a valuation. For example, the problem

function might determine that in one set of worlds, the goal is to maximize dollars,

in another to maximize the di�erence between dollars at the outset and dollars

at the end, and at still another set of worlds to maximize the number of friends

present. It is simply convenient and intuitive to think of determining the task and

evaluating outcomes as separate activities that might be compounded in various

ways.

4.4. Existing Theories Interpreted in COMPS

4.4.1. Traditional axiomatic theories.
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Definition 4. For i ∈ N, let any given Axi = {axi1, axi2, ..., axin} be a set

of individual axioms axij , such that the axioms of Axi � also known as an axiom

system � are jointly taken to constitute the rules of rationality for some domain.

Then let Ax be a collection of axiom systems, which will also be referred to as an

axiom complex.

This de�nition re�ects the fact that the TAA carves rationality up into do-

mains, each of which is governed by its own axiom system (e.g. von Neumann

and Morgenstern's EUT for the domain of risky decision-making). A proponent of

this approach might endorse some collection of these axiom systems (such as EUT,

AGM, and a system of intuitionistic logic), and we call this collection an axiom

complex to distinguish it from the domain-speci�c axiom systems. Note that there

are no substantial restrictions placed on the relationship between axiom systems

or the contents of a complex. Further, although there are only a handful of axiom

systems standardly used and endorsed today, the possibility of additional axiom

systems is not precluded.

Definition 5. For each individual axiom axij , there is an indicator function

Iaxij
: S × M × S × M → {0, 1} such that Iaxij

(s,m, s′,m′) = 0 if the move

from pair (s,m) to (s′,m′) is a violation of axiom axij , and Iaxij
(s,m, s′,m′) = 1

otherwise.

In the absence of a language these indicator functions give content to the axioms

in a sense, by picking out the states of a�airs that constitute violations. They are

quite simplistic in that they check an axiom against all possible state-context pair

moves, and not only the ones that we really care about. So, the indicator functions

indicate the violation or non-violation of the axiom even for moves that have 0-

probability and contexts where they axioms are in no way pertinent (in which

case they will be trivially un-violated). The important issue of which contexts are

relevant to an axiom system will be sorted out with the de�nition of an intended

context below, but no such constraints are placed upon the indicators themselves.

Definition 6. Traditional axiomatic rationality functions:

� For a given Axi, de�ne the function τAxi
: S ×M× S ×M → {0, 1} such

that τAxi
(s,m, s′,m′) = minaxij∈Axi

[Iaxij
(s,m, s′,m′)].

� Similarly, let the general axiomatic rationality function τAx : S ×M× S ×
M→ {0, 1} be de�ned such that τAx(s,m, s′,m′) = minAxi∈Ax[τAxi(s,m, s

′,m′)].

These τ functions evaluate the rationality of a given move from one state-

context pair to another, either with respect to a single axiom system or an axiom

complex. This is achieved quite straightforwardly by checking each axiom, and if

any are violated, the system or complex as a whole is violated. Thus a function value

of 1 indicates (traditional axiomatic) rationality, while 0 indicates irrationality. So,
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given an axiom system Axi, an agent's behavior in moving from (s,m) to (s′,m′) is

rational according to that system whenever that move violates none of the axioms of

that system, and an agent's behavior is axiomatically rational tout court so long as it

is not irrational according to any of the endorsed axiom systems. The evaluation is

binary because axiomatic theories are all-or-nothing in nature. Again, the domains

are not restricted to re�ect the applicability of the axioms to the situation; this

comes into play in the appropriate use of the τ functions.

Note that this set-up relies on the idea that obeying each axiom is necessary

and su�cient for obeying the axiom system � that the axioms are to serve as a

checklist such that �the axioms� are violated if and only if some axiom is violated,

and so if no individual axiom is violated, the set cannot be. The indicator functions

therefore must be de�ned intelligently to ensure that axiom violations are detected.

For example � although this would not in general be a desirable way to structure

axioms � suppose an axiom system includes one axiom that says A and another that

says A → B. Together these axioms classically imply B, and so ¬B ought violate

the axioms one way or another. Assume then that A is unviolated, but ¬B occurs

(perhaps the axioms specify propositions that should be believed, and the agent

fails to see the connection between A and B). For the axioms to be violated we

need A → B to be violated, and intuitively this is the case if the agent believes A

and also ¬B; the indicator function for the conditional axiom should return a 0 for

any move to a world where both A and ¬B are accepted. See the example in 4.4.2

for a speci�cation of indicator functions for EUT in a particular choice context.

Definition 7. The intended context of an axiom set Axi is a set of contexts

MAxi ⊆M.

This set of contexts includes those to which those axioms apply according to

the TAT; it is characterized by the next de�nition. The intended context is critical

to de�ning TATs because their axioms are not intended to apply to all situations;

rather there are assumptions behind the axioms, i.e. particular conditions that

must obtain for the axioms to be in force. An axiom system applies only to a

speci�c domain.

Definition 8. An axiomatic theory (TAT) is a triple Ti = (Axi,M
Axi , P ),

with Axi, M
Axi and problem P as de�ned above, such that P (s,m)(s′,m′) =

τAxi
(s,m, s′,m′) for all s, s′ ∈ S and m ∈ MAxi , and m′ ∈ M. An axiomatic

theory-complex is a collection T of such theories Ti.

This de�nition is supported by the fact that the TATs currently endorsed are all

provided with justi�cation through representation theorems to the e�ect that the

axioms collectively correspond to an independently-justi�ed coherence principle for

their domain of application: The "correctness" of logical axioms is demonstrated

through soundness and completeness theorems, of AGM by Grove's models [44],
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and of EUT by the proof that obeying the axioms is equivalent to maximizing some

admissible utility function [82]. Here, axiomatic theories are interpreted in the

more general language of COMPS by equating the TATs' evaluation via axioms

with COMPS' problem function, used (ultimately) to evaluate state-context pairs.

We will see that this equation plays an important role in the theorems of Section

5.2.

4.4.2. Example: An Expected Utility Theory Violation . A well-known

example of an expected utility violation mentioned several times already � the

Allais Paradox � will serve as the basis for an example of how traditional axiomatic

rationality can be represented in this framework. Maurice Allais' paradox consists

of a simple pair of choices, each of which is between two lotteries; the paradox is

that the modal choice violates the independence axiom of EUT (although this is

not obvious from looking at the typical presentation) [13].

The �rst choice is between the lotteries we will call A and B:

A $1 million for sure

B $1 million with probability .89, $5 million with probability .10, and

nothing with probability .01

The second choice is between the lotteries referred to as C and D:

C $1 million with probability .11 and nothing with probability .89

D $5 million with probability .10 and nothing with probability .90

A common response to these choices is to select A from the �rst pair and D from

the second; the intuition behind this is that when it's possible to get a million

dollars for certain this is preferable to risking getting nothing for a small chance

of more, whereas when you are likely to get nothing no matter what you choose,

the small risk that may pay more seems worthwhile. This choice pattern violates

expected utility theory, though, as can be seen clearly by describing the lotteries in

the following way [69]:

Independence Representation

89% 10% 1%

A $1M $1M $1M

B $1M $5M $0

C $0 $1M $1M

D $0 $5M $0

This framing brings into focus the fact that lotteries A and C are the same,

and B and D are the same, with respect to the 10% and 1% columns. Within the

89% column, in contrast, A is equivalent to B, and C to D. The import of this is

that when comparing A with B (or C with D), the 89% column can be ignored (on

the assumption that the state does not depend on the choice) because the outcomes
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do not di�er between the gambles in that state. Given this, A and C (and B and

D) are the same in all relevant respects, and the choice between them should not

change in response to an irrelevant possibility (the 89% state). This reasoning

corresponds to the independence axiom introduced below, and Savage's sure thing

principle [69]. The common choice pattern violates this principle by changing the

preference between equivalent gambles when the attached �sure thing� changes.

The purpose of de�ning the TAA within COMPS is to o�er a top-level view of

the nature and functioning of TATs, and we can represent von Neumann-Morgenstern

EUT and an Allais situation using this machinery to illustrate both how the ma-

chinery works and how a judgment is made by a TAT in a very precise sense. This

involves de�ning both a COMPS system speci�cally to represent the Allais situ-

ation and the TAT intended to evaluate it, and providing a model of the actual

behavior which is subject to evaluation by the TAT.

Let's �rst de�ne a simple COMPS system COMPSEUT = (S,M,L, µ) to

represent an entity E, the mind of a student in a rational choice course who will

be faced with some choices between lotteries as an activity, so that the system

represents the interactions between E and the speci�c learning context (the Allais

situation). As EUT is solely about observed choice patterns, let L be a generic set

of mental properties, and S be a generic measurable subspace of SL. M and µ are

the interesting components, and we begin by sketching a simple logic from which

M can be constructed.

The alphabet of this logic consists of:

• a set of letters L = {a, b, c, d}
• symbols ¬, ⊕, !, ?, >, /, ↔, (, )

The formulae of the logic are:

• for li,lj ∈ L, li 6= lj , (li!lj), (li?lj),(li > lj),(li/lj) are formulae
• if φ is a formula, (¬φ) is a formula

• if φ and ψ are formulae, (φ⊕ ψ) is a formula

The logical rules are:

• for all formula φ, φ⊕ (¬φ)

• for any li 6= lj ∈ L, (li!lj)⊕ (li?lj)⊕ (li > lj)⊕ (lj > li)⊕ (li/lj)
• φ↔ ¬¬φ

Semantics for this language are as follows:

• the letters l ∈ L represent lotteries, with a representing lottery A, b rep-

resenting lottery B, and so forth

• (li?lj) means that lottery li and lottery lj are unaddressed and uncom-

pared; no choice has been o�ered between them

• (li!lj) means that a choice is currently o�ered between lottery li and lottery

lj
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• (li > lj) means that lottery li has been chosen over lottery lj

• (li/lj) means that a choice has been o�ered between lottery li and lottery

lj , and choice failed; neither option was chosen

• ¬φ means that φ is not true

• ⊕ is exclusive or; φ⊕ ψ means that either φ is true or ψ is true, but not

both

• φ↔ ψ means �φ if and only if ψ�

This logic, then, simply lets us express the status of an agent's lottery choices: For

any given pair of lotteries, the agent may not have been o�ered any choice between

them, have a choice currently on o�er, have made a choice, or failed to make a

choice. The rules of the logic specify that exactly one of these conditions holds

for each pair of lotteries. The formulae of the logic are su�cient for us to fully

specify the relevant features of any context E might be faced with, so far as we are

concerned in this example. (Note that as the logic has been de�ned, the order of

the naming of the lotteries matters; e.g. (a?b) does not imply (b?a). Depending

on the context this could be desirable or undesirable, but here it does not matter.)

Accordingly, de�neM as the set of all maximally consistent sets of formulae in the

logic.

This leaves µ as the last component of the COMPS system to be de�ned. While

M supplies us with all the possible contexts that could arise, µ allows us to specify

how these contexts are related by restricting the dynamics of those contexts, i.e. by

restricting the order in which they may arise. While any m,m′ ∈M are internally

consistent, there is a sense in which it may be inconsistent for m to follow m′, for

example if lottery A is chosen over C in m′ but the choice has not been posed in

m. µ ensures dynamic consistency within the system by assigning zero-probability

to such time-inconsistent moves.

De�nitions:

• For any li 6= lj ∈ L,
� M?

ij := {m ∈M|li?lj ∈ m}
� M !

ij := {m ∈M|li!lj ∈ m}
� M>

ij := {m ∈M|li > lj ∈ m}
� M/

ij := {m ∈M|li/lj ∈ m}
• For any s, s′ ∈ S:

� if m 6∈M?
ij , m

′ ∈M?
ij , then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

� if m ∈M>
ij , m

′ 6∈M>
ij , then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

� if m ∈M/
ij , m

′ 6∈M/
ij , then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

� if m ∈M?
ij , m

′ 6∈M?
ij ∪M !

ij , then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

� if m ∈M !
ij , m

′ 6∈M>
ij ∪M/

ij ∪M>
ji , then µ(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

� else µ(s,m, s′,m′) = [0, 1]
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These de�nitions specify intuitive constraints on movement between contexts: A

context in which a choice is unposed cannot follow from any context in which this

is not the case, and can only give immediate rise to contexts in which the choice

is posed or still unposed. Posed choices must give rise to either made choices or

failures, and once these occur they are permanent. Apart from these constraints,

µ encodes no information about the probabilities of any state-context pairs arising

from any others. Note that µ (and M) could have been de�ned di�erently, for

example so that choices could be changed or failures amended, or to permit �jumps�

where moves from unposed to made choices could occur (as if we looked at the

situation with a coarser lens). The present de�nitions are simply meant to illustrate

how we could represent an Allais situation using the formalism.

With the COMPS system for E de�ned, let us de�ne a TAT T1 � capturing von

Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility theory � by which E's performance may be

evaluated. Recall that such a theory is a triple comprised of an axiom system,

intended context, and problem:

T1 = (Ax1,M
Ax1 , P ), where:

• Ax1 := {ax11, ax12, ax13, ax14}
� where A,B,C stand for options (e.g. lotteries), and � is the �weakly

preferred to� relation, ∼ the indi�erence relation, and p ·O option O

with probability p,

� ax11 is the completeness axiom: for all A,B, A � B or B � A
� ax12 is the transitivity axiom: for all A,B,C, if A � B and B � C

then A � C
� ax13 is the independence axiom: for any A � B, C, p ∈ (0, 1],

(p ·A, (1− p) · C) � (p ·B, (1− p) · C)

� ax14 is the continuity axiom: given any A � B � C, there exists a

p ∈ [0, 1] such that B ∼ (p ·A, (1− p) · C)

• MAx1 =M
• P (s,m)(s′,m′) = τAx1(s,m, s′,m′) for all m,m′ ∈M, s, s′ ∈ S

As the axioms are in a di�erent language from that of COMPS, they get interpreted

via the indicator and tau functions. This translation will always be necessary, and

will be speci�c to the COMPS system, because the objects referenced by the axioms

need to be connected to the appropriate objects in the system, which in this case

are sentences in a logical language. Each axiom therefore has its own indicator

function, ranging over all the possible state-context pair moves, which translates

the axiom into the system's language. Note that while the indicator functions here

refer to very speci�c sentences in the syntax, a more general formulation would be

possible (and more natural) if M were constructed as a vector space rather than

a set of possible worlds, in which case the de�nitions of the indicator functions

might more closely mirror the standard formulation of the axioms. For the system
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described in this example, the indicator functions are as follows, for all s, s′ ∈ S
and m,m′ ∈M:

• Iax11
(s,m, s′,m′) = 0 ⇐⇒ (li/lj) ∈ m′ (for any li, lj ∈ L)

The �rst axiom, completeness, is seen to be violated if a preference has failed to be

revealed (a choice has failed to be made) between two of the lotteries; due to the

dynamics as given by the constraints on µ, this can occur only when a choice has

been requested, and not produced.

• Iax12
(s,m, s′,m′) = 0 ⇐⇒ (li > lj), (lj > lk) ∈ m′, and also (lk > li) ∈

m′, (lk/li) ∈ m′, or (li/lk) ∈ m′ (for any li, lj , lk ∈ L not all equal)

Similarly, transitivity is only observed to be violated when for lotteries li, lj , and lk

with the usual initial pair-wise comparisons, the third comparison has been queried

and either been responded to in such a way as to contradict the other choices, or

failed to garner a response.

• Iax13
(s,m, s′,m′) = 0 ⇐⇒ (a > b), (d > c) ∈ m′ or (b > a), (c > d) ∈ m′

The third axiom, independence, is well-known to be violated in the Allais problem

only when two speci�c choice patterns are observed: A over B and D over C, or

B over A and C over D. As this COMPS system only models the Allais problem,

the indicator function needs only detect these speci�c patterns. The de�nition thus

refers to the primitives in the logic that represent those lotteries (a, b, c, and d).

• Iax14
(s,m, s′,m′) = 1

Finally, this COMPS system o�ers no test of the continuity axiom, and so a violation

will not be observed in any possible context. The indicator function therefore always

evaluates to 1.

Recall then how indicators determine the overall axiomatic rationality assess-

ment:

• τAxi(s,m, s
′,m′) = minaxij∈Axi [Iaxij (s,m, s′,m′)]

These functions connect the axioms to the state-context pairs (and speci�cally the

contexts) by specifying what situations would constitute violations of which axioms.

Since we are constructing a very simple COMPS system solely for modeling the

Allais situation, the indicator functions are also simpler than they would be if

we aimed to represent a much broader class of situations such that the indicator

functions needed to detect axiom violations for lotteries in general. Here, the task

is simpli�ed because the fourth axiom cannot be violated at all in our system and

the third axiom � independence � is violated in a particular situation that we can

identify without doing any calculations. Again, in a broader COMPS system, all

of the indicators would more closely mirror the abstract formulation of the axioms,

so as to catch violations that we cannot predict beforehand.

It is also important to note that in this case the values taken by the indicator

functions are determined solely by their fourth arguments, the reached contexts.
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Such de�nitions are possible here because of the dynamics; this argument preserves

all the information from the second argument (the prior context) because the µ

function constrains change within the system so that prior choices (or failures)

cannot be undone, and so forth. If µ were de�ned di�erently, and for a di�erent

example, the indicators would likely di�er as well. This example aims to be as

simple as possible while still enabling an illustration of the system.

With the TAT and COMPS system both de�ned, we can see what the student's

Allais choice looks like within the framework, and how a judgment is produced:

Student's Allais Performance

Event State-context pair Relevant content of context

Student o�ered choice (s0,m0) a!b ∈ m0;

of lotteries A and B for all other li, lj ∈ L, li?lj ∈ m0

Student chooses A (s1,m1) a > b ∈ m1;

for all other li, lj ∈ L, li?lj ∈ m1

Student o�ered choice (s2,m2) (a > b), (c!d) ∈ m2;

of lotteries C and D for all other li, lj ∈ L, li?lj ∈ m2

Student chooses D (s3,m3) (a > b), (c > d) ∈ m3;

for all other li, lj ∈ L, li?lj ∈ m3

We can then look at the rationality assessment for each move. It is easy

to see that Iax11(s,m, s′,m′) = Iax12(s,m, s′,m′) = Iax14(s,m, s′,m′) = 1 for

(s,m, s′,m′) = (s0,m0, s1,m1) or (s1,m1, s2,m2) or (s2,m2, s3,m3). Iax13(s0,m0, s1,m1) =

Iax13
(s1,m1, s2,m2) = 1 too, as the conditions for a failure have not been met.

But Iax13
(s2,m2, s3,m3) = 0 due to the content of m3, as speci�ed in the chart

above. Therefore τAx1
(s0,m0, s1,m1) = minax1j∈Ax1

[Iax1j
(s0,m0, s1,m1)] = 1

and similarly τAx1(s1,m1, s2,m2) = minax1j∈Ax1 [Iax1j (s1,m1, s2,m2)] = 1, but

τAx1(s2,m2, s3,m3) = minax1j∈Ax1 [Iax1j (s2,m2, s3,m3)] = 0. In other words, the

�rst two state-context changes are rational according to T1, but the third (and �nal)

change is irrational. This �ts with how the theory is applied elsewhere, as there

is nothing irrational about preferring lottery A to lottery B in and of itself, but

rather the pattern observed once both choices have been made violates the theory.

4.4.3. Ecological Rationality. Recall that ecological rationality evaluates

the goodness of processes with respect to contexts in a comparative way, based

on how �fast, frugal and accurate� a given process is in a given context. Hence

processes are ECO's basic unit of judgment, and they must be de�ned �rst.

Definition 9. ϕ is a process

ϕ is a method for accomplishing some task, i.e. for generating some appro-

priate output in response to an input. The intention, however, is for ϕ to be a
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rather informal speci�cation that gives the basic method but not the details of

how it should be carried out or implemented. For example, ϕ could be the utility

maximization process �calculate the expected utilities of each available gamble and

choose the gamble with the greatest utility�; this speci�es what should be done at

a general level, but does not include details such as how the calculations are to be

performed, where the values come from, and so forth. Alternatively, ϕ could be

a heuristic such as take-the-best (3.3.2) or the Priority Heuristic (described in the

example below (4.4.4)) expressed in plain English. In this sense, ϕ is basically a

marker that references processes de�ned outside of COMPS.

Definition 10. Aϕ is an algorithm that implements the process ϕ.

The di�erence between a process and its algorithm is that the algorithm is

a precise speci�cation of a set of steps taken to implement it. For instance, an

algorithm for the priority heuristic might be a computer program written in Java

that inputs lotteries and outputs choices between those lotteries in accordance with

the heuristic. The reason for distinguishing processes from their implementation

as algorithms is that there may be multiple ways to implement a given process:

algorithms could be produced using di�erent computer languages or (importantly

for the application to rationality) the language of the brain in terms of what neurons

�re or which modules are activated; within a language, there may be multiple

ways of formalizing the same process (as when a beginner and an expert write

computer programs that calculate the same thing, but the beginner's is twice as

long). This matters because speed and e�ciency are important criteria of evaluation

for processes according to ECO, and TATs may take them into account as well

(in their own way, as noted in Chapter 3). If a process is multiply realizable by

algorithms that vary in terms of speed and e�ciency, then distinguishing processes

from algorithms safeguards against inappropriately judging that process according

to implementation-dependent features. This will prove an important point in the

next section's example.

Definition 11. Aϕ : S ×M× S ×M → P([0, 1]) is the probability function

associated with algorithm Aϕ.

Most importantly for COMPS, the Aϕ function gives the interval probability of

any given output state-context pair resulting from the implementation of algorithm

Aϕ in a given initial state and context. The function assigns interval probabilities

just as µ does, to accommodate uncertainty regarding the particular probability

of any given outcome world. As with µ, this function should be required to have

the features necessary for it to be a probability function, in that given any initial

pair (s,m), the output of Aϕ(s,m, ·, ·) should be a set of coherent probabilities over

the s′ ∈ S and m′ ∈ M given a notion of coherence appropriate for non-classical

probability.
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Definition 12. An ecological unit is a tuple U = (P,Aϕ, (S,M)) where P is

problem, Aϕ is an algorithm for a process ϕ , S ⊆ S, and M ⊆M. Call the set of

all such units U .

The units are what ECO evaluates. It compares (implementations of) pro-

cesses with respect to contexts, and this requires some valuation for making the

comparisons, which is provided by the problem.

Definition 13. Ecological rationality, then, is a relation ≥ER such that for

any two tuples U = (P,Aϕ, (S,M)) and U ′ = (P ′, Aϕ
′
, (S′,M ′)):

� It is not assumed that either U ≥ER U ′ or U ′ ≥ER U .
� However, if P = P ′ and (S,M) = (S′,M ′), then either U ≥ER U ′ or U ′ ≥ER

U .

� ≥ER is transitive and re�exive.

We will abbreviate as usual so that:

� U ∼ER U ′ indicates that U ≥ER U ′ and U ′ ≥ER U .
� U >ER U

′ indicates that U ≥ER U ′ but not U ′ ≥ER U .
The interpretation of this relation is that U ≥ER U ′ whenever the application of

algorithm Aϕ to problem P in contexts m ∈M (given s ∈ S) is at least as
ecologically rational as the application of Aϕ

′
to P ′ in m′ ∈M ′ (given s′ ∈ S′).

When will this be the case, i.e. what further conditions characterize the relation

that captures the judgments ECO actually makes? Ecological rationality is

intended to capture how well a process performs on multiple dimensions, in

particular accuracy, speed, and �frugality�:

Definition 14. Where P (s∗,m∗) = v∗, let accuracy be a function α : U →
R such that α(P,Aϕ, (s∗,m∗)) =

´ s∈S ´m∈M
[v∗(s,m) · Aϕ(s∗,m∗, s,m)]. Then

α(P,Aϕ, (S∗,M∗)) is the expected value of the α(P,Aϕ, (s∗,m∗) for s∗ ∈ S∗, m∗ ∈
M∗.

Since accuracy is never really explained but seems to correspond to something

neutral like utility maximization, α gives the expected value of performing Aϕ at

(s∗,m∗), according to the valuation v∗ indicated by the problem. The accuracy

for subspaces of S andM is the expected accuracy over the subspace, using some

appropriate measure of expectation, for example the simple average if S∗ and M∗

have �nite cardinality, or the probability-weighted average if there are di�erent

probabilities associated with the s∗ and m∗.

Definition 15. Let speed be a function β such that β : U → (Z\Z+).

Without committing to a particular metric at this time, an example of a speed

function would be one that returned (−1·(the algorithm's expected run-time in sec-

onds given the initial state-context pair)). Speed could alternatively be a function
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of the number of discrete steps in the algorithm, the algorithm's complexity (in-

ferring that increasing complexity uniformly increases the time it takes to run), or

the number of time-steps the system takes from start to �nish of the algorithm.

Definition 16. Similarly, let γ : U → Q be the function measuring e�ciency.

Informally, we might take the aggregate of the pieces of data looked up or used

and de�ne e�ciency as their usefulness divided by their quantity. So, e�ciency

measures how much value (information) is extracted per unit taken up. Again, a

particular metric for e�ciency need not be chosen for our present purposes. �Fru-

gality� could alternatively be understood as simply the number of pieces of data

used (or ignored) by the algorithm, which would yield a di�erent kind of metric;

this is perhaps even closer to what ECO researchers have in mind, and so this

path is taken in the example below. However, such a metric might correspond

closely to speed, and the �rst way of measuring e�ciency would help to distinguish

them, while retaining agreement with the intuition that, ceteris paribus, the fewer

pieces of data used, the better. It also captures the intuition that the usefulness

or relevance of a given piece of data can overshadow its quantity; for example, an

algorithm that uses only one piece of data is arguably less frugal than an algorithm

that uses two, if that one piece carries a very small amount of information, while

the other algorithm's two pieces are both highly informative.

A possible downside to the e�ciency interpretation is that e�ciency may not be

independent of accuracy, since more useful information would be expected to result

in greater accuracy. E�ciency may be distinguished from speed at the expense of

a di�erent dependency. Yet the apparent entanglement of these three criteria may

prove a boon as reducing the three criteria to the single criterion of e�ciency would

simplify ECO judgments considerably, and this prospect is promising.

4.4.4. Example: ecological rationality on the Allais paradox . In 4.4.2,

the Allais Paradox was used to illustrate how TATs function and how that func-

tioning may be represented in COMPS. As ECO directly addresses this paradox

too, the heuristic that it has put forth to explain the paradox � the Priority Heuris-

tic (PH) � will serve as the basis for the example of how ECO evaluations may

be represented in the framework. As a reminder, the Allais Paradox refers to a

particular pattern of responses to a sequence of choices between lotteries that is

both exceedingly common and incompatible with expected utility maximization.

The choice pattern violates the independence axiom of von-Neumann-Morgenstern

EUT and thus is irrational according to that theory. ECO, as we have seen, goes

about evaluating choices in quite a di�erent way; instead of seeing whether ob-

served choices violate any axioms (and hence provably fail to maximize any utility
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function), ECO is concerned with the process according to which the choice is pro-

duced. Speci�cally, it asks how well that process can be expected to perform in its

context of application.

ECO cannot produce any rationality judgment, then, without identifying a

process, and its judgment of observed behavior will only be valid if it correctly

identi�es the process used. ECO has something to say about the Allais Paradox

in particular, therefore, because Eduard Brandstätter et al. have developed and

studied a heuristic that they argue provides a compelling explanation for many

observed patterns in lottery choice, including predicting the paradoxical Allais pat-

tern [23]. The version of the heuristic that would apply to the Allais choices is a

method of deciding between two lotteries, each of which may have three or more

possible outcomes.

The PH has three components: a priority rule, which orders the �reasons� used

by the heuristic; a stopping rule, which says when the heuristic stops going through

those reasons; and a decision rule, which says how a choice is made once the stopping

rule has been applied. The reasons used by the PH, in order of priority, are the

minimum gain o�ered by each lottery, the probability of getting that minimum

gain, the maximum gain, and the probability of getting that maximum gain. The

stopping rule gives the condition for stopping search for each of the reasons: search

stops if the gains di�er by 10% or more of the maximum gain (for the reasons that

look at gains), and if the probabilities di�er by 10% or more of the probability scale

(for the reasons that look at probabilities of gains). In the decision phase, which

comes into play once the stopping rule is applied, the lottery chosen is that which

has the better gain or probability according to the last reason looked at.

To illustrate, consider lotteries A and B in the Allais situation. The minimum

gain of A is $1 million (since this lottery pays $1 million for sure), while the mini-

mum gain of B is $0. B pays a maximum of $5 million, so the di�erence between

the two minima exceeds 10% of the maximum ($1 million is 20% of $5 million);

the stopping rule is activated, and lottery A is chosen because its minimum gain is

better. Next consider lotteries C and D. For both, the minimum gain is $0, so the

di�erence does not exceed 10% of the maximum. The probabilities of the minimum

gain di�er only very slightly, and so their di�erence does not exceed 10% of the

probability scale. The maximum gains, $1 million and $5 million, do di�er by more

than 10% of $5 million, so for this pair of lotteries the stopping rule is activated on

the third reason, and decision is in favor of lottery D. In this way, the PH produces

the modal choice pattern in the Allais situation.

It must be noted that Brandstätter et al.'s focus in their paper is quite di�erent

from that here; they argue that it is a superior explanation for a range of observed

human behavior, while the question taken up here is how to assess its normativity.
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ECO maintains that ecological rationality has normative power, and the implica-

tion of their broader work and philosophical expositions is that because the PH is

a heuristic it will be faster and more frugal than alternative methods of choosing

between lotteries and hence more ecologically rational than many available alterna-

tives as long as it is reasonably accurate. This argument is not made explicitly in

the paper, though, and explicating it will require quite a bit of interpretation and

�lling in of details.

To represent the Allais problem in COMPS and show how ECO could go on

to normatively evaluate this heuristic, we �rst need a COMPS system. Let's begin

with the system COMPSEUT = (S,M,L, µ) de�ned in the earlier example (4.4.2),

and modify it as needed; this is a very simple system representing how entity E, the

student's mind, interacts with a learning context in which certain lottery choices

are presented. Recall that in COMPSEUT , L is a generic set of mental properties,

S is a generic measurable subspace of SL,M is the set of maximally consistent sets

of sentences in the logical language de�ned to describe the status of lottery pairs

(choice unposed, posed, made, or failed), and µ constrains the dynamics so that

for each pair of lotteries, their status potentially moves from unposed to posed to

either decided or failed, without jumps or reverse movement.

ECO's rationality judgments are represented in COMPS via the relation ≥ER
comparing problems, processes, and sets of states and contexts comprising �ecologi-

cal units.� The idea behind the sets of states and contexts is that they characterize

the situations in which the process is to be applied, and with respect to which its

performance is to be measured. Since COMPSEUT was de�ned with the Allais

problem in mind, we can start by setting S1 = S and M1 =M in the �rst ecologi-

cal unit we will consider, U1 = (P1, A
ϕ1 , (S1,M1)). Let ϕ1 be the PH as described

above. Aϕ1 is an algorithm implementing the PH. Which algorithm? Presumably

the relevant implementation of the heuristic for the purposes of rationality assess-

ments is the implementation in E, the mind, but in simulated tests of the heuristic

computers are obviously used. For now, I follow suit and let Aϕ1 represent the

algorithm ECO uses to simulate the PH in its comparisons with other processes.

The most di�cult component of U1 to pin down will be the problem, P1. Recall

that the problem assigns valuations to state-context pairs, while the valuations

themselves measure the goodness of such pairs. These valuations are important for

ECO because the accuracy of a process is de�ned via the valuation of the resultant

states. As noted above, ABC's focus in studying the PH is its predictive accuracy,

not its normative accuracy, and the question of what makes a lottery choice better

than another is not discussed. The meaning of accuracy is obvious when dealing

with the recognition heuristic, for example, because there is an objectively correct

answer against which the heuristic's inferences may be checked, but for preferential

choice situations generally there is no such clear interpretation.
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The most straightforward interpretation is to identify value with dollar expec-

tation, so that the correct answer is a simple matter of arithmetic. This might

appeal to the ECO camp as a �rst approximation because it avoids speculation

about what goes on inside of people's heads and the assumption that there are

�real� preferences that provide a better measure of accuracy. The di�culties with

this approach are as unavoidable as they are familiar, however; the St. Petersburg

paradox showed �rst what abundant experimental data as well as intuition con�rm,

that people really do have preferences of some sort such that all dollars are not val-

ued equally. In fact, my personal preferential comparison of two lotteries may be

radically di�erent from the arithemetical comparison of their expected values, and

furthermore there seems to be no argument that this is at all a problem from the

perspective of rationality. So while it might be an acceptable approximation in

some contexts to set P1 such that the value of all state-context pairs is their ex-

pected dollar value, this is probably best avoided. Especially in the Allais situation,

where the sums of money involved are very large, it just won't do to pretend that

$5 millon is �ve times as good as $1 million.

If P1 won't associate all worlds with the valuation equating (expected) dollars

with goodness, then the valuations must be subjective instead; at least it seems

that they must be derived from facts or inferences about how much people actually

value di�erent amounts of money, relatively speaking. This gets at the point made

in Chapter 3 that the most obvious and unobjectionable way to spell out what is

meant by accuracy will end up falling back on something like the utility functions

used in expected utility theory, mathematical representations of preference. This

may be unfortunate from ECO's perspective because utility functions are invisible

theoretical entities, and the approach seeks to avoid making classical assumptions

such as the existence of complete and stable preference orderings that are revealed

by choice; even the classical theories avoid having to specify such orderings by

testing rationality via observed choices and axioms. COMPS actually suggests an

appealing compromise for ECO, however: as each time point or world is modeled

as a pair consisting of a mental state and an external context, the problem can

select a valuation which values each resultant world according to both the expected

dollar amount associated with the context and properties of the agent's mental

state bearing on the agent's local preferences between certain dollar amounts. In

this way, subjective preference information can be encoded, but no particularly

strong claims must be made to the e�ect that there is anything complete or stable

about those preferences.

While the internal nature of the preferences may make it harder to apply the

theory and render ECO judgments about choices, several points may be made in

defense of this route. For one, it seems clear that agents' personal preferences be-

tween dollar amounts is extremely relevant to how good their lottery choices are.
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Secondly, it need not be incredibly di�cult to elicit su�cient information about

said preferences to evaluate processes the agent might use in order to advise them

about the e�cacy of those processes. Note that ECO may be used in multiple

ways. Theorists might use it to evaluate the performance of processes that the

agent (or potential agents) could use, in which case there are two subcases: They

might test the performance of processes under a range of plausible preferences; this

could easily be done with simulations, and there is a wealth of empirical data that

could be used to guage plausibility of di�erent preferences. If dealing with a partic-

ular agent, they might ask some questions in order to start estimating preferences.

If this seems redundant with asking for choices between actual lottery pairs, recall

that the Allais options initially �fooled� many professional expected utility theorists,

who then revised their choices upon further re�ection. An independent elicitation

of preferences is not impossible (and if it is thought impossible because preference is

simply revealed by choice, then it's not clear what purpose the present evaluation

serves because choices can never be inferior). In the other subcase, an individ-

ual agent attempts to use ECO's analysis to determine what process to use when

choosing between lotteries. In this case, the agent could �rst introspect about the

relative subjective values of di�erent dollar amounts, and then use that information

as inputs when checking how closely di�erent heuristics would approximate those

preferences, say. As ECO's evaluation tries to get at the expected performance of

di�erent processes, again, these activities need not be redundant.

With this in mind, let's de�ne P1 : S×M→ V such that for all s ∈ S1, m ∈M1,

P1(s,m) = v1, where v1 evaluates all pairs (s,m) according to what is essentially

the expected utility of the lottery chosen in m according to the preferences encoded

in s. The initial COMPS system will need to be revised a bit in order to make

this precise, but �rst the informal idea requires further defense because there is a

question of at what stage in the calculation the utilities of the dollar values should

be taken into account. The idea here is that for a lottery o�ering winnings of X

with probability p, and Y with probability (1 − p), we may get di�erent values

if we apply a utility function u separately to each possible gain (thus calculating

p·u(X)+(1−p)·u(Y )) or instead apply u at the end (calculating u(p·X+(1−p)·Y )).

In fact, the supposition that the latter is greater is similar to one way of expressing

the phenomenon of risk aversion: people tend to prefer the expectation of a gamble

for sure to the gamble itself (at least in the domain of gains), indicating that the

risk itself is dispreferred. The question can be pushed further still: if what we care

about is the agent's long-run welfare, should the utility function be applied to the

�nal, long-run expected earnings if a process is used to choose between gambles over

an extended period of time? There may be arguments for doing this, but there are a

few arguments for applying the utility function at the earliest juncture. For one, it

seems presumptive, even paternalistic to apply it late, with the implication that the
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agent's own preferences only matter with respect to some theoretical future self that

experiences the sum of all earlier choices. If I win $5 now, I care about how much I

like that outcome relative to others, and it seems reasonable to maintain that agents

are entitled to care in this way. Additionally, the situation we are trying to model �

as is normal for both TATs and ECO � is a circumscribed one; the question is what

agents should do with respect to the local problem of choosing between lotteries.

Although we won't get as far as modeling the actual determination of the lotteries

(and it is a strange feature of this problem that despite all the attention paid to the

choices, nobody ever supposes that the lotteries ever would be played out), we are

operating under the �ctive hypothesis that agents are making meaningful choices

and that they will actually get to play the lottery they choose. When a lottery

is played in this way, agents recieve one of the possible outcomes rather than the

expectation, and so it makes sense that we should consider their relative preferences

for the particular potential outcomes. In what follows, therefore, this �rst method

will be used to calculate the expected utilities of the state-context pairs.

These calculations depend on preferences encoded in the mental states, and

so we must encode these. First, L′ will be the set of mental properties, and for

the purposes of this example each property ln will correspond to the utility of n

dollars: so let L′ = {l1, l2, ..., l109}, so that the properties ln form the Euclidean

space R109

. Each mental state s, then, is a vector specifying the positive real-valued

utility of each dollar amount between $1 and $1 billion, and so let S ′ ⊆ R109

such

that 0 ∈ S ′.
To avoid unnecessarily assuming that people have speci�c preferences for each

dollar increment in this range, properties may have value 0; however we should

impose a weak constraint, that if two dollar amounts i and j do have speci�c

non-zero utilities associated with them, then the greater dollar amount must have

greater utility. This translates into the requirement that for all s ∈ S ′ and all

i < j ≤ 109 ∈ N+, 0 < π(s, i) < π(s, j) unless either π(s, i) = 0 or π(s, j) = 0,

where π(s, n) is the n'th projection of s. So for example, if i = 10 and j = 20,

then π(s, i) is the real-valued utility associated with $10, while π(s, j) is the utility

associated with $20. Now, it may be that one or both of these projections evaluates

to 0, because the agent doesn't have any active preference for $10 or $20. However,

in the event that there are active preferences for both dollar values, then $20 must

have a higher utility associated with it than does $10 (maybe π(s, 10) = 10 and

π(s, 20) = 15).

Valuation v1 : S ′ ×M → R is then de�ned as follows: First recall that each

m ∈M is a maximally consistent set of formulae, some of which may take the form

li > lj ; recall also that each letter l ∈ L represents a lottery in {A,B,C,D}, and
let l̂ be the lottery represented by l. Then de�ne chosenm = {l̂ ∈ {A,B,C,D}|(l >
l′) ∈ m, for some l′}. Each lottery l̂ can itself be represented by a sequence
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Ol̂ = (o1, ..., on) of outcomes and another sequence Pl̂ = (p1, ..., pn) of probabilities

associated with those outcomes. Then for any s ∈ S ′ and m ∈ M, v1(s,m) =

Σ
l̂∈chosenm

( Σ
on∈Ol̂

(π(s, on) · pn)).

State-context pairs are evaluated according to the preferences expressed by the

state and the choice expressed by the context, but it is not required that every

possible outcome have a strength of preference encoded in every mental state. It

seems necessary and reasonable, however, to require that people have some kind of

preferences regarding the outcomes actually on the table at the time they are pre-

sented with, and make, choices. This is achieved by placing additional constraints

on the dynamics of the system, i.e. by modifying µ. Therefore de�ne µ′ to inherit

all of the constraints of the original µ, and add the following:

• for any i, j, s, s′ ∈ S ′ and m,m′ ∈ M, if m 6∈ M?
ij ∩M?

ji and for any

o ∈ Ol̂i ∪Ol̂j , π(s′, o) = 0, then µ′(s,m, s′,m′) = 0

This constraint says that there is zero-probability associated with a transition in

which two lotteries have been posed for choice (or this query responded to) in the

�rst state-context pair, but in the second the agent has not registered a preference

regarding some possible outcome of one of the available lotteries. For this situation

to have zero-probability means that the system requires agents to have preferences

over any outcomes that have been explicitly introduced as possibilities for consider-

ation, which in turn ensures that all possible outcomes will register some value for

the agent according to the valuation v1. It could be the case that at the time the

choice is initially posed the agent's mind does not include any particular preferences

relevant to the choice problem, but at the next time point the agent must have such

preferences. This is an example of one of the phenomena that SCOP was originally

intended to capture, where contexts can in�uence states.

Given these modi�cations, let COMPSECO = (S ′,M,L′, µ′), whereM is as in

COMPSEUT . The other de�nitions pertaining to this example should be updated

accordingly, to use the new S ′ and L′. The ecological unit under consideration,

again, is U1 = (P1, A
ϕ1 , S1,M1), which is basically the PH coupled with the Allais

situation under the assumption that the agent's goal is to gain utility as de�ned

above. This unit is what ECO needs to evaluate from the perspective of normative

rationality. This assessment will be based on the three criteria of accuracy (α),

speed (β), and �frugality� (γ).

A de�nition of α was already furnished above: α(P,Aϕ, (s∗,m∗)) =
´ s∈S ´m∈M

[v∗(s,m)·
Aϕ(s∗,m∗, s,m)], and then the accuracy over sets S and M is the average of the

accuracy for the individual states and contexts by some suitable de�nition of the

average. Note that the unit U1 currently under consideration does have the full

space of admissible preferences in it's range, and recall the multiple ways of using

this sort of analysis as discussed above: ECO might want to test the performance

of a range of plausible preferences, or an individual might use the analysis to see
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how good of a short cut the heuristic is for their own purposes. To keep things sim-

ple and because individuals might have all kinds of di�erent preferences such that

the heuristic might do well for one person but poorly for another, let us illustrate

the second use of the analysis and try to test the heuristic from the �rst-person

perspective, for a particular set of preferences. Furthermore, we shall assume that

the agent in question has thought quite a bit about lottery choice and has stable

preferences regarding all of the outcomes that could arise from any of the lotteries

in M. Speci�cally, the agent's mental state is represented by a particular point

s∗ ∈ S1 such that π(s∗, 106) = 10 and π(s∗, 5 ·106) = 13. These two elements of the

vector are the only ones that matter for the COMPS system under consideration,

and (as will be familiar from traditional EUT) the scale of the numbers used to

represent utility is irrelevant, as only their relative values are signi�cant.

Then we are interested in evaluating the unit U ′1 = (P1, A
ϕ1 , s∗,M1), and it's α

value will be the average of
´ s∈S ´m∈M

[v∗(s,m)·Aϕ(s∗,m∗, s,m)] for them∗ ∈M1

in which the PH might be applied. Naturally, we need to look at the heuristic's

performance to see what results it will produce and their relative frequencies. In a

more complicated situation this might be done with a computer, but in this case

it is straightforward to calculate everything needed by hand. As it is assumed

that the relevant features of the mental state are stable throughout, we need not

pay attention to which s ∈ S result from any application of the heuristic; only the

lottery choice matters. It is important to notice that the result of these calculations

will be highly dependent on what is supposed about the situation we are modeling.

Of course, in the usual Allais scenario the same lottery pairs are always o�ered

in the same order, and we could have included additional constraints in µ and µ′

to specify that this would be the case. It seems more worthwhile to use a more

permissive version of the problem for the purposes of analysis, though, and suppose

that lottery pairs are o�ered at random. We therefore leave M1 in place and test

the performance of the heuristic on the assumption that all contexts are equally

likely to occur. As an additional simplifying assumption � again given that the

utility numbers are fairly arbitrary, their relative values are what matters, and that

we only need be consistent in our treatment of the problem across compared units

� we will ignore the fact that contexts might include multiple comparisons between

lotteries and only look at each possible choice once. The possibilities are then as

shown in the table below:
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Priority Heuristic on all possible pairs of Allais lotteries

Pair Heuristic choice Number of Steps

1. A vs. B A 1

2. A vs. C A 1

3. A vs. D A 1

4. B vs. C B 2

5. B vs. D B 2

6. C vs. D D 3

Given the preferences expressed in s∗, the value of a state in which A is chosen

is π(s∗, 106) = 10, the value of B is π(s∗, 106)·.89+π(s∗, 5·106) = 10·.89+13·.10 =

10.2, and by the same method the value of C is 1.1 and the value of D is 1.3; the

second two lotteries are worth much less because they pay nothing most of the

time. The accuracy (or expected value) of the PH is then found by weighting

these values with the probability of their corresponding lottery being chosen by

the heuristic given that each pair has an equal probability of being proposed. So

α(U ′1) = 3
6 ·10+

2
6 ·10.2+

1
6 ·1.3 = 8.65; lottery C is never chosen by the heuristic.

Frugality, the function γ : U → Q, is also straightforward to de�ne given the

table above. Again, when discussing the PH and its virtues, Brandstätter et al.

have a somewhat di�erent purpose from ours, and it is important not to forget this

di�erence; nonetheless, the authors' comments regarding their preferred de�nition

of frugality �as the proportion of pieces of information that a model ignores when

making a decision� [23] are suggestive of how they would de�ne it for the present

purposes. While they are concerned with their heuristic as a predictive model,

frugality of models ought be analagous to frugality of decision processes in this

case.

It is important to note that the question of how much information a process

uses or ignores pertains solely to what we might call the active decision phase, in

contrast to the initial scanning phase in which the agent quickly reads through all

of the options in their entirety. So to say that the PH uses only a fraction of the

available information in no way implies that the agent is completely unaware of

the information that the process ignores. This is fair for several reasons. First, it

is reasonable to assume that, especially when the total amount of information is

not enormous and can be read very quickly, all agents will automatically scan all

of the options before using whatever process they use to make a choice. Thus this

scanning phase is the same for all processes, and can be ignored when comparing

them. Furthermore, this scanning phase is part of a preliminary or meta-process by

which the agent('s brain) selects the lower-level process (such as the PH) that will

ultimately be used for choice. This makes it important to separate the scanning-

and-process-selecting phase from the application of the process itself. In fact, we

will see that this phase plays an important role in the deeper analysis of the PH
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in 5.1.2. On top of this, I make the assumption that the agent does not need

to re-review the scanned information to identify minimums, maximums, and so

forth when these are used for choice, but rather can recognize them as such. Easy

recognition in this manner would be facilitated by the fact that these lotteries tend

to be represented with the outcomes ordered from greatest to smallest, so that for

example the maximum outcome will tend to be on the left. (This is true of all

two-outcome gambles, though not for the three-outcome Allais lottery B.)

We will de�ne frugality, then, as the pieces of information ignored by a heuristic

over the total information available for a given choice. Counting each outcome and

each probability as one piece, the information available will therefore vary with

the choice; lottery A has only two pieces of information, while B has six, etc.

The information counted as used by the heuristic will be the number of pieces it

actually explicitly calculates or compares with, which will be the sum of such pieces

used in each step taken by the heuristic. For the purposes of counting, redundant

information will not be counted, so that (for example) when A is compared to C, we

only count 2 pieces as being used because A's $1M can serve as both A's minimum

and the overall maximum; this follows from the previous assumption that after the

scanning phase agents can easily recognize minima and maxima. If one is unhappy

with this justi�cation, we can say instead that the agent need only look at the

$1M in A and in C to see that they are the same, at which point C's minimum is

irrelevant because A ensures the maximum, so again 2 pieces of information need to

be compared. Similarly, when two outcomes share the same minimum we will count

step 1 as using only 2 pieces, since when the minima are equal their relationship

to the maximum is irrelevant and that information will be ignored. At any rate,

nothing in the current analysis really turns on our method of counting, and the

calculation is intended primarily to illustrate how ECO might be represented.

Priority Heuristic on all possible pairs of Allais lotteries

Pair Info Available Number of Steps Info used (Ignored)

1. A vs. B 2+6=8 1 3 (5)

2. A vs. C 2+4=6 1 2 (4)

3. A vs. D 2+4=6 1 3 (3)

4. B vs. C 6+4=10 2 2+2=4 (6)

5. B vs. D 6+4=10 2 2+2=4 (6)

6. C vs. D 4+4=8 3 2+3+2=7 (1)

We can then use the same method used to calculate accuracy to measure frugality �

weighing the individual frugality measures with their relative frequencies � so that

γ(U ′1) = 5
8 + 4

6 + 3
6 + 2 · 6

10 + 1
8 = 3.116. In other words, on average, the heuristic

will ignore a bit less than a third of the available information.
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As an aside, let us remark that all of the probabilities used in these calcula-

tions are objective, and justi�edly treated as such. Within each lottery, the precise

probability of each possible outcome is given; the situation is one of risk, not uncer-

tainty or ambiguity. The probability weights associated with each outcome of the

heuristic are also objective, because they are calculated directly from the heuristic

itself, given what we assume about the problem. The probabilities within the lot-

teries could be subjective instead, if they were not given directly to the agent as

part of the choice problems. In this case, the agent's subjective probabilities would

be read o� from their mental state just as the preferences for money are in this

example. The probability weights for the outcomes of the process itself, however,

cannot be subjective in this way because the evaluation of the process depends on

the process' expected performance being calcuable. An agent using this method to

evaluate di�erent processes on their own could supply their own weights given the

information available to them, but then their evaluations would essentially assume

these probabilities to be correct, and would not be valid otherwise.

The remaining criterion for assessing U ′1 is β, the speed of the heuristic. This

particular criterion illustrates an important feature of ECO judgments, their sensi-

tivity to the implementation of the process. Earlier I speci�ed that we would take

Aϕ1 to be the computer program implementation of the PH, as used by ECO in

their simulated tests of the heuristic. The speed of the algorithm implemented by

a computer will di�er from the speed of an algorithm implemented by the brain,

though, and furthermore what seems to be the same PH might take quite di�erent

amounts of time depending on how the brain implements it. In particular, we might

envision this heuristic being used by people in two di�erent ways. The �rst is the

unconscious and automatic use of the heuristic by people who know nothing about

it and could not give an accurate account of how their choices in an Allais situation

were produced. This is probably the kind of use the authors have in mind when

discussing the heuristic because they focus on its predictive accuracy and the rea-

sons why it o�ers a compelling explanation for observed choices (it predicts a range

of phenomena, there is independent evidence for the ordering of reasons, etc.). The

second use of the heuristic is the more deliberate use by agents who explicitly go

through the calculations, perhaps because they have been taught to use it; I can

attest that this second use is much slower, especially since it involves the use of the

precise thresholds given in the stopping rules, whereas people's unconscious use of

the heuristic is probably fuzzier and more intuitive, probably less true to ABC's

de�nition of the process.

The most important requirement for the purposes of normative assessment is

to compare apples to apples; when comparing processes, we must compare imple-

mentations of the same type, or at least the relevant di�erent types if (for example)
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we want to know whether it is worth replacing an unconsciously-applied heuris-

tic with a di�erent one which would be taught and applied deliberately. It would

be unfair and misleading to compare a computer implementation with a human

one absent reason to believe that the processing times are similar. It is also not

obvious to what extent we can extrapolate from relative speed assessments in com-

puter implementations to brain implementations. The expectation of signi�cant

speed di�erences between implementations speaks more generally to the fact that

we need to be explicit about not just the processes under consideration but the

particular implementation that is of interest.

In the case of the PH and normative rationality, it is pretty clear that we care

about the human implementation, but much less clear whether the primary interest

is its automatic use or its deliberate use, i.e. whether the point is to teach people the

heuristic or to learn whether their current use of it ought be discouraged. It seems

a reasonable inference from the literature to take the �rst normative question to be

whether people already using the heuristic ought do something else; this directly

gets at the critical question of whether the typical Allais choice pattern is indeed

normatively problematic, or if instead it can be justi�ed as the product of a gener-

ally well-performing heuristic. The automatic implementation of the PH would be

relatively quick: if Aϕ1 is a computer implementation, A′ϕ1 is the unconscious brain

implementation, and A′′ϕ1 is the deliberate brain implementation, and supposing

that U ′1, U
′′
1 , and U

′′′
1 are their respective ecological units (with α and γ unchanged

between them), then let's assume that β(U ′1) > β(U ′′1 ) > β(U ′′′1 ). In words, the

computer implementation is fastest while the deliberate brain implementation is

slowest, but even if the speed di�erence between computers and automatic brain

processes turns out to be below the threshold of concern for us, it won't matter

much because there is no practical reason to compare the computer with the brain.

The key observation is just that the automatic implementation would be very fast,

and the deliberate implementation pretty slow.

Although we have now provided plausible measures for the PH for all the criteria

that ECO judgments depend on, ECO still cannot produce a rationality judgment

because its judgments are comparative; ECO will not look at α, β, and γ for

U ′′1 and simply pronounce it rational because the question is how well it performs

relative to other candidates. For the purposes of this example, let's just compare U ′′1
to a �magic 8-ball� process ϕ2 that perfectly selects the lottery with the greatest

expected utility (as de�ned within this example) without doing any work. We

remain within COMPSECO, and compare U ′′1 with U2 = (P1, A
ϕ2 , s∗,M1), in which

all components are as in U ′′1 except that Aϕ2 is an unconscious brain implementation

of the 8-ball process. This is the right unit for comparison because again, useful

comparisons compare apples to apples; we want to know which process is more

ecologically rational given the particular problem and context at hand.
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It ought turn out that U2 >ER U
′′
1 , and the de�nitions of the criteria bear this

out. The expected utilities of the lotteries are already calculated above given the

preferences expressed by s∗, so we only need to re-calculate the criterion values

using the expected behavior of 8-ball:

Magic 8-ball on all possible pairs of Allais lotteries

Pair Heuristic choice Number of Steps

1. A vs. B B 0

2. A vs. C A 0

3. A vs. D A 0

4. B vs. C B 0

5. B vs. D B 0

6. C vs. D D 0

The only behavioral di�erence between the two processes is that 8-ball chooses

B over A. Accordingly, α(U2) = 2
6 ·10+

3
6 ·10.2+

1
6 ·1.3 = 8.7, somewhat higher than

the accuracy for the PH. As ϕ2 is a magic process that looks up no information, it

is perfectly frugal: γ(U2) = 1 > γ(U ′′1 ). Similarly, although the PH is fast, β(U2) >

β(U ′′1 ) � 8-ball is instantaneous. Although we have not given a full explication of

when the >ER relation holds between two ecological units, it is quite clear from

this that it must be the case that U2 >ER U
′′
1 : in the standard terminology we say

that the 8-ball unit dominates the PH unit because the former is better according

to all criteria. Basic dominance principles will be stated in Chapter 5, but their

application here should be uncontroversial.

Then the magic 8-ball process is faster, more frugal, and more accurate than

the PH in this context, and so it is better by ECO's standards of normative ra-

tionality. 8-ball is normatively irrelevant, though, since it is not actually available

for people to use; it is helpful to consider it here because it enables us to illustrate

how a decisive claim about relative ecological rationality would be made, but gen-

erating more useful claims from ECO requires the consideration of more practical

processes. An obvious contender is the process version of EUT, in which the agent

simply estimates expected utility for each lottery. Bringing this process into the

evaluation here is too complicated for present purposes, but it will be addressed in

the discussion below and help to motivate the work of the next chapter.

4.5. Discussion

The purpose of this chapter was to build on the informal analysis and arguments

in Chapter 3 � with the main conclusion that there is much more consensus between

ECO and the TAA than is generally recognized � mainly by formalizing the two

approaches within a common framework that forces us to state each approach's key

claims very precisely, and thereby achieve greater understanding of the connections
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between them. With the COMPS framework laid out and each approach de�ned

within it, including very instructive examples, we may make several observations

that point towards the next steps for the project.

First, COMPS provides a wide-open playground for studying these theories; it

captures a very simple structure while leaving room to de�ne whatever additional

concepts are necessary, and to try out di�erent variations and suppositions. It is

especially important to have this space because the task of clearly and accurately

de�ning all the components of both approaches to rationality is perhaps surprisingly

di�cult; the ideas may have seemed fairly clear, intuitive, and well-justi�ed from

the informal descriptions in Chapter 3, but the exercises in this chapter have really

forced us to confront the ambiguities in many of the earlier explanations and claims.

For ECO in particular, it seems that we cannot really speak of a normative theory

of ecological rationality absent determinations of the precise meanings of key terms

such as �accuracy� and critical inputs to normative judgments, such as the relative

values of the criteria on which processes are evaluated. COMPS also permits much

to be done beyond the basic examples in this chapter, including studying systems

with broader spaces of states and contexts, more sophisticated interaction between

states and contexts, multiple valuations, wider ranges of lotteries or even other

types of problems that would require additional axiom systems, and so forth.

A primary lesson of this chapter, though, is that even in the simple setting of

the Allais Paradox it can be very di�cult to elucidate the claims of our dominant

theories; in particular, the natures of many critical components ECO judgments

must be liberally extrapolated from a combination of ABC's writing, traditional

theory, and common sense, while it is far simpler to represent EUT's judgments

within the framework. This in itself should not necessarily be surprising, as it was

noted at the outset that TATs have been developed over a much longer period

of time and are quite well understood (at least by those who work with them),

whereas ECO is underspeci�ed in part by virtue of being an emerging contender

and in part due to ABC's tendency to focus energy on the descriptive side of

their program. It is nonetheless striking just how many important components of

ECO's normative judgments must basically be created anew, from the measures

of its guiding criterion of accuracy to the question of how to deal with multiple

possible implementations of processes. Many signi�cant questions have still been

left open. Especially interesting is the extent to which the missing components

seem to be best constructed using tools and arguments that are well known from

the traditional rationality literature, and especially EUT. I pointed out in Chapter 3

that the most plausible interpretation of accuracy seems to correspond to something

like utility maximization, but the Allais example reveals that the debt to traditional

rationality will be very deep indeed as ECO is �eshed out. As I will argue in the

coming chapters, this should not be seen as a misfortune; the goal should be to
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make use of all the tools that have been developed over the years insofar as they

serve important functions and help us to overcome otherwise obstinate problems.

As suggested by the arguments in Chapter 3, this project should be more

compatible with the standing commitments of both approaches than their rhetoric

would suggest, because the disagreements between the views are often more ap-

parent than real. Again, the analysis in this chapter helps us to see this: ECO

borrowed from EUT to solve a number of problems, but where do we see substan-

tial, direct disagreement? The main di�erences between the approaches are that

the TAT (EUT) makes absolute judgments, while ECO's are comparative, and that

ECO evaluates the expected behavior of processes while EUT evaluates observed

behavior. In the case of this second di�erence, though, the examples show that

these di�erent units of evaluation are designed to achieve the same underlying goal:

to discern whether the agent's choices promote satisfaction of their preferences. In

the case of ECO, this is done by asking how well a given process will do at this

task on average, while EUT tests whether it could possibly be achieved by actual

choices. Intuitively ECO's method seems more informative and more helpful to the

individual, since it looks at the agent's actual preferences, delivers directly imple-

mentable results, and ought be more robust to chance and variation in the task

environment. Yet the various worries that arise when representing this method in

COMPS make it easy to see why EUT sticks to observed choices and axioms: we

do not have easy access to internal preferences, and even assuming them, ECO's

evaluation of a process will be highly dependent on particular features of how the

situation of interest is de�ned, from the space of contexts and mental spaces consid-

ered and the constraints placed upon them to the particular measures of accuracy,

speed, and frugality used, as well as how those competing criteria are traded o�

against one another. Thus it seems that the approaches disagree about the best

way of representing a given situation for the purposes of analysis, but not about

what the individuals' goals are or how they might best be achieved from a practical

standpoint.

Regarding the best method for an individual to satisfy their preferences through

their lottery choice, there is a persistent intuition � bolstered here by the analysis

of the magic 8-ball process � that the process of calculating (or estimating) one's

expected utility will be the most accurate, providing a strong argument for the

high normative value of that process. Since value was de�ned for ECO using the

borrowed tools of utility theory, it must be the case that actually doing the utility

calculations yields the best possible lottery choice in every case; in the example, it

performed slightly better than the PH. The question, then, is whether it is a slower

and less frugal process than the PH and other candidates, and if so, whether its

disadvantages on those criteria outweigh its superior accuracy. The EUT process

must be less frugal than the PH because it uses all the available information, but this
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is plausibly of small importance (especially when millions are at stake!). Whether

process-EUT or the PH is faster will depend on their implementations; unconscious

use of the heuristic will surely be faster than pencil-and-paper calculations, but the

deliberate application of the heuristic by someone who has learned it may well be a

bit slower (especially if the agent has also learned to do simple utility calculations).

The ecological rationality relation between these processes will be determined then

by the size of the accuracy gap. This, however, is highly dependent on the space

of contexts in which the processes are to be applied, and probably also on the

particular preferences of the agent who would use the processes. At the end of the

day, this question cannot be answered a priori, and both approaches have the tools

and the ability to choose parameters such that either process could come out on

top.

Rather than choosing sides and seeking rational norms in one or the other of

these approaches, though, the foregoing suggests that there may be a more produc-

tive third way, building on the consensus between the views. It may be possible to

harness the advantages of each approach (most notably TATs' reliance on observ-

ables for evaluative purposes and ECO's identi�cation of speci�c implementable

processes) while avoiding their di�culties (such as the need to speculate about

people's preferences). The next chapter explores this possibility.



CHAPTER 5

The Hybrid Axiomatic-Ecological Approach

5.1. The Priority Heuristic's Expected Axiomatic Rationality

5.1.1. Motivation. The examples worked out in the previous chapter sug-

gested that a hybrid approach to rationality integrating the most useful features

of TATs and ECO could be quite valuable. The main advantage of the TAA is its

exclusive reliance on observables: Axioms permit us to make rationality judgments

solely on the basis of directly-observed outcomes. In the case of EUT, this allows

us to avoid all the di�culties associated with determining people's personal prefer-

ences. Instead, the axioms o�er a straightforward test of performance, serving as

a checklist. These features serve the guidance purpose by making it easier for out-

siders to assess an agent's performance given limited information about them, and

because it is relatively easy to go through the checklist and make sure each axiom

on it has not been violated. In comparison, we found the procedure of calculating

α for ECO to be much more complex.

The TAA is less useful in other ways, though, and ECO's strengths are TATs'

weaknesses: The �rst advantage of ECO is that it deals with processes, and as dis-

cussed earlier, process guidance is important for agents seeking to improve. A TAT

will say whether what the agent did is problematic or not, but such a verdict does

not directly provide a strategy for doing better in the future, for avoiding what-

ever mistakes were made in the situation observed by the TAT. In contrast, ECO

judgments deliver such strategies because they rank available strategies according

to performance.

The second important advantage of ECO is that its judgments ought be more

robust in the sense of being less vulnerable to chance in the following way: Since

a TAT only evaluates observed behavior, it may say that an agent has behaved

rationally when they have basically gotten lucky, or irrationally when the agent

has made some kind of small mistake when applying a generally good method

to the task at hand. For example, an agent may �ip a coin to choose between

lotteries and happen to obey the axioms by doing so, or conversely try to choose

by calculating expected dollar value but make a small and rare arithmetic error

that causes an axiom violation. The TAT's judgments will be sensitive to what

we might call luck in these cases, whereas ECO's will not be because the general

reliability of the process is at issue. Building on the �rst of ECO's cited advantages,

127
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it is useful for the agent to know not only whether they avoided or commited

manifest error in this speci�c instance, but whether the method they used to address

the task is a good one that they should use in the future. Since good processes

sometimes yield bad outcomes while bad processes can produce desirable outcomes,

the expected performance of a process is in many ways a more informative and useful

measurement than is its performance in one instance.

The question, then, is how to combine these bene�ts, and the de�nitions and

examples in Chapter 4 point towards an answer. The main point of di�erence

between EUT and ECO within COMPS is the problems they use; EUT equated

the problem with axiomatic obedience, while determining the problem ECO should

use proved to be the most di�cult part of its analysis process. Conspicuously, cues

for how to de�ne the problem were taken from EUT, re�ecting the fact (�rst noted

in Chapter 3) that it's unclear how ECO could �nd an account of accuracy which

is both appealing and distinct from that underlying the TATs.

The quasi-disagreement about the problem rational agents are solving then

suggests one particular way of unifying the approaches: forcing them to use the

same problem in their analysis, and speci�cally the problem as de�ned by the

relevant TAT. In other words, the ecological rationality of a process may be analyzed

using its expected obedience to the axioms of the appropriate TAT as the measure

of accuracy. This method combines ECO's process-level analysis with the TAA's

ability to evaluate behavior with a simple empirical checklist. It also makes good

conceptual sense since � given the representation theorems justifying the TATs' sets

of axioms � a process that tends to obey the axioms will tend to perform well, while

one that doesn't, won't. Furthermore, ECO's explicit context-sensitivity can still

be incorporated into this analysis because it will be necessary to de�ne a context

of interest in order to measure a process's expected obedience (and of course the

context should be within the intended context of the axioms as well).

Continuing with the example of the Allais paradox, we might expect this

method of analysis to provide insight beyond that of either the TAA or ECO anal-

ysis in isolation. Perhaps the critical question in the face of that paradox is how

serious of a problem the typical answer pattern is for real agents who exhibit it,

probably as a result of using something like the PH. We can reformulate this ques-

tion by asking how often an agent who uses such a process will make poor choices

as a result. The TAT analysis doesn't address this because it only looks at one

particular sequence of choices, while the ECO analysis (as it was carried out in

Chapter 4) didn't provide a general answer because it relied on comparing choices

to internal preferences over outcomes. A hybrid analysis that tells us the relative

frequency of erroneous choices according to the criteria of EUT will therefore be

much more informative than either of the analyses from the last chapter alone with
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respect to the practical question of whether agents should be encouraged to change

their choice processes in response to the Allais paradox.

The rest of the chapter will therefore proceed as follows: In 5.1.2, I model the

proposed hybrid analysis of the PH, concluding that it will produce choice patterns

that obey the axioms of EUT in an overwhelming majority of cases, and that since

it can be expected to perform quite well with little time and e�ort, it compares

favorably to the alternative processes that might be suggested as normative im-

provements. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that proponents of the TAA and

ECO are unlikely to substantially disagree about the rationality of an agent who

uses the PH to make lottery choices in the way actual people are suspected of often

doing. This particular point of agreement is then backed up by general theorems,

in Section 5.2, to the e�ect that expected axiomatic rationality corresponds to eco-

logical rationality when we hold �xed a speci�c situation of interest, and so the

approaches are compatible in an important sense. Critically, this principled com-

patibility justi�es the hybrid approach from a theoretical viewpoint. Section 5.3

interprets these results in the broader context of the thesis.

5.1.2. Hybrid Analysis of the Priority Heuristic .

5.1.2.1. Method overview. To determine how likely it is that a heuristic will

violate a set of axioms in real situations of interest, it will not generally be possible

to consider a priori how the heuristic will behave. Instead, this method of analysis

will require looking at a concrete set of problems and thinking about practical issues

surrounding the use of the heuristic. The present example will thus begin with a

sizeable sample of what I argue to be the most plausible context of interest for the

PH and essentially simulate the heuristic's performance, gathering statistics along

the way by which to estimate its axiomatic obedience.

The context of interest for this heuristic will be a set of lotteries, those for which

the heuristic is being considered as a choice process. For any such context worth

analyzing, the number of lotteries will be too large for the choices to be simulated

by hand, and so the analysis will proceed by taking advantage of both standard

o�ce spreadsheet software and Java code. Tables containing the lotteries used, as

well as the code used to check for axiom violations, are included in the appendix

for the interested reader and are also available here. Examples and explanation

su�cient for general understanding will be provided here, along with some details

regarding the procedure. The casual reader can skip to 5.1.2.3 and skim for results,

but should beware that the analysis does require many signi�cant choices to be

made; indeed, this fact itself is signi�cant for the ECO program.

The basic idea, then, is to take a fairly large set of lotteries, create a table

recording the PH's choice given any pair of those lotteries, and then compute which

choice patterns violate each of the EUT axioms from the earlier example. The �rst

axiom � completeness � merely requires that a choice always be made, and it is

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wzfa4qwamtajmif/AAA541_vU_IMLqdlwqzDVn2Aa?dl=0
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easy to see that the heuristic will always make a choice; we can suppose that it

�ips a coin when forced to choose between two identical lotteries, which at any

rate is not an especially interesting problem. Likewise the fourth axiom can be

ignored because it is imposed for mathematical reasons � to ensure that preference

can be represented by a continuous utility function � and no potential observation

(certainly within the scope of this example) will constitute a violation.

This leaves only two axioms to be tested: transitivity and independence. The

latter is already known to be violated by the heuristic at least in the Allais case,

as the ability of the heuristic to predict the typical choice pattern in that example

is a signi�cant part of the argument that the heuristic is a good explanation of

actual human choice behavior. Transitivity violations, on the other hand, are not

necessarily common for individuals in practice (see [65] for a critical discussion of

the evidence); furthermore they are uncontroversially considered to be serious prob-

lems, whereas independence axioms in all domains tend to be quite controversial.

We might therefore expect the PH to violate independence with some frequency

but to respect transitivity. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the following analysis

will show that the reverse is true: it is relatively easy to �nd cases where the heuris-

tic violates transitivity, while independence violations are essentially restricted to

situations designed speci�cally to produce such behavior. Nevertheless, I will en-

deavor to show that the expected axiomatic rationality of the heuristic is quite high,

and that its ecological rationality will compare favorably with alternatives.

This methodology � namely simulating the PH's choices and checking for ex-

plicit violations of single axioms � does have some limitations. For one, the results

will depend on the sample of lotteries used in the simulation, and so it will always

be possible that a di�erent or more complete sample would support di�erent con-

clusions. This makes it important to choose the sample carefully, and I discuss the

merits of my own sample below.

Relatedly, since my algorithms will only test for axiom violations among choices

between lotteries actually included in the sample, they cannot detect certain other

implied violations. Speci�cally, it would be possible for examined choices that do

not themselves violate any axiom to nonetheless imply additional choices that would

violate the axioms. If these additional choices are not included in the sample, then

their axiom violations will not be found; arguably, implicit axiom violations are

problematic for the PH for the same reasons that explicit ones are. This di�culty

could be avoided by using analytic methods.

Simulations and axiom-by-axiom testing have their own advantages, though, in-

cluding the ability to easily apply the same methods to other domains with di�erent

axiom systems, the restriction of conclusions to choices deemed relevant by their
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inclusion in the sample, and the fact that the algorithms I develop can quickly pro-

cess both enlarged samples of PH choices and the simulated choices of other choice

processes.

5.1.2.2. The lotteries. A recurring theme in this analysis will be that the ex-

pected axiomatic rationality of a heuristic will be quite sensitive to the way the

context is de�ned, and in the case of this example the particular lotteries consid-

ered constitute a primary feature of the context (with the way o�ered pairs are

selected and the number we might expect to be o�ered at once also being impor-

tant). This means that judgment must be exercised, and there seems to be no way

around this for the proponent of ECO seeking normative evaluations with external

validity. We shouldn't take this to be a serious objection to the ecological approach,

however, as the importance of context is undeniable and no theory of rationality

can proceed without a healthy dose of common sense (as Chapter 3 should have

made quite clear).

The set of lotteries used should therefore be as representative as possible of

those a person might actually face and for which the PH might be applied or

endorsed. It is also better to consider a larger set so that the analysis is not overly

swayed by peculiarities of some particular lotteries. In the extreme case, if we

looked only at the Allais pairs (as in the EUT example) we would see that the

expected axiomatic rationality of the heuristic was zero, but this result would be

misleading: what we really want is to get an idea of how the heuristic would perform

over the whole range in which it is used or might be recommended. Coming from

the perspective of the Allais Paradox, we want to know whether the independence

violation is a major feature of the PH or just a quirk. As a bonus, we might learn

more about the best context of application for the heuristic if its performance is

not homogeneous over this large space of lotteries.

For all of the interest in lotteries, it seems that a person is most likely to face

a sequence of choices between pairs of lotteries � the descriptions of which include

explicit probabilities � in the context of an economics or psychology experiment.

This provides one reason to take our lotteries from such contexts. There are addi-

tional reasons for using such lotteries: For one, the PH is o�ered as an explanation

of behavior for the kinds of lotteries that have been studied in these situations,

and we are interested in the practical question of whether the observed behavior is

problematic, something we should encourage people to change. Secondly, we might

expect that those running the experiments have some worthwhile intuition about

which lotteries are interesting; for example, a multi-step heuristic is probably not

needed for choices where one option seems �obviously� better to people. This expec-

tation has been con�rmed for a class of two-person games, in which experimental

subjects tend to re-create those games already studied by theorists [46, 45].
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Nonetheless, we might worry that a sample of lotteries taken from the experi-

mental literature would be biased in some undesirable way, such that in analyzing

only this sample we would fail to detect important features of the heuristic's ex-

pected performance. Although it is possible that the results of the analysis would

be di�erent with a di�erent sample of lotteries, my sample and methods guard

against this in a number of ways. Perhaps most importantly, not all of the lotteries

I include were simply thought up by theorists; a substantial subset of them were

radomly generated by a computer. This means that the sample is not restricted to

lotteries or choices that researchers expect to be interesting, which often means that

they are expected to produce some kind of unusual or norm-contradicting behavior.

Moreover, the sample of lotteries is quite diverse. Possible gains and expected

values range from very small to quite large, the number of possible outcomes varies,

and some lotteries are essentially win-lose while others o�er more of a bell curve

of outcomes. This diversity means that it is not possible to classify the lotteries

using only one or a few �types,� and therefore that we need not worry that the

sample is only representative of some particular types of lotteries. Furthermore,

while researchers tend to present lotteries for choice paired together in particular

ways, my method of analysis ignores this usual way of pairing the lotteries and

includes all possible pairings. This means that my results will not be biased by

theorist's perceptions or habits regarding which lottery pairs make for interesting

or important choices.

The lotteries to be used in the present analysis therefore come from the liter-

ature and other related work on lottery choice, with the breakdown of sources as

follows: Six pairs (labeled �A,� �B,� and �C� in my table) come from Allais' paper

[13], and include the choices involved in the paradox, presented above. 51 pairs

come from Brandstätter et al.'s PH paper [23], with eleven appearing throughout

the text (labeled �F�). The remaining 40 pairs are listed in the appendix, with half

of the lotteries (�I�) having two possible outcomes, and the other half (�J�) having

�ve. Within both of these sets, referring to the numbering used in the table of lot-

teries included in the appendix, pairs 1-5 and 11-15 are such that the components

of each pair have similar expected dollar values, while pairs 6-10 and 16-20 have

dissimilar expected values. Additionally, when the PH is applied to these pairs,

it considers only one reason (the minimum gain) when choosing in the pairs 1-10,

while pairs 11-20 require three reasons for choice (meaning that the maximum gain

is decisive). Two pairs of lotteries (�D�) come from Binmore's rational choice book

[20, pgs. 50, 52]. Nine pairs (�E�) appear throughout Kahneman and Tversky's pa-

per on Prospect Theory [50]. The �nal 40 pairs have a slightly di�erent origin; they

come from the Technion Prediction Tournament [1], a competition among models

to best predict human lottery choices. As such, these lotteries were randomly gen-

erated and are divided into two sets, with the lotteries I label �G� coming from the
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estimation set, and the �H� lotteries from the competition set. Again, including

these randomly-generated lotteries may help to ensure that we are not stacking

the deck too much by restricting focus to lotteries thought to warrant dedicated

discussion in a paper. Within a given set, those with the same number (and letter)

constitute a pair that would be presented for choice.

The 217 lotteries initially considered have some common features. Most have

two possible outcomes, although 40 of them have �ve, and some o�er a particular

outcome for certain. All outcomes are entirely in the gain domain (or neutral); no

losses are possible. This simpli�es the analysis, and nothing is lost by excluding

lotteries over losses because the loss version of the PH perfectly mirrors the gain

version, i.e. replacing all gains $x with their negation −$x in a pair of lotteries

does not change the heuristic's choice between them. As loss lotteries tend to be

considered alongside their gain versions, including both versions would be redun-

dant. Almost all of the lotteries are in the standard form in which all probabilities

associated with the same outcome are combined, but there are a few pairs in which

this is not the case. The payo�s vary from $0 or $1 to millions (in the Allais case),

with the entire range from $0 to thousands of dollars well represented. The 40

lotteries from the appendix of the PH paper exhibit some regularities, for example

that outcomes are listed in decreasing order and their probabilities are symmetric,

with the probabilities either increasing or decreasing to the middle outcome, and

the same on either side of it.

There is some repetition in this initial set of lotteries, which may be interpreted

as some of the lotteries having more importance or a greater probability of arising

than others. The repetition causes some problems for the analysis, however, since

(for example) purported violations of transitivity may show up such that some of

the lotteries problematically chosen over others are in fact identical to those other

lotteries. Because of this, much of the analysis is carried out with a reduced set of

lotteries in which duplicates are eliminated (both sets are included with the supple-

mentary documents, and it will be made clear which set is used in all discussion).

The reduced set contains 171 lotteries that are distinct, with the exception of the

two pairs mentioned above that separate out the probabilities of the same out-

comes. Many of the redundancies occured in the lotteries taken from the appendix

of the PH paper, although duplicates were distributed throughout the whole set. Of

the non-appendix duplicates, many were fairly simple and uninteresting lotteries,

e.g. $500 for sure, or a .5 probability of $100, otherwise nothing. The lotteries are

re-numbered in the reduced set (1 to 171), but the letter-number coding is kept

the same for tracking purposes. As an additional bene�t of working with the re-

duced set, one might worry that double-counting lotteries that appear twice in the

literature would inappropriately incorporate researcher's biases into the analysis.
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5.1.2.3. Results. As noted above, the PH will not exhibit violations of com-

pleteness or continuity, so only transitivity and independence need to be checked.

In both cases, the analysis considers the PH choice between every possible pair of

lotteries in the set, i.e. the outcome of applying the heuristic when each of the 171

non-redundant lotteries is paired with each of the other 170.

This represents a kind of worst-case scenario for the PH in two ways. First,

every possible axiom violation will be found, because all possible violations will

be sought. In practice, an agent might make choices for a small number of pairs,

and so it may not even be possible for any choice pattern to violate transitivity or

independence; it is not possible at all for a single choice to violate either axiom.

Maximizing the number of choices lumped together maximizes the opportunity for

a violation. Second, as indicated by the numbering and lettering scheme used in

the table of lotteries, each lottery tends to be presented as part of a pair, joined

with a particular other, and furthermore certain pairs tend to be presented along

with particular other pairs. The lotteries thus grouped together also tend to have

certain similarities (and this fact will prove quite important to our interpretation

of the results). So again, by ignoring the �natural� pairing and sequencing at the

start, we increase the potential for axiom violations. This is appropriate because it

will allow us to see what violations are possible in principle, and from that starting

point we may adjust our assessment of the probability of violations based on how

likely the potential violations are to arise. This issue draws attention to the fact

that the particular choices made in specifying the context impact the analysis �

and that the context includes not just which lotteries we consider, but how they

are paired and grouped.

The process of checking for intransitivities then involves examining triples of

lotteries A, B, and C, and checking whether the heuristic prefers A to B, B to

C, and also C to A. More precisely, the algorithm considers all pairs of distinct

lotteries A and B such that the heuristic chooses A over B, and then considers

each distinct C. If B is also preferred to C, then the triple counts towards the

total triples considered, where each counted triple represents an opportunity to

violate transitivity because transitivity implies that A must be chosen over C.

Each such triple in which additionally C is chosen over A is counted as a violation

of transitivity.

The raw results of this process are that 101,253 intransitive cycles are found out

of 876,044 candidate triples; this means that about 12% of the triples considered

exhibited transitivity violations. (The hyperlinked folder contains the results of this

test, including a list of cycles and some additional statistics, such as the number

of cycles in which each particular lottery is implicated.) Although this means that

transitivity is obeyed in a strong majority of cases, any signi�cant probability of a
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transitivity violation should be cause for concern. Unlike independence, transitivity

is not controversial as a norm of choice.

Much more interesting than the speci�c violation probability, though, is the

nature of the cycles that the heuristic produces. Consider the following triple

(using the numbering from the original set of 217 lotteries):

Number Group Code Lottery

71 G7 $10.60 for certain

86 G15 $11.40·(.97); $1.90·(.03)

216 J20 $310·(.15); $230·(.15); $170·(.15); 130·(.15); $0·(.35)

The PH chooses lottery 216 over lottery 71 because the minimum gains are not

large enough to be decisive, but lottery 216 has a much more attractive probability

of minimum gain (.35 instead of 1). When comparing 71 to 86, though, 71 is chosen

because it guarantees nearly the maximum outcome for that pair. Between 86 and

216 the minimums are similar and so the probability of those minimums is again

decisive; their di�erence of .32 exceeds 10% of the scale, and so 86 is chosen due

to its smaller chance of earning the minimum. Hence the PH violates transitivity,

producing a cycle in which 216 is chosen over 71 is chosen over 86 is chosen over

216.

This example is telling. It would certainly be troubling if a person behaved in

this way, and apart from the possibility of creating a money pump of the agent, the

choice of 86 over 216 seems silly, and not explicable by any reasonable degree of risk

aversion (assuming normal circumstances, e.g. the agent is not about to die unless

they �nd $10 for bus fare to escape a natural disaster...). It is intuitively quite

unlikely that an agent (without some overriding reason to minimize the probability

of getting nothing) would use the PH to choose between lotteries 86 and 216, or

indeed to choose 86 by any means. This is because the expected values of the

lotteries are too far apart (the expected value (EV) of lottery 86 is only $11.12,

while that of lottery 216 is $126). When this is the case, the PH is much less

predictive of behavior � as recognized by its creators [23] � and it seems unlikely

that people actually use the heuristic.

If we evaluate the PH with respect to the context that includes all of the

lotteries in our sample paired at random, then, the heuristic can be expected to

make a substantial error with small but signi�cant frequency. This feature makes

the PH normatively suspect, and we would judge it to be inferior to another process

that obeyed transitivity, all else being equal. The fact that the PH tends not to

predict very well in the kinds of situations in which transitivity tends to be violated

suggests a way of saving it, though.

First recall that, importantly, the main aim of this analysis is to determine

whether people's actual use of the heuristic � if it is indeed our best explanation for
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their choices � is normatively adequate, or whether it would be better to replace that

process with something else. Note additionally that any process an agent deploys

must �rst be selected via a meta-process that matches processes to tasks, probably

on the basis of task and context features (these meta-processes are discussed further

in Chapter 6). If the PH is not very predictive of behavior when EVs are very

discrepant, then we can infer that agents' meta-processes are less likely to select

the PH in such contexts. If our primary goal is to assess agents' actual use of

the heuristic, then the most pertinent contexts with respect to which to evaluate

the PH are those where the lotteries have similar EVs, and in this set of contexts

transitivity violations will be less likely.

Again, this pattern highlights the need to exercise judgment and caution when

de�ning the context with respect to which the heuristic is to be judged. Practically

speaking, the discovery of potential transitivity violations does not necessarily speak

against the rationality of the PH's use. Beware though that this distinction provides

yet another reason why a normative endorsement of the existing use of the heuristic

does not imply that people should be taught to apply it; in cases such as the example

above, we would not want to encourage people to use the PH.

In contrast, we already know that independence can be violated by the PH in a

relevant situation, that of the Allais Paradox. The key question is therefore whether

this violation represents a typical result of using the heuristic, or if instead the Allais

choices are unusual and the pattern will be uncommon. This latter possibility

is quite plausible a priori, since the Allais example was designed speci�cally to

produce an independence violation, while most lottery pairs are not constructed

for this purpose.

It is more complicated to write an algorithm to test for independence violations,

and so the procedure for this test involves a bit of a trick. Recall what the axiom

requires: Supposing that a lottery A is preferred to another B, then A′ must also be

preferred to B′ if there exists any lottery C and any probability p such that A′ is a

compound lottery of A with probability p, C with probability (1− p), and likewise

B′ is a compound lottery of B with probability p, C with probability (1 − p). In

other words, there is a potential independence relationship between a quadruple of

lotteries, imposing particular consistency constraints, in the event that there exist

any C and p such that two of the lotteries can be derived from the others in this

way. Determining whether there is such a relationship � a prerequisite of testing for

independence violations � therefore would seem to require searching the space of all

possible probabilities p and lotteries C, which would be computationally expensive.

The search would be further complicated by the fact that if C shared outcomes

with A or B, those outcomes would be combined in the compound A′ or B′, hence

obscuring the trail of the compounding, so to speak.
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Fortunately Savage's independence representation of the Allais Paradox, used in

4.4.2 to explain the independence violation there, suggests an easier way of �nding

independence relationships. Consider again that representation:

Allais Paradox

89% 10% 1%

A $1M $1M $1M

B $1M $5M $0

C $0 $1M $1M

D $0 $5M $0

The independence relationship between the lotteries is visible when the lotteries

are presented in this form because the left column can be covered up to show

the equalities between A and C, and B and D, while the right two columns can

similarly be covered to show that A and B, and C and D, are the same with

respect to the 89% column. We can exploit a generalized version of this procedure

(actually, two procedures, as we will see) to search for quadruples of lotteries that

have an independence relationship, so that those quadruples can then be tested to

see whether the PH will violate independence.

Since we do not know at the outset how �wide� the columns need to be �

they are 89%, 10%, and 1% in the above example, but they could be anything in

principle � the �rst step is to create a matrix in which every lottery is in its most

general �independence form,� i.e. in which each percent of probability is separated

and assigned the appropriate outcome. So for example if we were to convert the

Allais lotteries to this form, the �rst lottery's row would contain 100 entries each

of which listed the outcome of $1M. The second lottery's row would contain 89

entries reading $1M, then 10 reading $5M, and a last entry reading $0. As each

percent of probability has a single outcome value, then, this trick does not permit

the representation of lotteries with smaller probabilities, absent rounding. Lottery

12 is thus excluded from the following analysis, although its uniqueness with respect

to its probabilities indicates that it would not have an independence relationship

with other lotteries in this set anyhow. As we don't know what order the outcomes

will appear in either, the algorithm cannot simply �cover up� columns as we did in

the Allais example, but instead must check each column until it �nds a match.

Using this representation of the lotteries, the �rst independence algorithm

checks for independence relations between quadruples of lotteries where the re-

lationship is structurally the same as in the Allais case; call this �type 1 indepen-

dence.� Observe that for this type, the lotteries A and B referred to in the axiom

are implicit - they do not exist independently, but only in combination with two

other lotteries C and D, which have 89% weight in the compound (the probability

p) and appear in the top two and bottom two rows, respectively. The algorithm
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basically uses a counting method to see if any quad of lotteries has this form: �rst

it matches, in pairs of pairs, elements of the �rst lottery to those of the third and

elements of the second to those of the fourth; when this process can no longer con-

tinue, the remaining elements must be matched one-to-one with the �rst lottery

now matched to the second, and the third to the fourth. See the appendix for

full details. For the set of lotteries examined here, this algorithm �nds the Allais

lotteries to be the only quadruple violating type 1 independence.

This is not because the heuristic lacked any other opportunities to violate Type

1 independence, though; there was one more. The algorithm �nds the following

quadruple (reduced set numbering):

Number Group Code Lottery

20 E2 $2400 for certain

22 E3 $2400·(.34); $0·(.66)

19 E2 $2500·(.33); $2400·(.)66; $0·(.01)

21 E3 $2500·(.33); $0·(.67)

Which we can see has an independence relationship by looking at the independence

form:

Independence Type 1

66% 33% 1%

L20 $2400 $2400 $2400

L22 $0 $2400 $2400

L19 $2400 $2500 $0

L21 $0 $2500 $0

Independence says here, basically, that an agent's preference between $2400

and $0 does not change depending on whether it is mixed into a compound lottery

with $2400 for sure, or a lottery over $2500 and $0. Of course, we would not expect

a person's choice to �ip in this way (or even for anyone to bother o�ering such

pairs of lotteries, in which one dominates the other), and the PH does not reverse

its choice either, so independence is not violated.

This test does not exhaust the independence possibilities, however, as seen in

the following example (not from the set of lotteries used):
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Independence Type 2

25% 25% 25% 25%

L1 $50 $50 $100 $100

L2 $75 $75 $75 $75

L3 $50 $100 $20 $60

L4 $75 $75 $20 $60

This quadruple has an independence relationship more closely corresponding to

the axiom statement, with lottery C as (60 · .5; 20 · .5) and p = .5. The lower

two lotteries are obtained by mixing the upper half-and-half with C, as follows:

L1 is the lottery (50 · .5; 100 · .5), and so the compound mixture .5 · C; .5 · L1

is .5(60 · .5; 20 · .5); .5(50 · .5; 100 · .5), i.e. (60 · .25; 20 · .25; 50 · .25; 100 · .25),

which is L3. Similarly, the mixture .5 · C; .5 · L2 is .5(60 · .5; 20 · .5); .5(75), which

is L4 = (75 · .5; 20 · .25; 60 · .25). To use the terminology of EUT, L3 and L4 are

compound lotteries that can be understood as lotteries that result in another lottery

C half of the time, and another lottery L1 or L2, respectively, the other half of the

time. The intuition behind the independence axiom here is that since compound

lotteries L3 and L4 share C as a common part, that common part can be ignored

when choosing between them, and L3 should be preferred to L4 if and only if L1

is preferred to L2.

Since in this type of independence the lotteries A and B are explicit, a slightly

di�erent algorithm must be used. To understand the idea behind it, consider again

lotteries L1 − L4 above. If we start with L1's $50 outcome and �nd that it has

50% of the probability weight, and then see that the same $50 outcome has 25% of

the weight in L3, then we can hypothesize that L1 and L2 are mixed half-and-half

with some third lottery C in order to get L3 and L4. If we next check L1's $100

outcome, we will see that it has 50% of the weight in L1 and 25% of the weight in

L3, which is compatible with our hypothesis. Similarly, the $75 outcome takes up

100% of the weight in L2 and 50% in L4, which means this outcome is also scaled

by 50% when comparing the top lotteries to the bottom ones. The �nal question

we must ask in order to verify the hypothesis is whether L3 and L4 are derived

from L1 and L2 by mixing them half and half with the same lottery C. In other

words, we look at the yet-unmatched outcomes in L3 and L4 to check that they

are the same in each of those lotteries, and that they take up 50% of the weight.

This is the case � each lottery has 25% weight on $20 and 25% on $60 � and so

we have veri�ed piece by piece that this quadruple of lotteries has an independence

relationship of this second type.

The algorithm, then, just generalizes this procedure and �nds all the quadruples

for which all the steps are successful: It �rst tries to match all outcomes from the

�rst lottery to a subset of those from the third, and similarly from the second to
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the fourth, at a �xed rate (as the upper lotteries are scaled at that rate when mixed

with C). The complement of this rate is the proportion of the lower lotteries taken

up by outcomes from the implied lottery C. The remaining (unmatched) outcomes

in the third and fourth lotteries must therefore match and be weighted equally. As

with the �rst independence algorithm, we cannot assume that outcomes are listed

in any particular order, and so the algorithm must simply look through all of them

until it is certain that the matching procedure will fail.

This algorithm �nds seven distinct type 2 independence quadruples in the re-

duced data set, and the PH is found to violate independence on two of them. As

with the example of the type 1 independence quadruple, in most cases where inde-

pendence has implications for choice, the choices are fairly obvious and neither a

person nor the PH are in any danger of violating the axiom.

The exceptions, as with type 1 independence, are no surprise at all because

they represent cases in which people were already known to violate independence.

For example, the following quadruple has a type 2 independence relationship:

Number (reduced) Lottery

23 $4000 ·(.8); $0·(.2)

24 $3000 for certain

25 $4000·(.2); $0·(.8)

26 $3000·(.25); $0·(.75)

Choosing lottery 24 over lottery 23 implies that lottery 26 should be chosen over

lottery 25, by independence, because lotteries 25 and 26 are equivalent to compound

lotteries composed of 25% lotteries 23 and 24, respectively, and 75% another lottery

paying $0. People, and the PH, violate independence here by choosing lotteries 24

and 25. This phenomenon is usually referred to as the certainty e�ect because it is

explained as a consequence of people choosing lottery 24 because of the absence of

risk, whereas when both lotteries are risky (25 and 26) the greater maximum gain

carries more weight. In fact, this particular example appears in the PH paper [23] as

evidence of the heuristic's predictive accuracy, but the independence violation is not

noted. As with Allais, though, this particular choice pattern is far from surprising,

as the choices that induce it are o�ered to people speci�cally to illustrate a type of

situation in which people reliably exhibit behavior at odds with EUT.

Similarly, the PH paper discusses an empirical phenomenon referred to as the

possibility e�ect, in which a preference reversal is achieved by compounding two

lotteries with small probabilities of winning with a $0 �lottery� so that the resulting

lotteries have tiny probabilities of winning [23]. The relevant lotteries are numbered

30-33 in the reduced data set. Again, this phenomenon is in fact an example of

an independence violation even though it is not labeled as such in the paper. The

algorithm cannot �nd this violation because the probabilities involved are too small
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for the independence representation with 1% units, as noted above, but this case

will be counted among the type 2 independence violations.

In total, then, the PH had ten opportunities to violate independence in this

data set, and it actually violates independence in four of them. Although this means

the heuristic violated independence in a full 40% of its opportunities, we must look

at the base rate of opportunities in order to assess the overall likelihood of such a

violation. The base rate is quite low, so the probability of a violation will be, too.

It is crucial to remember that we are interested not in the potential for axiom

violations in principle, but instead in the probability that we would observe such

violations in the actual behavior of agents relying on the heuristic in contexts in

which it is naturally applied. If opportunities to violate independence are rare

in practice, then even if many such opportunities result in actual violations they

should not be considered a very serious problem for the heuristic. Surely if those

violations could be avoided by e�ortlessly switching to an equally fast and frugal

heuristic that otherwise performed exactly like the PH, then we would want to

recommend that agents switch; but alas, we have no such prospects in this case.

It is also noteworthy that all of the opportunities for independence violations in

which the PH actually errs were speci�cally contrived to produce such violations.

We might therefore expect that the 40% violation rate conditional on there being

an independence relationship among the lotteries is an overestimate, and that with

a larger (and less biased) data set this rate would drop.

Again, the measure of expected axiomatic rationality will be sensitive to the

many assumptions we make about the context in which agents face these lotteries

and make choices, but for present purposes, incorporating the interpretation of the

intransitivities, let's conservatively estimate the expected axiomatic rationality of

the PH for the situations in which people actually use it to be around 98%. The

true expectation may be a bit higher or lower depending largely on how likely Allais

lottery sequences are, and how likely people are to use the heuristic in the �rst place

for the intransitive triples.

5.1.2.4. Discussion. What then is the ecological rationality of the heuristic,

and how does it relate to the view of it the TAA proponent should take? We

�rst need to remember that ECO won't judge the PH in isolation, but rather

relative to alternatives. Let's consider two: the 8-ball process considered earlier,

and a process of doing mental arithmetic to estimate the expected utility of each

lottery, choosing that with the higher estimate. Since the 8-ball process magically

maximizes expected utility it can never violate the axioms, and we had assumed

that it (again magically) takes no time or resources. The PH is therefore dominated

by 8-ball, which is faster and more frugal (no matter by how little) and performs

at least as well. We could not recommend 8-ball to struggling agents, though, so

this comparison is not very useful.
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It is more useful to compare the PH to the estimate-EU method. It's conceiv-

able that in the face of the Allais Paradox, say, someone might propose teaching

people to estimate expected utility rather than relying on their intuition, which

seemed to lead them astray. The foregoing analysis suggests that this is not neces-

sarily an overall rational improvement. Supposing that people could estimate their

preferences quite well using this method, we could expect them to avoid axiom

violations. Yet we have estimated the expected axiomatic rationality of the PH to

be very high, and so the �accuracy� gains will be small. Further, the estimate-EU

method is certainly less frugal (using all available information), and considering

the automatic application of the PH heuristic, will be much slower too. Given the

seemingly most reasonable assumption that a tiny gain in expected accuracy is not

worth large losses in time and resources, the PH will then be more ecologically

rational than the most plausible alternative.

Consequently, the ECO judgment would be that people already using the

heuristic without knowing it should not be confronted and encouraged to stop.

This does not imply that people not already using the heuristic should be taught

it, however. The importance of the distinction between the PH as an automatic,

unconscious process and a conscious, deliberate one was noted in Chapter 4, when

we observed that the time it takes to apply the heuristic unconsciously seems to be

quite short, while applying it deliberately can be time-consuming and even require

pencil and paper. Therefore the estimate-EU method is likely more ecologically

rational than the deliberate use of the PH, assuming the agent would have roughly

equal competence at both types of calculations.

With regards to the TAA, this analysis suggests that the choices of a person

using the PH will not tend to be judged irrational according to EUT. The Allais

pattern will be deemed irrational, but the results here show that axiom violations

are unlikely to appear in other, more normal observations of choice behavior. Re-

calling Chapter 3, the TAA is not committed to any particular choice processes,

and only judges behavior. The use of this heuristic thus seems quite compatible

with traditional rationality. Furthermore, the tools of EUT could be useful in deter-

mining how to trade o� between the slightly increased accuracy of an estimate-EU

process (or something like it) and the decreased speed and e�ciency, for example

on the basis of the value of time versus money.

More broadly, the technique modeled in this section has proven a useful way

of evaluating a heuristic, with the axioms providing a relatively clean way to test a

process that people may actually use. Despite the many judgment calls involved, the

results have practical normative signi�cance. In light of this, it would be valuable

to apply the technique to other heuristics and non-heuristic processes that people

appear to use, or that we think might serve as good replacements for actually-used

processes that do not perform as well as the PH.
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One of the morals of this analysis � that we can witness the great potential for

consensus and collaboration between the two approaches, and that they need not

disagree about people's decision processes � also re�ects a more general, theoretical

correspondence between ECO and the TAA via the expected axiomatic rationality

of a process. The key insight is that given prior agreement about the problem

agents face (choosing in accordance with their preferences, making correct infer-

ences according to the operative logical system, etc.), a TAT's axioms and ECO's

accuracy function are really just di�erent ways of taking the same basic measure-

ment. Another way of describing this correspondence between the approaches is

that if we force them to evaluate the exact same situation, then with common sense

moderating the evaluations, the approaches should deliver compatible judgments.

The next section returns to the COMPS framework in order to express this idea

more precisely, and to prove some theorems that demonstrate this compatibility

given the de�nitions developed previously.

5.2. Correspondence Results

5.2.1. Bridge principles and solution concepts. While Chapter 4 sought

to fully de�ne both the TAA and ECO using the language of COMPS, a few addi-

tional concepts are needed to demonstrate the compatability indicated by the hybrid

analysis. The most important of these have already been used informally: famil-

iar dominance principles will help to show when one process should be considered

more ecologically rational than another, while the expected axiomatic rationality

of a process is perhaps the critical component of the hybrid analysis I propose.

ECO is a product of how accurate, fast, and e�cient a process is, but no account

has been provided regarding the relative importance of those criteria, or how they

ought be traded o� against one another. However, some basic dominance principles

should be uncontroversial:

Claim 17. Strict dominance: Given any U,U ′ ∈ U , if:

• α(U) > α(U ′), and

• β(U) > β(U ′), and

• γ(U) > γ(U ′),

• then U >ER U
′ .

Similarly,

Claim 18. Weak dominance: Given any U,U ′ ∈ U , if:

• α(U) ≥ α(U ′), and

• β(U) ≥ β(U ′), and

• γ(U) ≥ γ(U ′),

• then U ≥ER U ′, and if at least one inequality is strict, then U >ER U
′.
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Alternatively � setting dominance aside � we may consider what principles might

be useful if we were to assume that, no matter what the scale or metric for our

criteria, there exists some point at which the di�erences between two units on some

criteria are so small that they don't matter, or that they are irrelevant given larger

di�erences in other criteria. The following set of �close enough� principles capture

this idea:

Let X = {α, β, γ}, so that x, x′, x′′ ∈ X are variables representing functions α,

β, or γ.

Definition 19. The single signi�cant factor principle: There exists a triple of

non-negative quantities (εα, εβ , εγ) such that, for any U,U ′ ∈ U , if |x(U)−x(U ′)| <
εx, and |x′(U)− x′(U ′)| < εx

′
, but |x′′(U)− x′′(U ′)| ≥ εx′′

for any assignment of x,

x′, and x′′, then U >ER U
′ i� x′′(U) > x′′(U ′).

Note that as the >ER relation was stipulated to be transitive (a desirable

property), a triple (εα, εβ , εγ) that would lead to intransitivities according to the

single signi�cant factor will not validate the principle, and will be inadmissible. We

might �nd such a triple in the following case: Take three ECO units U , U ′, and U ′′

and imagine each of the criteria α, β, and γ as ranking the units (i.e. the higher the

criterion value for a given unit, the higher it is ranked). Suppose then that α ranks

U above U ′′ above U ′, β ranks U ′ above U above U ′′, and γ ranks U ′′ above U ′

above U . This ranking has the same form as the familiar Condorcet cycle in which,

in head-to-head comparisons, each option (here, unit) is favored over some other by

2/3 of the criteria; so here, U ′ is preferred to U is preferred to U ′′ is preferred to U ′,

in each case according to two of the three α, β, γ.With respect to the thresholds, we

might imagine that, for each criterion, the di�erence between the best and worst

unit is large enough to be signi�cant, but the di�erences between each of these

and the middle unit is not signi�cant. If these sole signi�cant di�erences were

used to determine the order between each pair of units, then we would get a cycle.

Since cycles are not possible, a triple inducing one will be inadmissible, and so

this principle requires that there exist some other triple such that the principle

is satis�ed. For example, the cycle in the example given here would be broken

by increasing or decreasing one of the thresholds εα, εβ , or εγ so that either the

di�erence between the best and worst units according to the respective criterion

does not exceed the threshold, or else one of the di�erences between those units

and the middle unit also exceeds the threshold.

Definition 20. The (weak) limited distinguishability principle: There also

exists a triple of non-negative quantities (δα, δβ , δγ), where δx > 0 (is strictly

positive) for at least one x ∈ X, such that, for any U,U ′ ∈ U , if |x(U)−x(U ′)| ≤ δx

for all x ∈ X, then U ∼ER U ′.
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Definition 21. The (strong) limited distinguishability principle: Weak limited

distinguishability holds, and furthermore δx > 0 for all x ∈ X.

Since ECO and TATs evaluate di�erent units and produce evaluations of di�er-

ent types, we need a way to bridge the divide in order to compare those evaluations.

A sensible way of doing this � modeled above � is to de�ne the expected axiomatic

rationality of a process, i.e. the expected goodness of a process that ECO might

evaluate, according to the standards of the TAA.

Definition 22. Take a process ϕ (along with algorithm Aϕ and function Aϕ

as distinguished in 4.4.3), and an axiom complex Ax. Let (s,m) be an initial state-

context pair. Then, the expected obedience τΣ(Aϕ, s,m) of using Aϕ in (s,m), is

given by:

τΣ(Aϕ, s,m) =
´ s′∈S ´m′∈M Aϕ(s,m, s′,m′) · τAx(s,m, s′,m′).

Note that τΣ gives the expectation of obedience to all axiom systems in Ax,
but it is straightforward to de�ne more restrictive τΣ

Axi
in the same way to capture

the expected obedience to particular axiom systems, or combinations thereof.

5.2.2. Correspondence theorems. The compatibility between the TAA and

ECO, suggested by the hybrid analysis of the PH, can be stated even more precisely,

through correspondence theorems that follow straightforwardly from the theories'

de�nitions and the bridge principles. First, an important lemma:

Lemma 23. Consider an axiomatic theory (Axi,M
Axi , P ). Take any two pro-

cesses ϕ and ϕ′ calculated by algorithms Aϕ and Aϕ
′
and any state-context pair

(s,m) such that m ∈ MAxi . Then de�ne ecological units U = (P,Aϕ, (s,m)) and

U ′ = (P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)). It follows that τΣ

Axi
(Aϕ, s,m) ≥ τΣ

Axi
(Aϕ

′
, s,m) ⇐⇒ α(U) ≥

α(U ′).

Proof. τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ, s,m) ≥ τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ
′
, s,m) means that´ s′∈S ´m′∈M Aϕ(s,m, s′,m′)·τAxi

(s,m, s′,m′) ≥
´ s′∈S ´m′∈M Aϕ′

(s,m, s′,m′)·
τAxi(s,m, s

′,m′), by de�nition. Because problem P is a component of the theory,

this means that´ s′∈S ´m′∈M Aϕ(s,m, s′,m′) ·P (s,m)(s′,m′) ≥
´ s′∈S ´m′∈M Aϕ′

(s,m, s′,m′) ·
P (s,m)(s′,m′). But then by the de�nition of α,

α(P,Aϕ, (s,m)) ≥ α(P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)). �

This proof shows that once the intended context and problem of an axiomatic

theory are �xed, expected axiomatic rationality is equivalent to accuracy for pro-

cesses. This is because the problem speci�es the valuation of possible worlds, which

drives both accuracy and axiomatic rationality judgments. This simple but im-

portant fact paves the way for more general results relating expected axiomatic

rationality and ecological rationality, below.

The following two theorems assume weak dominance, as de�ned in 5.2.1.
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Theorem 24. Consider an axiomatic theory (Axi,M
Axi , P ). Take any two

processes ϕ and ϕ′ calculated by algorithms Aϕ and Aϕ
′
and any state-context pair

(s,m) such that m ∈ MAxi . Then de�ne ecological units U = (P,Aϕ, (s,m)) and

U ′ = (P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)). It follows that if β(U) = β(U ′) and γ(U) = γ(U ′), then

τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ, s,m) ≥ τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ
′
, s,m) ⇐⇒ U ≥ER U ′.

Proof. By the preceding lemma,

τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ, s,m) ≥ τΣ
Axi

(Aϕ
′
, s,m) ⇐⇒ α(P,Aϕ, (s,m)) ≥ α(P,Aϕ

′
, (s,m)).

Since β(U) = β(U ′) and γ(U) = γ(U ′) by hypothesis, α(U) ≥ α(U) i� U ≥ER U ′,

by weak dominance and the fact that either U ≥ER U ′ or U ′ ≥ER U . �

Theorem 25. Consider an axiomatic theory (Axi,M
Axi , P ), state-context pair

(s,m), processes ϕ and ϕ′ calculated by algorithms Aϕ and Aϕ
′
, and ecological units

U and U ′ as in the preceding theorem. If both ϕ and ϕ′ guarantee obedience to Axi

but ϕ dominates in terms of speed and e�ciency, then U will be more ecologically

rational than U ′.

Proof. It follows from the lemma that α(P,Aϕ, (s,m)) = α(P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)). If

β(P,Aϕ, (s,m)) ≥ β(P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)) and γ(P,Aϕ, (s,m)) ≥ γ(P,Aϕ

′
, (s,m)), then

by weak dominance (P,Aϕ, (s,m)) ≥ER (P,Aϕ
′
, (s,m)), and if at least one of the

inequalities is strict, then U >ER U
′. �

Remark 26. Weak dominance implies that for U,U ′ that di�er only in pro-

cesses ϕ and ϕ′ (and so are necessarily ecologically comparable), if α(U) = α(U ′),

β(U) = β(U ′) and γ(U) = γ(U ′) then U ∼ER U ′. If U is better on any one cri-

terion to any extent, then U >ER U ′. Without assuming dominance, this is not

necessarily true:

Theorem 27. Fix an axiomatic theory and ecological units U and U ′ as above.

Suppose ϕ and ϕ′ both guarantee axiomatic rationality according to the theory, and

so α(U) = α(U ′). If weak limited distinguishability holds, then it is possible that

U ∼ER U ′ even if either or both of β(U) = β(U ′) and γ(U) = γ(U ′) fail to hold.

Proof. From the de�nition of the weak limited distinguishability principle, U

and U ′ may di�er in terms of speed or e�ciency (inclusive), and yet U ∼ U ′ as

long as the speed di�erence does not exceed δβ and the e�ciency di�erence does

not exceed δγ . �

The signi�cance of this theorem is that although ECO has the ability to distin-

guish between processes that are equally accurate and equally axiomatically rational

on the basis of speed and e�ciency, it does not necessarily do so. In other words,

though it is able to make �ne-grained distinctions in terms of rationality to match

whatever real distinctions exist in performance, it is not bound to judge as more

rational a process that is better than another to an arbitrarily small degree.
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5.3. Interpretation

We can better interpret these results if we �rst recapitulate the path that lead

us here, recalling the various motives and goals. The overarching goal is to answer

a pair of related questions: how does an agent assess and improve their rationality,

and how should a theorist advise agents who might seek to do so? A general answer

is provided by physisism, which says that agents improve their rationality when they

make a change to the con�guration and use of their rational tools, and in particular

a change that is expected to improve their overall well-being all things considered

(including the time and energy needed for the change itself). At this point the

existence of many theories of rationality � many of which can be organized into two

main approaches � becomes salient, and prompts a new question: is our pragmatic

goal served by extant approaches?

It does not seem so for a few reasons, chief among them the �wars� between the

sides that are more likely to confuse than to guide. Additionally, each approach has

both advantages and drawbacks, and neither on its own is currently in a position to

provide the kind of practical advice an agent might need. Chapter 3 addresses the

�rst of these problems by showing that the disagreements over normative rationality

are largely based on misunderstanding and miscommunication, and that there is

in fact broad consensus. This is good news for the agent standing in the middle,

because there is no need to sift through the debates and take sides on many complex

topics before making use of �ndings. The �rst section of this chapter o�ers a

constructive solution to the second problem, by modeling a hybrid approach that

harnesses the most valuable advantages of each.

Since I suggest that this hybrid approach could be fruitfully applied on a larger

scale moving forward, it is important to ask whether the theoretical basis for it is

sound, and whether the inter-approach consensus identi�ed earlier is su�cient to

render the hybrid approach acceptable to, or at least compatible with, both of its

parents. The above theorems deliver an a�rmative answer.

The previous section demonstrates that it is easy to prove a very broad com-

patibility between the rival traditional axiomatic and ecological approaches to ra-

tionality once they are carefully de�ned within a common language. The theorems

essentially show that proponents of the axiomatic and ecological approaches ought

accept the same rationality judgments in response to identically-de�ned situations,

although ECO's judgments are often more �ne-grained. This conclusion is driven

by the fact that the problem determines the evaluation, so if we force both sides to

address the same problem (i.e. take the agent's goals to be the same), the resultant

evaluations ought be compatible. Critically, the problem an agent faces should not

be a partisan issue; as I have argued, the problem is best determined partly by

features of the situation and partly by deferring to the agent's own preferences,

which can be described in theory-neutral terms.
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The de�nitions involved in the theorems � of an axiomatic theory, its intended

context, and expected axiomatic rationality � re�ect and reinforce the notion that

traditional axiomatic rationality is not the unreasonable opposite that proponents of

ecological rationality often make it out to be. Instead of theories of rationality as the

absolute obedience to context-independent rules, traditional axiomatic rationality

provides sets of rules for particular, carefully-drawn contexts, within which those

rules are proven to achieve good results; an axiomatic theory, then, is not just a list

of rules but rules in conjunction with an intended context and a presumed system

of goals and values; and although the traditional theorists do not typically discuss

processes, it is clear that the expected axiomatic rationality of the outcomes of a

process will vary with the process, and that an agent is more likely to be judged

axiomatically rational the greater the expected axiomatic rationality of whatever

process they employ for the task at hand. In summary, it is perfectly acceptable, and

even important, for the rational-guidance-seeker to consider contexts and processes

when assessing traditional axiomatic rationality.

Once this is accepted, it is straightforward to compare traditional axiomatic

rationality to ecological rationality; ecological rationality evaluates processes with

respect to contexts and the fuzzy concept of �accuracy� with no stated restrictions

on what contexts, processes, or values may be considered. Ecological rationality

judgments can only be pronounced on its units of evaluation, but there is freedom

to select appropriate components of these units. This means that, speci�cally,

axiomatic theories and processes that might satisfy them can comprise the units,

which is exactly what is needed for the hybrid approach.

Theorem 24 shows that, if we hold �xed the intended context of an axiom

system, and presume that whatever those axioms are designed to achieve is conceded

to be valuable (a reasonable and not very strong assumption), then a process'

ecological rationality corresponds to its expected obedience to the axioms all else

(i.e. speed and frugality) being equal. The most ecologically rational process will

guarantee obedience, the least will guarantee disobedience, and a given process is

more ecologically rational than another of the same speed and e�ciency if and

only if it is more likely to obey the axioms. The axioms play the role of desirable

features of processes, and so the approaches coincide. Particular theories judge

di�erent units, with the TATs judging outcomes and ECO judging the processes

producing them, but their ultimate assessments should agree in the sense that the

more ecologically rational the process an agent uses, the better the chance they will

appear rational according to the relevant TAT.

Holding �xed a TAT, including of course its intended context, any two processes

guaranteed to obey the axioms will be equally �accurate� given that theory's values.

Theorem 25 demonstrates that, though the TAA will not treat those processes as

di�erent (both will produce rational outcomes), ECO may be able to make further
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distinctions by looking at the speed and e�ciency of those processes; if one of the

processes is both faster and more e�cient, then it is better � more ecologically

rational � than the alternative, according to dominance. In contrast, Theorem 27

shows how a naive dominance principle may be replaced with an analog requiring

that the advantage of one process over another be great enough to be meaningful

for that process to be judged more ecologically rational. So it must be emphasized

that ECO has the ability to make more �ne-grained rationality judgments, but not

a mandate.

The question remains of how speed, e�ciency, and accuracy are to be weighted

relative to one another and the context and problem, and these trade-o�s will

in�uence ECO judgments of processes. But as argued before, the TAA also has

the ability (and motivation) to accommodate speed and perhaps e�ciency into its

value systems, and so any common-sensical speci�cation of the relative values of

these components would not be likely to cause a discrepancy between an ECO

judgment and a TAT (or to hinder the hybrid approach, which would rather be

greatly helped). As it is, neither has o�ered such a speci�cation, probably because

the relative importance of speed and frugality will be highly context-dependent.

Despite the inevitable di�erences between the approaches due to their formula-

tions, the compatibility demonstrated here is striking, and bodes well for the hybrid

approach. Thus a key moral of this section (harkening back to Chapter 3) is that

disagreement should be largely eliminable by being very clear and precise about the

context, problem, and values under consideration. The warring sides do not really

disagree about such fundamental issues as what factors are relevant to rationality

judgments (e.g. the context) or what value system should be used to judge possible

outcomes. Furthermore, both can make valuable contributions towards practical

guidance for individual agents seeking to improve their rationality.



CHAPTER 6

New Directions

6.1. Stepping Back

This thesis began with the claim that although there are many reasons why

researchers in diverse �elds study what we refer to as rationality, the purpose of

helping individuals to improve their rationality is an especially important one. Be-

cause of this, it is worth taking stock of the state of rationality research, assessing

its suitability with respect to this function, and identifying ways to improve. The

background conception of rationality laid out in Chapter 2 � physisism � supports

the carrying out of this work from the perspective of rational norms as compara-

tive statements that specify how an agent can improve their holistic well-being by

making changes in the organization and deployment of their cognitive tools (or by

not making changes, as the hybrid analysis of the Priority Heuristic reminds us).

To review what has been accomplished towards these ends, the �rst achieve-

ment was to bring greater understanding of two main approaches to rationality, the

traditional axiomatic approach and the newer ecological rationality, and to demon-

strate that much of the contention between proponents of these approaches results

from the rhetoric they use rather than fundamental, irreconcilable di�erences. This

is important from the perspective of helping people to improve because it shows

that there is no need to make a choice between competing views before availing

oneself of whatever tools and �ndings seem to be useful; it is simply necessary to

put all such resources into context and exercise plenty of common sense in order

not to be lead astray.

Again, the case of the Allais Paradox and the PH is an excellent example of

this: Expected utility theory proclaims that the modal choice pattern violates a

basic axiom of rational decision-making, which sounds unequivocally bad. Those

studying the ecological rationality of heuristics give many compelling examples

of evolved heuristics quietly helping people solve di�cult problems without any

perceptible e�ort, and point out that (by the way) the PH predicts the speci�c

choice pattern most commonly observed in the Allais problem along with a host of

other well-documented empirical phenomena. Yet the improvement-seeking agent

does not need to label one side as �right� and the other �wrong,� but instead to

step back and ask the practical question of the overall impact on their well-being of

150
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using this heuristic in its natural context of application, which includes the Allais

problem along with many other lottery choices.

The second major achievement of this thesis, therefore, is to demonstrate the

practical value of, theoretical justi�cation for, and executability of a hybrid ap-

proach that can deliver normative recommendations to agents by exploiting the

advantages and �ndings of both sub-approaches. The compatability of this hybrid

approach with both of its component approaches is demonstrated by the theorems in

Section 5.2, while the PH analysis serves as a model of its employment (5.1.2). This

example even produces a concrete recommendation, that individuals already using

the PH are better o� continuing to do so � and spending their self-improvement

energy elsewhere � than to attempt to switch to an alternative process such as esti-

mating expected utility. The key assumptions behind this normative claim are that

the Allais situation is relatively rare, that individuals actually use the heuristic in

roughly the situations psychologists think they do (e.g. when expected values are

similar), and that the lottery choices taken from the literature are overall a good

representation of the lottery choices people are likely to face in reality. Although

the heuristic is widely discussed and its ability to explain the notorious Allais pat-

tern is well-known, I believe this hybrid analysis is the �rst attempt to give any

robust normative justi�cation for it.

An important claim of this thesis is that many of the questions focused on by

current rationality research are not particularly productive with respect to the goal

of helping people, prompting the sub-goal of identifying questions that would be

more productive. Examples of what I consider to be less-than-helpful questions

include which approach to rationality is the �right� one, whether people are capable

of universal obedience to the axioms, whether people can optimize or the compu-

tations are too di�cult for them, whether a particular, localized behavior pattern

is best categorized as rational or irrational, and whether people deserve praise or

credit for their heuristic use when it serves them well. While there may be value in

these questions for certain purposes, the researcher with the primary aim of o�ering

guidance and good advice should take up a di�erent set of questions, and the work

done in this thesis suggests quite a few research questions that deserve attention in

the future. The remainder of this chapter will examine them.

6.2. Future Questions

Naturally, the hybrid analysis of processes via their expected axiomatic ratio-

nality should be carried out for more processes. The processes to prioritize for this

treatment are those that, for one, we believe people either already use or could

bene�t from learning and applying. Secondly, it makes sense to focus on processes

for contexts in which there is a percieved or suspected problem with what peo-

ple are already doing, so that the new recommendations produced might have the
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most impact. This is in line with what is already done in popular books explain-

ing research on human decision-making to the public: the behavioral economics

book Nudge [76] makes policy suggestions for improving behavior in such areas of

concern as payday loans, retirement savings, and marriage contracts, while Kah-

neman's Thinking, Fast and Slow [49] works to make people aware of when their

cognitive biases � which often serve as short-cuts to good inferences � tend to result

in poor choices or beliefs and should be overridden. The present work commends

such e�orts at helping people, but adds that in many cases what constitutes an

improvement will not be so obvious, and we will need a solid grounding in a nor-

mative account of rationality and careful analysis using concrete standards (such

as axioms) in order to generate new normative statements.

The compatability of my recommendations with these existing endeavors is

re�ective of the more general fact that in endorsing the hybrid approach there is no

implicit claim that either the TAA or ECO should be abandoned; quite the contrary,

the hybrid approach requires the type of work done by each as inputs. The PH

is an excellent process to subject to hybrid analysis because of all the evidence

that people actually use it, along with its connection to the Allais Paradox (which

itself, coincidentally, comes from a discussion regarding the suitability of TATs

[13]). Essentially all quality descriptive work on decision-making is valuable for

this approach because it is of the utmost importance to understand what people

are already doing as well as what they are capable of doing, what they �nd easy,

and what they �nd di�cult.

The TAA is also vital, supplying the axioms that permit processes to be eval-

uated via simulated use. In fact, it would be useful if there were more work devel-

oping new axiom systems for yet-unexplored domains and sub-domains. Perhaps

researchers have shied away from doing this because the image of TATs is tied up

in their supposed context-neutrality, but as I have argued, the axiom systems are

simply applied to very broad contexts. Abstract formal criteria, when properly

justi�ed (with representation theorems for example), permit concrete tests of ratio-

nality that are needed for widely-applicable, yet concrete, normative claims. This

is not to say it would be easy to develop new axioms with the appeal and authority

of the existing ones; it seems the major domains have all been studied already.

It might be easier, therefore, to seek not new axiom systems but individual

auxiliary axioms that would be used for subdomains of existing axiom systems. In

analogy, geometry does not limit itself to Euclid's �rst four postulates, but rather

has additional axioms pertaining to parallel lines, each corresponding to a di�erent

kind of space. Perhaps the same could be done for decision-making, belief revision,

etc., and in fact we could understand the logical axioms as already following this

pattern, with intuitionistic logic providing the base axioms and classical logic sup-

plying auxiliary axioms that will be appropriate for some, but not all, contexts. By
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providing clean rationality tests for more speci�c contexts, these axioms might be

well-suited for testing the ecological rationality of processes, which tends to be a

much more context-speci�c endeavor.

In fact, some of my previous work [66] can be fruitfully interpreted with this

idea of auxiliary axioms: I provide a supplementary axiom for AGM to capture its

guiding principle of revising beliefs by minimal change for a subdomain in which

agent's beliefs have a particular structure. Speci�cally, when the initial belief is a

compound belief such that the sub-beliefs can be arranged into a hierarchy such

that each entails those lower on the hierarchy and is entailed by those higher, I

propose revision that preserves as much of the hierarchy as compatible with what

is observed. This principle will be irrelevant for most belief revision contexts, and

some might even argue that it can be inappropriate in some others. Yet by including

it as a resource, AGM is able to make more �ne-grained statements about what

rational agents will do for the cases in which it is deemed appropriate. We can

imagine this being useful for the hybrid approach when testing a revision process

that would be used in the context in which this axiom is appropriate. It is also

easy to see that there is a lot of room for more such axioms; there is certainly more

than one subdomain of belief revision.

Thinking about using AGM in hybrid analysis brings to the forefront some

other issues that have been brushed over until now, but require some attention. I

gave some justi�cation for interpreting AGM and CL as TATs �tting the standard

pattern, where axiom systems provide empirical tests of rationality. These TATs

tend to be actually used to test people's behavior in laboratory settings in which

inferences are elicited and observed (e.g. [75]), to model change of public, observ-

able scienti�c theories, by connecting internal belief revisions to observed strategy

choices in games (as in epistemic game theory), and so forth. Nevertheless, there

is a sense in which all of these techniques are di�erent from those used for EUT,

because the �behavior� that the axioms pertain to, strictly speaking, is not directly

observable (with the exception, perhaps, of theory revision by a community of sci-

entists that uses written language to set their o�cial position). Obviously it is still

possible to collect evidence and draw reasonable inferences about people's internal

logical reasoning and belief revisions, and it is also quite simple to simulate the

use of a reasoning process that would take place in a person's head and measure

its performance using the axioms. It will require much more care and caution to

ensure that normative recommendations are valid, though.

A related (and potentially more di�cult) complication is that while both EUT

and physisist rationality are fundamently about agents satisfying their preferences,

the value sources justifying other axiom systems are di�erent: truth preservation for

logic, minimal belief change for AGM, and coherence for the Kolmogorov axioms.

If rationality is what furthers an agent's global well-being, we need to connect these
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various alternative values to human �ourishing. Physisism would seem to suggest

deriving or justifying these other sources of value ultimately from preference, and

hence grounding the other axiom systems in decision theory in a sense. So an

agent might be encouraged to have more coherent beliefs because in the long run

those beliefs are likely to serve them better. The physisist must worry about the

strength of this connection, though. It is intuitive that much of what philosophers

value highly � such as true beliefs � are generally better for us than their opposites.

Yet it is equally intuitive that Nozick's point is correct, i.e. that moving from

an approximately-true belief to a perfectly-true one is not always worth the e�ort

in terms of our over-all well-being [60]. While local accuracy would be measured

using the relevant axiom system, global (or even somewhat-less-local) accuracy

might involve trade-o�s such that an agent's preferences would be better served by

doing something other than perfectly obeying those axioms. Again, this will mean

that more care is needed to generate valid norms outside the domain of preferential

choice, at the very least. I will revisit the problem of how to make necessary trade-

o�s later.

Apart from the complication this issue adds to speci�c applications of the hybrid

methods, the topic of reducing other value sources to subjective preference reminds

us of the fact that the physisist underpinnings are themselves a candidate for further

investigation and elaboration. Many philosophers will have the intuition that truth

and coherence are valuable for non-pragmatic reasons, and that there is more to

rationality than furthering one's own ends. Even without accepting this, we might

ask whether there is anything objective about the ends rationality aims at (so that

perhaps truth and coherence have privileged standing, even for pragmatists). Some

life goals might be justi�ed by �human nature,� utility sources might be located

in the brain, with discoverable regularities to be found by neuroeconomists, or our

eudaimonia and our path to reaching it might be partially set by an equilibrium

our society is playing out [19]. An important question from the global viewpoint is

whether rationality itself plays a role in selecting the ends it seeks. And of course,

physisism basically subsumes ethics and rationality under the single heading of

moving towards the good life, but their relationship has not been spelled out and

many would object to this.

Partial or candidate answers to all of these questions might be found in Aris-

totle, and indeed there has been a resurgence in interest in his philosophy, and

especially in a modernized virtue ethics (see in particular Philippa Foot's work,

e.g. [34]), perhaps as a result of the trend towards naturalism mentioned previ-

ously. On a foundational level, a lot might be gained by connecting this pragmatic

project more deeply with this ethical literature. Similarly, the awkward mapping

of the TAA and ECO into the traditional epistemological camps of internalism

and externalism suggests that it would be fruitful to explore those debates further,
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since many di�cult foundational questions that rear their heads here have been

thoroughly investigated there.

The hybrid approach will also have to work around a few other open problems

that have become conspicuous, until they are addressed adequately. First is the

question of how people should trade o� between time, energy, resources, perfor-

mance, and so forth � and this is a question both in very concrete situations of

interest, as when a particular heuristic is being compared to an alternative with

di�erent strengths and weaknesses, and from a global perspective when we want to

know how to respond to an unmanageable number of localized recommendations,

some con�icting. Neither the hybrid approach nor ECO o�ers any way of doing

this, on its own, when dominance and limited distinguishability principles do not

play a clear role.

We might expect that there will be no principled solution to this problem � it's

not as if time will always be worth one-�fth as much as accuracy or something like

that � and that we will always just need to take the context into account. It would

certainly be reasonable to hope that in particular situations of interest, judgment

will enable us to �nd the right way to balance these competing values (and this is

true of the parallel problem, trading o� values such as truth and coherence, as well).

Just as �accuracy� tends to have an obvious meaning in the situations studied by

ECO, the relative importance of time, cognitive energy, and variations in expected

outcome is often clear when considering a particular problem. Faced with a choice

between multiple high-paying lotteries, I would certainly give up an extra minute

or two and exert some extra e�ort to be sure I made the right choice! A person

interested in theoretical rationality and a more rigorous method of addressing the

problem will not be content with this, however.

The foregoing discussion of multiple rational values suggests reducing the com-

peting values here to a single currency. The problem could be modeled using the

tools of expected utility theory, although we still could not expect a perfectly gen-

eral solution. More progress may be possible within the ECO framework, with its

checklist of values (accuracy, speed, frugality, perhaps others would be warranted).

If we measured the ratio of performance over resources used � which is probably

roughly the same as accuracy over the number of steps � we could develop uni�ed

measures with which to compare processes. (This is compatible with the hybrid

approach because accuracy can still be de�ned however we wish.) While a general-

purpose uni�ed scale of value would likely not be defensible, it is worth seeing what

short-cuts and approximations are possible and whether any tools can be devel-

oped. So long as the units used do not vary, then we might say that one process

is more ecologically rational than another when its ratio is higher, all else being

equal. We might call this ratio e�ciency, and we can refer to the claim that more

e�cient is more rational, ceteris paribus, as the e�ciency thesis. This thesis is very
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much in line with physisism, which holds that increasing rationality is increasing

expected overall well-being, which obviously requires being careful with resources

and not spending more than is warranted for a gain in performance of a given mag-

nitude. Of course, de�ning these terms and unifying the performance measure will

not obviate the need to use judgment; one might increase e�ciency by spending

fewer resources and also losing some accuracy, and this will not always be a good

idea. In a way, the e�ciency thesis is a reformulation of dominance and does not

automatically help us. The problem is a di�cult one, and unifying ECO's criteria

may simply be a helpful �rst step towards treating it explicitly.

A di�erent problem in the background of the hybrid approach will be referred

to as the frame problem (a name also used for a somewhat similar problem in A.I.).

When modeling the hybrid analysis using the PH, I emphasized that the measure of

accuracy would be quite sensitive to the characterization of the context; for example,

the interpretation of the results of the transitivity algorithm depended on the claim

that the intransitivities produced by the heuristic would tend to fall outside the

actual context of application for the heuristic. Following the increasingly familiar

pattern, judgment and informal argumentation su�ced to describe the appropriate

context and render a judgment in this case, but a more principled account of how

it should be done in general is desirable.

Other related questions pertaining to context selection also arise if we imagine

that we do not start with a particular process for which we want to �nd a suitable

context, but rather want to start looking at our performance in a variety of contexts

to see in which ones we could most bene�t from improvement. How should we go

about selecting the contexts to be examined, i.e., what is the most e�cient frame

size to focus one's energy on? The TAA and ECO o�er two essentially opposite

examples, with TATs generally drawing contexts broadly and ECO focusing on very

speci�c problems (e.g. the German Cities problem discussed in 3.3.2) and graphing

heuristic performance for various parameter values. This tendency could be pushed

to the extreme, in which the contexts examined would be singletons. It is clear

that neither extreme is especially practical, though; an agent seeking improvement

will simply not have the resources to consider each fully-described possible context

in isolation and determine how to best-respond to it, and the results of doing this

in one case are all but guaranteed not to generalize very far. Conversely, the kinds

of e�cient heuristics championed by ECO exploit environmental regularities, and

so the contexts considered should probably be small enough to have substantial

regularities and to be manageable. People's di�culties tend to lie in relatively

circumscribed situations, such as the Allais problem and the scenarios in which the

cognitive biases that typically serve as useful short-cuts lead us astray. So it will

be best to look at mid-sized contexts ... but this is vague advice indeed.
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This particular problem would be fruitfully investigated using the tools of

COMPS. Speci�cally, we might formalize the study of contexts by characterizing

the space of contexts as a Hilbert space of contextual features. This would enable

useful mathematical tools to be used, such as distance and cardinality measures for

comparing the sizes and �closeness� of di�erent contexts or subspaces. A number of

interesting questions then present themselves regarding rationality prescriptions in

di�erent contexts: What would it mean for rationality judgments to be consistent

or inconsistent across frames? Under what conditions could consistent judgments

be guaranteed? If one is a subset of the other, for example? Will potential contra-

dictions pose a practical obstacle, and if so, what can be done about it? An intuitive

practical suggestion would be for agents to begin with relatively large frames, re-

�ning them when there is positive motivation for doing so (as when performance

is especially poor in a subframe). An useful initial goal would be to see if any

normative value in such a practice can be demonstrated, or if not, to understand

the reasons or identify the missing tools.

It will not have gone unnoticed that there are many common threads running

through the problems listed here, and so the �nal suggestion is to reframe and

approach them under the banner of meta-processes. The idea behind global nor-

mative rationality is that the main task is to rearrange and adjust the use of the

many speci�c processes (including simple heuristics and much more) to improve

overall performance. E�ciency promotes overall performance by spending energy

(including on improvements) where it will make a big impact, and conserving it

where it will not. Thus it is most important for the meta-processes to be e�cient,

as they themselves have a bigger impact than any of the lower-level processes to

which they delegate tasks. Part of being an e�cient meta-process is to divide labor

between lower processes in an e�cient way, and so a more rational meta-process

will have a better �solution� to the frame problem as well.

Wallin and Gärdenfors explain the importance of these meta-processes in their

commentary [84] to Gigerenzer, Peter Todd, and ABC's 1999 book [42]. While

ECO emphasizes the human ability to perform well by using �fast and frugal�

heuristics that exploit environmental regularities, Wallin and Gärdenfors point out

that what is most impressive is not that there exist heuristics that can succeed in

particular contexts, but rather our ability to apply the appropriate heuristic for the

situation at hand (usually without any conscious reasoning):

We wish to add that it is not the simple heuristics in themselves

that make us smart. ... In brief, we are smart enough to make

simple heuristics work and before we can evaluate the role of

simple heuristics, we must know more about how people choose

to apply a particular heuristic in a given decision situation [84].
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While this comment is directed towards the ECO research program in heuristics,

meta-processes are not just relevant for that process-based approach, nor only for

its descriptive component. They are subject to normative evaluation, and both

ECO and TATs can evaluate them in their own ways.

To return to one of the earliest questions examined � whether rationality is

best understood as obedience to axioms or rather as selecting processes that best-

respond to the environment � we can understand even this basic question in terms

of meta-processes. In other words, the question of whether the TAA, ECO, or

some mixture of the two is superior is in fact a question about the rationality of

the approach's respective meta-processes. Further, results in Section 5.2 indicat-

ing agreement between the approaches at a local level have little bearing on the

arguably more important and interesting question of their relationship as compet-

ing meta-processes from a global perspective. In a certain respect, I have advo-

cated the hybrid approach as an appropriate meta-process for theorists or active

self-improvers to select lower-level processes. Yet how to improve or evaluate the

mind's own meta-processes is an open question.

Little work has been done in this area, and the only literature on meta-processes

comes from computer science and pertains to algorithms (though perhaps they will

have uncovered principles that apply to people). It would make sense, however, to

tackle this large problem using the same tools used to understand e�ciency and

process selection on a smaller scale. That is, meta-processes are just a special kind of

process, and so we might try to model them as such using COMPS, as determining

which states result from which others with what probability, and evaluating them

in the usual way with respect to problems and valuations, according to the values of

accuracy, speed, and so forth. In this way, we might hope that the contributions of

this project extend beyond the hybrid method of analysis for generating particular

norms, and include the beginnings of formal tools for addressing many of these

challenging but important open problems.
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Lottery Group ID O1 P1 O2 P2 O3 P3 O4 P4 O5 P5
L1 A1 1000000 1
L2 A1 5000000 0.1 1000000 0.89 0 0.01
L3 A2 1000000 0.11 0 0.89
L4 A2 5000000 0.1 0 0.9
L5 B1 100 0.5 0 0.5
L6 B1 100 1
L7 B2 1000 0.5 0 0.5
L8 B2 300 1
L9 C1 500000000 0.98 0 0.02
L10 C1 100000000 1
L11 C1 1 1
L12 C2 500000000 0.0098 1 0.99 0 0.0002
L13 C2 100000000 0.01 1 0.99
L14 D1 4 0.5 36 0.5
L15 D1 9 0.5 25 0.5
L16 D2 2 1
L17 D2 100 0.5 1 0.5
L18 E1 1000 0.5 0 0.5
L19 E1 450 1
L20 E2 2500 0.33 2400 0.66 0 0.01
L21 E2 2400 1
L22 E3 2500 0.33 0 0.67
L23 E3 2400 0.34 0 0.66
L24 E4 4000 0.8 0 0.2
L25 E4 3000 1
L26 E5 4000 0.2 0 0.8
L27 E5 3000 0.25 0 0.75
L28 E6 3 0.5 0 0.5
L29 E6 1 1
L30 E7 3 0.05 0 0.95
L31 E7 1 0.1 0 0.9
L32 E8 6000 0.45 0 0.55
L33 E8 3000 0.9 0 0.1
L34 E9 6000 0.001 0 0.999
L35 E9 3000 0.002 0 0.998
L36 F1 500 0.5 0 0.5
L37 F1 2500 0.1 0 0.9
L38 F2 220 0.9 0 0.1
L39 F2 500 0.4 0 0.6
L40 F3 5000 0.5 0 0.5
L41 F3 25000 0.1 0 0.9
L42 F4 2200 0.9 0 0.1
L43 F4 5000 0.4 0 0.6
L44 F5 200000 1
L45 F5 400000 0.5 0 0.5
L46 F6 100 0.05 0 0.95
L47 F6 5 1
L48 F7 100 0.95 0 0.05
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L49 F7 95 1
L50 F8 2500 0.05 550 0.95
L51 F8 2000 0.1 500 0.9
L52 F9 2000 0.6 500 0.4
L53 F9 2000 0.4 1000 0.6
L54 F10 100 0.85 50 0.1 50 0.05
L55 F10 100 0.85 100 0.1 7 0.05
L56 100 0.85 50 0.15
L57 100 0.95 7 0.05
L58 G1 18.8 0.8 7.6 0.2
L59 G1 15.5 1
L60 G2 17.9 0.92 7.2 0.08
L61 G2 17.1 1
L62 G3 22.9 0.06 9.2 0.94
L63 G3 9.6 1
L64 G4 10 0.96 1.7 0.04
L65 G4 9.9 1
L66 G5 2.8 0.8 1 0.2
L67 G5 2.2 1
L68 G6 17.1 0.1 6.9 0.9
L69 G6 8 1
L70 G7 24.3 0.04 9.7 0.96
L71 G7 10.6 1
L72 G8 18.2 0.98 6.9 0.02
L73 G8 18.1 1
L74 G9 13.4 0.05 3.8 0.95
L75 G9 9.9 1
L76 G10 5.8 0.04 2.7 0.96
L77 2.8 1
L78 G11 13.1 0.94 3.8 0.06
L79 G11 12.8 1
L80 G12 3.5 0.09 0.1 0.91
L81 G12 0.5 1
L82 G13 25.7 0.1 8.1 0.9
L83 G13 11.5 1
L84 G14 16.5 0.01 6.9 0.99
L85 G14 7 1
L86 G15 11.4 0.97 1.9 0.03
L87 G15 11 1
L88 G16 26.5 0.94 8.3 0.06
L89 G16 25.2 1
L90 G17 11.5 0.6 3.7 0.4
L91 G17 7.4 1
L92 G18 20.8 0.99 8.9 0.01
L93 G18 20.7 1
L94 G19 10.1 0.3 4.2 0.7
L95 G19 6 1
L96 G20 8 0.92 0.8 0.08
L97 G20 7.7 1

F11
F11

G10
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L98 H1 20.1 0.95 6.5 0.05
L99 19.6 1
L100 H2 5.2 0.5 1.4 0.5
L101 H2 5.1 1
L102 H3 12 0.5 2.4 0.5
L103 H3 9 1
L104 H4 20.7 0.9 9.1 0.1
L105 H4 19.8 1
L106 H5 8.4 0.07 1.2 0.93
L107 H5 1.6 1
L108 H6 22.6 0.4 7.2 0.6
L109 H6 12.4 1
L110 H7 23.4 0.93 7.6 0.07
L111 H7 22.1 1
L112 H8 17.2 0.09 5 0.91
L113 H8 5.9 1
L114 H9 18.9 0.9 6.7 0.1
L115 H9 17.7 1
L116 H10 12.8 0.04 4.7 0.96
L117 H10 4.9 1
L118 H11 19.1 0.03 4.8 0.97
L119 H11 5.2 1
L120 H12 12.3 0.91 1.3 0.09
L121 H12 12.1 1
L122 H13 6.8 0.9 3 0.1
L123 H13 6.7 1
L124 H14 22.6 0.3 9.2 0.7
L125 H14 11 1
L126 H15 6.4 0.09 0.5 0.91
L127 H15 1.5 1
L128 H16 15.3 0.06 5.9 0.94
L129 H16 7.1 1
L130 H17 5.3 0.9 1.5 0.1
L131 H17 4.7 1
L132 H18 21.9 0.5 8.1 0.5
L133 H18 12.6 1
L134 H19 27.5 0.7 9.2 0.3
L135 H19 21.9 1
L136 H20 4.4 0.2 0.7 0.8
L137 H20 1.1 1
L138 2000 0.6 500 0.4
L139 2000 0.4 1000 0.6
L140 5000 0.2 2000 0.8
L141 4000 0.5 1200 0.5
L142 I3 4000 0.2 2000 0.8
L143 I3 3000 0.7 1000 0.3
L144 I4 900 0.4 500 0.6
L145 I4 2500 0.2 200 0.8
L146 I5 1000 0.5 0 0.5

H1

I1
I1
I2
I2
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L147 I5 500 1
L148 I6 3000 0.6 1500 0.4
L149 I6 2000 0.4 1000 0.6
L150 I7 6000 0.2 3000 0.8
L151 I7 4000 0.5 1200 0.5
L152 I8 5000 0.2 3000 0.8
L153 I8 3000 0.7 1000 0.3
L154 I9 1900 0.4 1500 0.6
L155 I9 2500 0.2 200 0.8
L156 2000 0.5 1000 0.5
L157 500 1
L158 I11 2000 0.1 500 0.9
L159 I11 2500 0.05 550 0.95
L160 I12 4000 0.25 3000 0.75
L161 I12 5000 0.2 2800 0.8
L162 I13 6000 0.3 2500 0.7
L163 I13 8200 0.25 2000 0.75
L164 I14 3000 0.4 2000 0.6
L165 I14 3600 0.35 1750 0.65
L166 I15 2500 0.33 0 0.67
L167 I15 2400 0.34 0 0.66
L168 I16 5000 0.1 500 0.9
L169 I16 2500 0.05 550 0.95
L170 I17 7000 0.25 3000 0.75
L171 I17 5000 0.2 2800 0.8
L172 I18 9000 0.3 2500 0.7
L173 I18 8200 0.25 2000 0.75
L174 I19 6000 0.4 2000 0.6
L175 I19 3600 0.35 1750 0.65
L176 5500 0.33 0 0.67
L177 2400 0.34 0 0.66
L178 J1 200 0.04 150 0.21 100 0.5 50 0.21 0 0.04
L179 J1 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L180 J2 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L181 J2 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L182 J3 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 50 0.2 0 0.2
L183 J3 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L184 J4 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L185 J4 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32
L186 J5 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L187 J5 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L188 J6 200 0.04 150 0.21 100 0.5 50 0.21 0 0.04
L189 J6 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L190 J7 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L191 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L192 J8 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 50 0.2 0 0.2
L193 J8 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L194 J9 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L195 J9 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32

I10
I10

I20
I20

J7
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L196 J10 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L197 J10 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L198 J11 200 0.04 150 0.21 100 0.5 50 0.21 0 0.04
L199 J11 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L200 J12 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 50 0.2 0 0.2
L201 J12 240 0.15 130 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L202 J13 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32
L203 J13 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L204 J14 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L205 J14 260 0.15 180 0.15 120 0.15 80 0.2 0 0.35
L206 J15 260 0.15 180 0.15 120 0.15 80 0.2 0 0.35
L207 J15 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32
L208 J16 250 0.04 200 0.21 150 0.5 100 0.21 0 0.04
L209 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L210 250 0.2 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 0 0.2
L211 200 0.15 150 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L212 250 0.32 200 0.16 150 0.04 100 0.16 0 0.32
L213 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L214 398 0.04 311 0.11 224 0.19 137 0.28 0 0.38
L215 260 0.15 180 0.15 120 0.15 80 0.2 0 0.35
L216 J20 310 0.15 230 0.15 170 0.15 130 0.2 0 0.35
L217 J20 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32

J16
J17
J17
J18
J18
J19
J19
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Lottery Group ID O1 P1 O2 P2 O3 P3 O4 P4 O5 P5
L1 A1 1000000 1
L2 A1 5000000 0.1 1000000 0.89 0 0.01
L3 A2 1000000 0.11 0 0.89
L4 A2 5000000 0.1 0 0.9
L5 B1 100 0.5 0 0.5
L6 B1 100 1
L7 B2 1000 0.5 0 0.5
L8 B2 300 1
L9 C1 500000000 0.98 0 0.02
L10 C1 100000000 1
L11 C1 1 1
L12 C2 500000000 0.0098 1 0.99 0 0.0002
L13 C2 100000000 0.01 1 0.99
L14 D1 4 0.5 36 0.5
L15 D1 9 0.5 25 0.5
L16 D2 2 1
L17 D2 100 0.5 1 0.5
L18 E1 450 1
L19 E2 2500 0.33 2400 0.66 0 0.01
L20 E2 2400 1
L21 E3 2500 0.33 0 0.67
L22 E3 2400 0.34 0 0.66
L23 E4 4000 0.8 0 0.2
L24 E4 3000 1
L25 E5 4000 0.2 0 0.8
L26 E5 3000 0.25 0 0.75
L27 E6 3 0.5 0 0.5
L28 E7 3 0.05 0 0.95
L29 E7 1 0.1 0 0.9
L30 E8 6000 0.45 0 0.55
L31 E8 3000 0.9 0 0.1
L32 E9 6000 0.001 0 0.999
L33 E9 3000 0.002 0 0.998
L34 F1 500 0.5 0 0.5
L35 F1 2500 0.1 0 0.9
L36 F2 220 0.9 0 0.1
L37 F2 500 0.4 0 0.6
L38 F3 5000 0.5 0 0.5
L39 F3 25000 0.1 0 0.9
L40 F4 2200 0.9 0 0.1
L41 F4 5000 0.4 0 0.6
L42 F5 200000 1
L43 F5 400000 0.5 0 0.5
L44 F6 100 0.05 0 0.95
L45 F6 5 1
L46 F7 100 0.95 0 0.05
L47 F7 95 1
L48 F8 2500 0.05 550 0.95
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L49 F8 2000 0.1 500 0.9
L50 F9 2000 0.6 500 0.4
L51 F9 2000 0.4 1000 0.6
L52 F10 100 0.85 50 0.1 50 0.05
L53 F10 100 0.85 100 0.1 7 0.05
L54 F11 100 0.85 50 0.15
L55 F11 100 0.95 7 0.05
L56 G1 18.8 0.8 7.6 0.2
L57 G1 15.5 1
L58 G2 17.9 0.92 7.2 0.08
L59 G2 17.1 1
L60 G3 22.9 0.06 9.2 0.94
L61 G3 9.6 1
L62 G4 10 0.96 1.7 0.04
L63 G4 9.9 1
L64 G5 2.8 0.8 1 0.2
L65 G5 2.2 1
L66 G6 17.1 0.1 6.9 0.9
L67 G6 8 1
L68 G7 24.3 0.04 9.7 0.96
L69 G7 10.6 1
L70 G8 18.2 0.98 6.9 0.02
L71 G8 18.1 1
L72 G9 13.4 0.05 3.8 0.95
L73 G10 5.8 0.04 2.7 0.96
L74 G10 2.8 1
L75 G11 13.1 0.94 3.8 0.06
L76 G11 12.8 1
L77 G12 3.5 0.09 0.1 0.91
L78 G12 0.5 1
L79 G13 25.7 0.1 8.1 0.9
L80 G13 11.5 1
L81 G14 16.5 0.01 6.9 0.99
L82 G14 7 1
L83 G15 11.4 0.97 1.9 0.03
L84 G15 11 1
L85 G16 26.5 0.94 8.3 0.06
L86 G16 25.2 1
L87 G17 11.5 0.6 3.7 0.4
L88 G17 7.4 1
L89 G18 20.8 0.99 8.9 0.01
L90 G18 20.7 1
L91 G19 10.1 0.3 4.2 0.7
L92 G19 6 1
L93 G20 8 0.92 0.8 0.08
L94 G20 7.7 1
L95 H1 20.1 0.95 6.5 0.05
L96 H1 19.6 1
L97 H2 5.2 0.5 1.4 0.5
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L98 H2 5.1 1
L99 H3 12 0.5 2.4 0.5
L100 H3 9 1
L101 H4 20.7 0.9 9.1 0.1
L102 H4 19.8 1
L103 H5 8.4 0.07 1.2 0.93
L104 H5 1.6 1
L105 H6 22.6 0.4 7.2 0.6
L106 H6 12.4 1
L107 H7 23.4 0.93 7.6 0.07
L108 H7 22.1 1
L109 H8 17.2 0.09 5 0.91
L110 H8 5.9 1
L111 H9 18.9 0.9 6.7 0.1
L112 H9 17.7 1
L113 H10 12.8 0.04 4.7 0.96
L114 H10 4.9 1
L115 H11 19.1 0.03 4.8 0.97
L116 H11 5.2 1
L117 H12 12.3 0.91 1.3 0.09
L118 H12 12.1 1
L119 H13 6.8 0.9 3 0.1
L120 H13 6.7 1
L121 H14 22.6 0.3 9.2 0.7
L122 H15 6.4 0.09 0.5 0.91
L123 H15 1.5 1
L124 H16 15.3 0.06 5.9 0.94
L125 H16 7.1 1
L126 H17 5.3 0.9 1.5 0.1
L127 H17 4.7 1
L128 H18 21.9 0.5 8.1 0.5
L129 H18 12.6 1
L130 H19 27.5 0.7 9.2 0.3
L131 H19 21.9 1
L132 H20 4.4 0.2 0.7 0.8
L133 H20 1.1 1
L134 I2 5000 0.2 2000 0.8
L135 I2 4000 0.5 1200 0.5
L136 I3 4000 0.2 2000 0.8
L137 I3 3000 0.7 1000 0.3
L138 I4 900 0.4 500 0.6
L139 I4 2500 0.2 200 0.8
L140 I5 500 1
L141 I6 3000 0.6 1500 0.4
L142 I7 6000 0.2 3000 0.8
L143 I8 5000 0.2 3000 0.8
L144 I9 1900 0.4 1500 0.6
L145 I10 2000 0.5 1000 0.5
L146 I12 4000 0.25 3000 0.75
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L147 I12 5000 0.2 2800 0.8
L148 I13 6000 0.3 2500 0.7
L149 I13 8200 0.25 2000 0.75
L150 I14 3000 0.4 2000 0.6
L151 I14 3600 0.35 1750 0.65
L152 I16 5000 0.1 500 0.9
L153 I17 7000 0.25 3000 0.75
L154 I18 9000 0.3 2500 0.7
L155 I19 6000 0.4 2000 0.6
L156 I20 5500 0.33 0 0.67
L157 J1 200 0.04 150 0.21 100 0.5 50 0.21 0 0.04
L158 J1 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L159 J2 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L160 J3 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 50 0.2 0 0.2
L161 J4 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32
L162 J5 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L163 J6 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L164 J12 240 0.15 130 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L165 J14 260 0.15 180 0.15 120 0.15 80 0.2 0 0.35
L166 J16 250 0.04 200 0.21 150 0.5 100 0.21 0 0.04
L167 J17 250 0.2 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 0 0.2
L168 J17 200 0.15 150 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L169 J18 250 0.32 200 0.16 150 0.04 100 0.16 0 0.32
L170 J19 398 0.04 311 0.11 224 0.19 137 0.28 0 0.38
L171 J20 310 0.15 230 0.15 170 0.15 130 0.2 0 0.35
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import java.io.*;
import java.util.Arrays;
import java.util.Scanner;
import java.util.ArrayList;

5 import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.lang.*;
 

10 public class PH2 {
 

public static void main(String[] args) {

// build array that says which lottery the PH chooses from every pair (row lottery 
& col lottery)

15 int[][] PHarray;
PHarray = new int [171][171];

Scanner scan;
try{

20 scan = new Scanner(new File("PH_Reduced_UpdatedRange.tsv"));
while (scan.hasNext()){

//System.out.println(Integer.parseInt(scan.next()));
for (int PHrow=0;PHrow<171;PHrow++){

for (int PHcol=0;PHcol<171;PHcol++){
25 PHarray[PHrow][PHcol] = Integer.parseInt

(scan.next());
}

}
}
scan.close();

30 }
catch(IOException e){

System.out.println(e);}

35 ///*
// the next part of the program looks for independence violations

//make array to hold outcomes (up to 5) for each 
lotto; empty outcomes are entered as -5

double [][] OutcomeArray = new double [171][5];
try{

40 Scanner scan2 = new Scanner(new File 
("OutcomeTable_Reduced.tsv"));

while (scan2.hasNext()){
for (int row=0;row<171;row++){

for (int col=0;col<5;col++){
OutcomeArray[row]

[col] = Double.parseDouble(scan2.next());
45 }

}
}
scan2.close();

}
50 catch(IOException f){

System.out.println(f);}

//*/

55
///*

// make array of probabilities for the lotteries; 
empty probs are entered as 0

double [][] ProbArray = new double [171][5];
try{

60 Scanner scan3 = new Scanner(new File 
("ProbTable_Reduced.tsv"));

File: /home/patricia/Dropbox/Docume…k/PH_expectation_work/PH2.java Page 2 of 10

while (scan3.hasNext()){
for (int row=0;row<171;row++){

for (int col=0;col<5;col++){
ProbArray[row][col] 

= Double.parseDouble(scan3.next());
65 }

}
}
scan3.close();

}
70 catch(IOException g){

System.out.println(g);}

//*/

75

/*
// counters for total triples checked and total cycles found:
int totTrips = 0;

80 int totCycles = 0;
//array to count how many cycles each lottery is implicated in:
int[] cycleImplicationCount= new int [171];
int[][] TripStorer = new int [175000][3];

85 //check for intransitivities, and print them:
for(int count1=0;count1<171;count1++){

for(int count2=0;count2<171;count2++){
if (count1!=count2){

if (checkPreference
(count1,count2,PHarray)==true){

90 for(int count3=0;count3<171;count3+
+){

if (count1!=count3 && 
count2!=count3){

if(checkPreference
(count2,count3,PHarray)==true){

totTrips++;
if

(checkPreference(count3,count1,PHarray)==true){
95

TripStorer[totCycles][0]=count1; TripStorer[totCycles][1]=count2; TripStorer[totCycles][2]=count3;

totCycles++;

cycleImplicationCount[count1]++;cycleImplicationCount[count2]++;cycleImplicationCount[count3]++;
}

}
100 }

}
}

}
}

105 }
//show the rate of triples and how many each lottery is implicated in

System.out.println("Found " + totCycles + " cycles out of "+ 
totTrips +" triples compared.");

printCycleStats(totCycles, TripStorer, OutcomeArray, ProbArray);
printImplications(cycleImplicationCount);

110 */

115 ///*
//use the prob and outcome arrays to make independence array for 

analysis; printed to test - correct
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double [][] IndependenceArray = new double [171][100];
int index=0;
for(int lott = 0; lott < 171; lott++){ // here and below L12 is 

left out because it includes probabilities too small for the independence representation with 100 
columns

120 if(lott!=11){
index=0;
for (int prob = 0; prob <5; prob++){

double percent = (ProbArray[lott][prob])*100;
for (int count = 0; count < percent && index<100; 

count++){
125 IndependenceArray[lott][index]=OutcomeArray

[lott][prob];
//System.out.println(lott);
index++;

}
}

130 }}
/* for checking the array only:

for(int i=0;i<171;i++){
System.out.println("Lottery at position "+i+" - should be lottery 

number one greater than that.");
for (int j=0;j<100;j++){

135 if(j%10==0) System.out.println("At position "+j+" of lott 
in position "+ i);

System.out.println(IndependenceArray[i][j]);
}

}
*/

140 //*/

///*
//array to keep track of which outcomes have been used in 

independence tests
boolean [][] takenTracker = new boolean [4][100];

145 //make new array to store independence quads, so they can be 
checked for violations in PH choice

int[][] QuadStorer = new int[50000][4]; 
int QuadCounter = 0;

//*/

150

// this will output quads where independence type 1 (Allais) is 
relevant

// this type is such that lotteries A & B are implied, and the quad 
is A & B mixed with 2 different other lotteries C and D

155  
/*

for(int l1=0;l1<171;l1++){
for(int l2=0;l2<171;l2++){
for(int l3=0;l3<171;l3++){

160 for(int l4=0;l4<171;l4++){
if(l1!=11 && l2!=11 && l3!=11 && l4!=11 && l1!=l2 && l1!=l3 && l1!

=l4 && l2!=l3 && l2!=l4 && l3!=l4){
 

takenTracker=resetTracker(takenTracker);
int xcount=0; int Amarker=0; int Bmarker=0; int Cmarker=0; 

int Dmarker=0;
165 boolean Astop=false; boolean Bstop=false; boolean 

ACfound=false; boolean BDfound=false;
while(Amarker<100 && Bmarker<100){

Astop=false; Bstop=false; ACfound=false; 
BDfound=false;

while(Amarker<100 && Astop==false){
Cmarker=0; ACfound=false;
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170 while(ACfound==false && Cmarker<100){
if(IndependenceArray[l1]

[Amarker]==IndependenceArray[l3][Cmarker] && takenTracker[0][Amarker]==false && takenTracker[2]
[Cmarker]==false){

ACfound=true; Astop=true;
}
else Cmarker++;

175 }
if (ACfound==false) Amarker++;

}
while(Bmarker<100 && Bstop==false){

Dmarker=0; BDfound=false;
180 while(BDfound==false && Dmarker<100){

if(IndependenceArray[l2]
[Bmarker]==IndependenceArray[l4][Dmarker] && takenTracker[1][Bmarker]==false && takenTracker[3]
[Dmarker]==false){

BDfound=true; Bstop=true; 

}
else Dmarker++;

185 }
if (BDfound==false) Bmarker++;

}
if(ACfound==true && BDfound==true){

xcount++;
190 takenTracker[0][Amarker]=true; takenTracker

[1][Bmarker]=true; takenTracker[2][Cmarker]=true; takenTracker[3][Dmarker]=true;
Amarker++; Bmarker++;

}
}
if(xcount>0 && xcount<100){

195 int y1count = 100-xcount; int y2count = 100-xcount;
Amarker=0; Cmarker=0; 
boolean ABfound=false; boolean CDfound=false; 

boolean ystop = false;
while(Amarker<100 && y1count>0 && ystop==false){

Bmarker=0; ABfound=false;
200 if (takenTracker[0][Amarker]==true) Amarker+

+;
else{

while(ABfound==false && Amarker<100 
&& Bmarker<100){

if(IndependenceArray[l1]
[Amarker]==IndependenceArray[l2][Bmarker] && takenTracker[0][Amarker]==false && takenTracker[1]
[Bmarker]==false) ABfound=true;

else Bmarker++;
205 }

if(ABfound==true){
y1count--;
takenTracker[0]

[Amarker]=true; takenTracker[1][Bmarker]=true;
}

210 else ystop=true;
}

}
if(ystop==false && xcount<100){

while(Cmarker<100 && y2count>0 && 
ystop==false){

215 Dmarker=0; CDfound=false;
if(takenTracker[2][Cmarker]==true) 

Cmarker++;
else{

while(CDfound==false && 
Cmarker<100 && Dmarker<100){

if(IndependenceArray
[l3][Cmarker]==IndependenceArray[l4][Dmarker] && takenTracker[2][Cmarker]==false && takenTracker[3]
[Dmarker]==false) CDfound=true;
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220 else Dmarker++;
}
if(CDfound==true){

y2count--;
takenTracker[2]

[Cmarker]=true; takenTracker[3][Dmarker]=true;
225 }

else ystop=true;
}

}
if(ystop==false && xcount<100 && y1count==0 

&& y2count==0){ 
230 int TempA = l1+1; int TempB = l2+1; 

int TempC = l3+1; int TempD = l4+1;  
System.out.println("Found 

independence1 quad with A as L"+TempA+" B as L"+TempB+" C as L"+TempC+" D as L"+TempD+".");
QuadStorer[QuadCounter][0]=l1; 

QuadStorer[QuadCounter][1]=l2; QuadStorer[QuadCounter][2]=l3; QuadStorer[QuadCounter][3]=l4;
QuadCounter++;

} 
235 }

}
}}}}} 

//check stored quads for independence violations and gather stats 
on them 

240 System.out.println("Found a total of "+QuadCounter
+" Independence-1 quads to be checked for violations.");

int violationCounter=0;
int[]IndImplicationArray = new int[171];
for(int i=0;i<QuadCounter;i++){

if(checkPreference(QuadStorer[i]
[0],QuadStorer[i][1],PHarray)!=checkPreference(QuadStorer[i][2],QuadStorer[i][3],PHarray)){

245 int l1=QuadStorer[i][0]+1; int 
l2=QuadStorer[i][1]+1; int l3=QuadStorer[i][2]+1; int l4=QuadStorer[i][3]+1;

System.out.println("Independence 
Type 1 is violated by the PH for lottery "+ l1 +" as A, lottery "+l2+" as B, lottery "+l3+ " as C, 
and lottery "+l4+ " as D.");

violationCounter++;
IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i]

[0])]++; IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][1])]++;IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][2])]+
+;IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][3])]++;

}
250

}
System.out.println("Found a total of 

"+violationCounter+" violations.");
int temp;
for (int i=0;i<171;i++){

255 temp=i+1;
System.out.println("Lottery "+temp+" is 

implicated in "+IndImplicationArray[i]+" violations.");
}

//*/

260

//DO NOT run below simultaneously with above due to recycled variable names and 
long run times

//the below code checks all quads for Independence type 2
//this type means that lotteries C and D can be generated from A and B by mixing 

them with some other lottery E with some probability P
265 /*

for(int l1=0;l1<171;l1++){
for(int l2=0;l2<171;l2++){
for(int l3=0;l3<171;l3++){
for(int l4=0;l4<171; l4++)
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{
270 if(l1!=11 && l2!=11 && l3!=11 && l4!=11 && 

l1!=l2 && l1!=l3 && l1!=l4 && l2!=l3 && l2!=l4 && l3!=l4){

takenTracker=resetTracker
(takenTracker);

double xpercent=0; int Amarker=0; 
int Bmarker=0; int Cmarker=0; int Dmarker=0;

275 int Acount=0; int Bcount=0; int 
Ccount=0; int Dcount=0;

double Aoutcome=0; double 
Boutcome=0;

boolean stop=false; boolean 
ACfound=false; boolean BDfound=false; boolean CDfound;

boolean Amatch = true; boolean 
Cmatch=true; boolean Bmatch=true; boolean Dmatch=true;

double Ctarget=100; double 
Dtarget=100; 

280 while(Amarker<100 && stop==false){

Amatch=true; Acount=1;
while (Amatch==true){

Aoutcome=IndependenceArray[l1][Amarker];
285 if(Amarker<99){

if
(IndependenceArray[l1][Amarker]==IndependenceArray[l1][Amarker+1]){

Acount++; Amarker++;
}
else 

Amatch=false;
290 }

else Amatch=false;
}
Cmarker=0; ACfound=false;
while(ACfound==false && 

Cmarker<100){
295 if

(Aoutcome==IndependenceArray[l3][Cmarker]) ACfound=true;
else Cmarker++;

}
if(ACfound==true){

Ccount=0; 
Cmatch=true;

300 if(xpercent!=0){
Ctarget = 

xpercent*Acount/100;

}
while(Cmatch==true 

&& Cmarker<100 && Ccount<Ctarget){
305 if

(Aoutcome==IndependenceArray[l3][Cmarker]){

Ccount++;

takenTracker[2][Cmarker]=true;

Cmarker++;
}

310 else 
Cmatch=false;

}

double A=Acount; 
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double C=Ccount;
if (xpercent==0) 

xpercent=C/A*100;
315 else if (xpercent !

= (C/A*100)){
stop=true;

}
}

320 else stop=true;
Amarker++;

}

325
//same as above but for B and D
while(Bmarker<100 && stop==false){

Bmatch=true; Bcount=1;
330 while (Bmatch==true){

Boutcome=IndependenceArray[l2][Bmarker];
if(Bmarker<99){

if
(IndependenceArray[l2][Bmarker]==IndependenceArray[l2][Bmarker+1]){

Bcount++; Bmarker++;
335 }

else 
Bmatch=false;

}
else Bmatch=false;

}
340 Dmarker=0; BDfound=false;

while(BDfound==false && 
Dmarker<100){

if
(Boutcome==IndependenceArray[l4][Dmarker]) BDfound=true;

else Dmarker++;
}

345 if(BDfound==true){
Dcount=0; 

Dmatch=true; boolean end=false;
if(xpercent!=0){

Dtarget = 
xpercent*Bcount/100;

350 }
while(Dmatch==true 

&& end==false && Dcount<Dtarget){
if

(Boutcome==IndependenceArray[l4][Dmarker]){

Dcount++;

takenTracker[3][Dmarker]=true;
355

Dmarker++;
}
else 

Dmatch=false;
if

(Dmarker>99) end=true;
}

360 double D=Dcount; 
double B=Bcount;

if (xpercent != (D/
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B*100)) stop=true;
}
else stop=true;
Bmarker++;

365 }

if(stop==false){

double ypercent=100-
xpercent;

370 Cmarker=0; 
CDfound=false;
while(Cmarker<100 && 

stop==false && ypercent>0){
Dmarker=0; 

CDfound=false;
if(takenTracker[2]

[Cmarker]==true) Cmarker++;
375 else{

while
(CDfound==false && Cmarker<100 && Dmarker<100){

if 
(IndependenceArray[l3][Cmarker]==IndependenceArray[l4][Dmarker] && takenTracker[3][Dmarker]==false) 
CDfound=true;

else Dmarker++;
}

380 if
(CDfound==true){

ypercent--;

takenTracker[2][Cmarker]=true; takenTracker[3][Dmarker]=true;
}
else 

stop=true;
385 }

}
if(stop==false){ 

int TempA = l1+1; 
int TempB = l2+1; int TempC = l3+1; int TempD = l4+1;  

390 System.out.println
("Found independence2 quad with A as L"+TempA+" B as L"+TempB+" C as L"+TempC+" D as L"+TempD+".");

QuadStorer
[QuadCounter][0]=l1; QuadStorer[QuadCounter][1]=l2; QuadStorer[QuadCounter][2]=l3; QuadStorer
[QuadCounter][3]=l4;

QuadCounter++;
}

}
395  

}}}}}

//check stored quads for independence violations 
400

System.out.println("Found a total of "+QuadCounter+" Independence-2 
quads to be checked for violations.");

int violationCounter=0;
int[]IndImplicationArray = new int[171];
for(int i=0;i<QuadCounter;i++){

405 if(checkPreference(QuadStorer[i][0],QuadStorer[i]
[1],PHarray)!=checkPreference(QuadStorer[i][2],QuadStorer[i][3],PHarray)){

int l1=QuadStorer[i][0]+1; int l2=QuadStorer[i][1]
+1; int l3=QuadStorer[i][2]+1; int l4=QuadStorer[i][3]+1;

System.out.println("Independence Type 2 is violated 
by the PH for lottery "+ l1 +" as A, lottery "+l2+" as B, lottery "+l3+ " as C, and lottery "+l4+ " 
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as D.");
violationCounter++;
IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][0])]++; 

IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][1])]++;IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][2])]+
+;IndImplicationArray[(QuadStorer[i][3])]++;

410  
}

}
System.out.println("Found a total of "+violationCounter+" 

violations.");
415 int temp;

for (int i=0;i<171;i++){
temp=i+1;
System.out.println("Lottery "+temp+" is implicated in 

"+IndImplicationArray[i]+" violations.");
}

420 */

425 }

//method that says whether lottery (l1+1) is preferred to lottery (l2+1)
public static boolean checkPreference(int l1, int l2, int[][] PHmatrix){

if (PHmatrix[l1][l2]==l1+1) return true; 
430 else return false;

}

//prints the cycles each lottery is involved in
435 public static void printImplications(int[] Array){

int temp=0;
for(int index=0;index<171;index++){

if(Array[index]!=0){
temp = index+1;

440 System.out.println("Lottery "+ temp +" is implicated in "+ Array
[index]+" cycles.");

}
}
return;

}
445

//method to print stats on cycles
public static void printCycleStats(int count, int[][] TripArray, double[][]outcomes, double

[][]probs){
double [] CycleStats = new double [3]; //array will hold smallest, largest, total 

(for average) max EV diff within a cycle (the spread)
int l1; int l2; int l3;

450 double EV1=0; double EV2=0; double EV3=0;
double maxEVDiff;
for (int i=0;i<count;i++){

l1=TripArray[i][0]+1; l2=TripArray[i][1]+1; l3=TripArray[i][2]+1;
System.out.println("Lottery "+ l1 + " > Lottery "+ l2 + " > Lottery " + l3 

+ " > Lottery "+l1+".");
455 for(int j=0;j<3;j++){

int k=0;
double EV=0;
while(k<5 && outcomes[TripArray[i][j]][k]>=0){

EV+=(outcomes[TripArray[i][j]][k])*(probs[TripArray[i][j]]
[k]);

460 k++;
}
if(j==0) EV1=EV; else if(j==1)EV2=EV; else EV3=EV;

}
//EV1=calcEV(TripArray[i][0],outcomes,probs); EV2=calcEV(TripArray[i]
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[1],outcomes,probs); EV3=calcEV(TripArray[i][2],outcomes,probs);
465 System.out.println("EV of L1: "+ EV1 + "; EV of L2: "+ EV2 + "; EV of L3: " 

+ EV3);
maxEVDiff=(Math.max(EV1, Math.max(EV2, EV3)))-(Math.min(EV1, Math.min

(EV2,EV3)));
if (maxEVDiff<=5) System.out.println

("*******************************************");
if(i==0){

CycleStats[0]=CycleStats[1]=CycleStats[2]=maxEVDiff;
470 }

else{
CycleStats[0]=Math.min(CycleStats[0], maxEVDiff);
CycleStats[1]=Math.max(CycleStats[1], maxEVDiff);
CycleStats[2]+=maxEVDiff;

475 }
}
double avgEVDiff = CycleStats[2]/count;
System.out.println("The smallest maximum EV difference in any cycle is: "+CycleStats

[0]);
System.out.println("The largest maximum EV difference is: "+CycleStats[1]);

480 System.out.println("The average EV spread for all the cycles is: "+ avgEVDiff);
}

public static double calcEV(int lotto, double[][]outcomes, double[][]probs){
int i=0;

485 double EV=0;
while(i<5 && outcomes[lotto][i]>=0){

EV+=(outcomes[lotto][i]*probs[lotto][i]);
}
return EV;

490 }

// method to reset tracker array; "false" means not taken
public static boolean[][] resetTracker(boolean[][] tracker){

495 for(int i=0;i<4;i++){
for(int j=0;j<100;j++){

tracker[i][j]=false;
}

}
500 return tracker; 

}
 

}
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